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Chapter 1: Introduction
Aurum is a Steampunk-Fantasy themed combat “Live Action Roleplay” game (otherwise known as
“LARP”) centered around exploration, discovery, and teamwork. The game takes place in a
stereotypical fantasy world called Sha’uru brought forward to an industrial revolution where a
startling new continent, Antioch, has been discovered. The eyes of the major powers turn toward
Antioch and competition to control the resources of the new world is fierce! You, the heroes, are
hired by one of these powers to assist in exploring the frontier, claiming land and making
discoveries, and writing your own destiny in this Age of Discovery.

What Makes Aurum Different?
•

•

•

•

The story of Aurum takes place in a world that started out as high-fantasy, but with magic
slowly dying and the discovery of a new element, the technology of the world is moving
away from magical reliance to use of machines and steam power.
The Aurum combat system borrows from “Nordic” LARP, SCA (“Society for Creative
Anachronism”), and traditional American LARP cultures to form a unique combat system
that minimizes numerical damage calls and maximizes immersive realness with physical
and emotional safety being of utmost importance.
The game mechanics does away with character “levels” entirely, instead choosing to focus
on story and character development through roleplay as the pinnacle of player
achievement. Endgame character development is based on roleplay and exploration to find
and invent new skills and items within the world.
The magic system is innovative in that magic-users are not glass cannons with words of
power to destroy foes even at the lowest levels; instead, mages start as ritualists, needing to
slave over their books and components to make their effects take place after a significant
investment of time. As their power grows, they become more succinct and exacting in their
art and, with enough time and study, potentially can become the spell-slingers of fantasy
we are more familiar with.

General Setting
The world of Sha'uru was once like many typical fantasy realms. The species you commonly
associate with fantasy—humans, elves, dwarves, goblins, orcs—existed semi-independently in
their own homelands, utilizing medieval technology and dying magical arts to go about their lives.
All of that changed when the dwarves—the Dur—discovered the mineral colloquially known as
Aurum. Initially used to craft explosive devices, it was soon discovered that it could also be burned
as a fuel source. Eventually, the first Aurum-fueled steam-powered machines were invented.
Though much cruder than contemporary steam-powered technology, this laid the groundwork for
the rise of a merchant class among the Durren clans and pushed the world from one that relied on
magic to one that relied on technology and machines. At around the same time, the Afsla Nisse—
the elven culture most steeped in magic—noticed that the magical leylines around the world were
in terrible flux. Without knowing the cause of this change, the Nisse established a world-wide
network of arcane schools to better monitor and document this phenomenon (and, unknown to
outsiders, a means to amass ancient relics and solidify their waning status in an increasingly
magic-less world).
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In the present day, we are at a time most of the monstrous species of fantasy—orcs, ogres, trolls,
dragons—have been hunted to near-extinction; of these, only the Goblins survived due to their
shrewd business acumen and relationship with the Human governments. The Durren clans no
longer exist in their original fashion and are now the Durren Corporate Interests: merchant
households that wield the power formerly held by nobility but is now controlled through
mercantile prowess. The Nisse continue to cling to their ancient cultures and ways, even as their
numbers and power dwindle. Humans proliferated throughout the world and traded freely between
the Dur, Nisse, and Goblins. Increased technology lead to greater demand for Aurum, but as fruitful
mines became harder to find, the Durren trading companies began sending expeditions into the
wilderness to tract new sources.
In the in-game year of 1863, one exploratory mission took a wrong turn and found the westernmost
shore of an undiscovered continent to the south of the Old World continents. The first to land there
called it Antioch, after an ancient city that was a favorite subject of a scholar aboard the
discovering vessel. The Durren Trading Companies and the Goblin Syndicates quickly mobilized to
capitalize on this new source of Aurum and to expand into this new frontier.
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Chapter 2: Core Rules & Concepts
Event Basics
Playing at Events
While every attendee of an event is considered a player, there are two forms of characters players
may play:
•

•

Player Characters—Often shortened to “PCs”, these are characters which players create for
themselves. Players determine the Class, personality, skills their PC has, and it is typically
through these PCs that players explore the game world of Aurum.
Non-Player Characters—Often shortened to “NPCs”, these are characters which serve the
interest of the Plot team and telling the stories within the world of Aurum. Players who
volunteer to play NPCs are given pre-designed characters, often with guidance or specific
instructions about how the character should be played in order to facilitate the needs of
Plot.

PCing
Players who pay to attend events do so as their Player Characters. In addition to playing their
character for the entire event, players are also granted 2 XP and 1 Story Development Action for
their registered character. The registered character can learn or be taught skills, interact with
other characters, and may buy, sell, trade, craft, or exchange items or in-game money.
Alternate Characters
Players have the option of creating multiple additional characters (also known as “alts”).
Players can choose to register as many of their characters for an event as they want, and
players may play their registered characters for as long or as little as they like (or not play
alternate characters at all) during an event.
Registered alt characters will always receive 2 XP and 1 SDA, regardless of how long a player
plays them. If a player chooses to not play a registered alt character at all during an event,
that character cannot learn or be taught skills for that event (the XP will be “banked” for
later use), cannot interact with other characters (even remotely), and cannot buy, sell,
trade, craft, or exchange items or in-game money until the character is played at an event.
Characters played by the same player can never directly know each other (though having
heard of each other through other players’ characters is acceptable), and players can never
knowingly collaborate, trade, or make any requests between their own characters either
directly or indirectly.

NPCing
Players are not required to perform NPC shifts during any event. However, players are welcome
to volunteer for a shift or multiple shifts at their discretion, or even play as NPCs for the entire
weekend (called Full-Time NPCing, or FTNPCing). Regardless of how long a player is NPCing,
they are encouraged to wear plain, un-patterned clothing in neutral colors (e.g. white, black,
tan, or brown) which are comfortable to move around in. Additional costuming is provided to
NPCs as needed.
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Players who volunteer to NPC are awarded the following rewards as a thank-you for their
services:
•
•

For non-FTNPCs: 40 Service Points per shift (typically 4-hours long during a weekend event)
For FTNPCs: $0 event cost, 500 Service Points, 2 XP for one character, and a $5 discount to
their next paying event
o Note: The $5 discount does not stack upon itself, regardless of how many months in
a row a player FTNPCs.

Check-In/Check-Out
Check-In
All players and staff must check in before they begin playing. Check-in is performed at the
Logistics station (sometimes called the “Quartermaster”), which is typically found in the main
play area of the event site. When checking in players receive their character card in a plastic
bag along with any cards for components/item/currency the character has acquired. Both PC
and FTNPC players must check in so that staff is aware of their presence, and so Logistics may
apply appropriate rewards/updates to their character cards.

Check-Out
Once play has officially concluded for the event, player must turn in their character cards and
item tags to Logistics. This allows the Logistics team to update players’ characters and item
Durability, as well as keep item cards in a safe location. If component/item/currency cards are
not turned in, Aurum LARP cannot guarantee they will be available for the next attended event
and will not replace any cards lost, forgotten, stolen, or destroyed due to not being turned in.
Players are expected to clean up their own personal belongings and sleeping areas during and
after the event. This includes but is not limited to packing and removal of costuming, bedding,
makeup, etc., as well as any food, wrappers, containers, and so on. Repeated failure to clean up
after oneself may result in disciplinary action. Additionally, while players are not required to
assist with general camp cleanup, volunteers are greatly appreciated and are awarded Service
Points for their assistance.

States of Play
Between the start of an event and its official closing, there are three main “States of Play” players
will encounter during the course of any event. Whenever a change in the default State of Play is
required, the player should audibly call the name of the appropriate State of Play so all nearby
relevant players can hear the call.
•

“Hold!”—This call is used explicitly to signal a full-stop in play and is reserved for Out of
Game (“OOG”) health & safety issues or when important information needs to be shared by
game staff. When hearing this call, all players hearing it should immediately stop where
they are, repeat the call so others can hear it, and wait until staff signals that play is safe to
resume.
o Players should always call a Hold if they feel the immediate health or safety of
themselves or other players is at risk, or if there is any evidence that physical or
emotional safety could be at risk.
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e.g. spotting a tripping hazard behind another player, or the player is
experiencing a real-life emotional trigger and needs to remove themselves to
a safe location, etc.)
“Scene!”— Typically used by plot staff members, and is reserved for when Plot Staff is
setting an In Game (“IG”) scene or explaining the mechanics of an encounter
o Players are not required to stop all play when a Scene is called, but it is generally
suggested players listen to a Scene to understand something that may be happening
in-game.
“Clarify!”— May be used by any player as needed, and is reserved for asking another player
or Marshal for further explanation of an OOG rule, effect, or mechanic
o If a player calls for a Clarify, other players not directly involved in the Clarify should
either pause their own play or ignore the Clarifying players and continue play
around them until the Clarify has resolved.


•

•

States of Interaction
While the general assumption is that all players are in-character once an event has officially
begun, players and staff may sometimes wear headbands or baseball caps which a uniform in
specific colors. These headbands/hats are meant to be visual cues that signify how these players
may interact with or be interacted with by other players in the game. The following list includes
the most common colors seen during a standard event:
•

•

•

•

White—This player is considered to be Out of Game. Other players who are in-game should
ignore the presence of these players as their characters. If the player is a Marshal, players
may interact with them to ask out-of-game questions or receive out-of-game clarifications
but should otherwise act as if the Marshal is not there.
o Any player may don a white headband at any time if they need to step away from
in-game activities. However, it is recommended that in-character players first
remove themselves from in-character activities and groups and find an out-of-theway place to do so to avoid breaking the immersion of other players.
o Players who abuse the white headband signal to avoid in-game consequences or
repeatedly put on their headband in the middle of in-game activities may be found
to be in violation of our Code of Conduct and be subjected to disciplinary action.
Orange—This player is a Non-Combat Player. These players may never directly engage or be
engaged in physical combat. For full rules concerning Non-Combat Players, see the NonCombat Player section in Chapter 7.
Blue—This character is Aetheric in nature. These players may only be affected by or
interacted with skills or abilities which specifically state they affect/interact with Aetheric
entities.
o Note: Some inanimate objects or areas may be marked by blue lighting, blue tape, or
some other blue signal, which indicates the object/area is Aetheric in nature. A
Marshal or Marshal Notes left with the object/area will explain how players may
interact with these objects/areas.
Purple—This character is Hidden, Sneaking, or Invisible. These players may only be affected
by or interacted with skills or abilities which specifically state they affect/interact with
Hidden, Sneaking, and/or Invisible entities.
o Note: Some characters, inanimate objects, or areas may be marked by purple
lighting, purple tape, or some other purple signal, which indicates the object/area is
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Magical in nature. The marked player, a Marshal, or Marshal Notes left with the
object/area will explain how players may interact with these objects/areas.
Sometimes, other colors may be used to signify additional effects. In cases where such additional
colors are utilized, their significance will be explained at Opening Ceremonies and/or by Plot Staff
as needed.

Time Intervals
Time Intervals are used to indicate how long it takes to perform certain tasks, or how long an effect
lasts. The below chart indicates the standard intervals which most effects and skills operate under.

Sometimes the duration of an effect/ability will increase or decrease the standard Time Interval by
a number of “steps”; this means the effect/ability’s duration is moved to the Interval the indicated
number of “steps” above or below the original Time Interval.
For example:
It takes 15 seconds to perform the First Aid skill. However, using a First Aid Kit reduces the roleplay
timer of the First Aid skill by 1 Interval. When using a First Aid Kit, it only takes 5 seconds to
perform First Aid.
Another example:
The standard duration of a potion is 1 minute. An alchemist has an ability which allows them to
increase the duration of a potion by 2 steps and uses this ability on the potion. The potion now
will last for 15 minutes when used.
Some abilities and effects have non-standard durations. If such effects/abilities are modified by
effects which increase or decrease the Time Interval of the effect/ability, the time is modified based
on the closest Time Intervals to the effect/ability’s original duration.
For example:
It normally takes 10 minutes to cast a certain ritual. The caster has a Goblin Market bonus which
reduces the casting time of one ritual by 1 Time Interval each time it is cast during the event. The
ritual now takes only 5 minutes to cast.

Periods
In addition to Time Intervals, the event is broken into standard blocks of time called Periods. For
full-weekend events, Periods are 4 hours long beginning at 10 pm Friday night and cycle until 2 am
Sunday morning. For one-day events, Periods last for 2 hours, starting from 11 am until 9 pm.
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Skill Basics
Types of Skills
There are two main categories all standard purchasable character skills fall under: “Action Skills”
and “Permanent Skills”. Regardless of type, purchasable skills represent specific abilities a character
possesses to affect themselves, other characters, or the game environment. The availability of skills
a character can learn is dependent on their chosen character Class, plus a list of “General Skills”
that any character can access to purchase.
Additionally, beyond the standard skills listed in this rulebook, there exist “Hidden Skills” which
characters can discover through roleplay and plot interaction.

Action Skills
Action Skills require Action Points to utilize, and typically are abilities which trigger Encounters
when used. Typically, most Action Skills require only 1 AP to use, though exceptions exist and
are listed in the individual skill description.
Action Skills usually also require the player to verbally announce their use (e.g. calling “Crit”
when striking a target with a weapon, or calling “Dodge” to avoid taking the effect of an
opponent’s strike), or otherwise inform relevant parties of their use (e.g. informing a marshal
when using a knowledge-gathering Action Skill). Some Action Skills may also require specific
roleplay, materials, or other prerequisites associated with their use; such specifications are
listed within the individual skill description when they exist.
Some Action Skills may have a specific duration of their effect; for such skills, the effect may
not be activated on the same target from any source (regardless of how many AP the user
spends) until the initial duration has concluded or the effect is otherwise nullified or removed.

Permanent Skills
Permanent Skills do not require Action Points to utilize, and typically are abilities or knowledge
which may be used freely without initiating Encounters (though exceptions exist if the
Permanent Skill is used in a way that can be contested by another character). Permanent Skills
are typically always available to use by the possessing character, or otherwise produce some
type of passive effect on the character (e.g. the Tough skill increase the base number Toughness
Points a character has, and the character does not have to do expend anything to benefit from
this higher baseline Toughness).
Many Permanent Skills require specific roleplay, materials or other prerequisites associated
with their use; such specifications are listed within the individual skill description when they
exist.

Hidden Skills
Hidden Skills can either be Action Skills or Permanent Skills and operate under the same
conditions which apply to the category they fall under as they do for standard skills of the same
type. However, Hidden Skills have special rules regarding how they are obtained. Hidden Skills
are not tied directly to specific character Classes, and thus cannot be purchased at character
creation. They must be discovered through exploration, roleplay, and/or participation in specific
plot circumstances.
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Many Hidden Skills have specific skill prerequisites in order to be purchased, in addition to
appropriate roleplay. While Hidden Skills are not included on specific Class lists, their
prerequisite skills may limit their purchase to characters with specific Classes. Additionally,
characters generally may not learn a skill that does not exist on their own Class list but exists
as a standard skill on another Class list as a Hidden Skill (though Hidden Skills which grant
access to another Class’s standard skills may exist).
Hidden Skills may also not be directly taught to other players unless the character with the
Hidden Skill also has an ability (which itself is typically a separate Hidden Skill) which allows
them to teach the Hidden Skill to others. However, characters can share the experiences which
may have led to or resulted in them learning a Hidden Skill, which can assist other characters
in finding a way to unlock the Hidden Skill for themselves; however, there potentially can be
multiple paths to learning a Hidden Skill, and characters are free to explore any alternative
routes that may result in discovering desired Hidden Skills they wish. Ultimately, however, all
Hidden Skills are unlocked at the sole discretion of the Plot Staff team; simply because a
character is pursuing a specific Hidden Skill does not guarantee they can or will obtain it.

Learning Skills
While the game does not have character “levels”, characters still earn Experience Points (or “XP”) to
spend on learning skills. Characters may only learn skills which appear on their character Class list
or the General list (or are Hidden Skills they have been approved by Plot to learn) and that they have
the required amount of XP to spend. Some skills also require the character to already possess
specific prerequisite skills before the new skill can be purchased; typically, this is only for ranked
skills where the previous rank must be purchased prior to learning the next higher rank, or for
Hidden Skills (prerequisite skills would be made aware to the player once the Hidden Skill has been
unlocked for their character).
There are two methods by which a character can learn new skills outside of character creation:
self-teaching and being taught by another character. Regardless of teaching method, players should
do their best to perform immersive roleplay regarding the learning of new skills.

Self-Teaching
Characters may “self-teach” any skill on their character’s Class or the General list which they
have the appropriate amount of XP to purchase. Players can self-teach any number of skills so
long as they have enough XP, though they cannot teach themselves multiple ranks of the same
skill within the same event (however, if a character was taught a rank by another character,
they may self-teach the next rank within the same event). When a character self-teaches a
skill, they will be able to use the self-taught skill at the start of the following event.

Teaching Other Characters
Characters have the option to roleplay teaching a standard skill they know to another
character. In order to successfully teach a skill, the student character must have access to the
skill either through the own character Class or the General list; so long as the student has
access to the skill, it does not matter which list the teacher learned the skill from. When a
character is taught a skill by another character, they will be able to use the taught skill at the
start of the next Period of the event.
As a reminder, characters can never teach other characters any Hidden Skill they possess
unless they also have a skill or ability which states they may teach the Hidden Skill to others.
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When a character has either self-taught a skill or has been taught by another character, the
player should mark down that the skill is being learned on their character card. If this
documentation is not received, it will be assumed the character learned nothing and their XP
will be banked for later use, and any roleplay to learn the skill will have to be repeated.

Encounters
When any PC or NPC takes aggressive action towards another character, this starts an “Encounter”.
Encounters can last as little as a few seconds to as long as several minutes or even hours,
depending on the situation. “Aggressive action” is typically combat-oriented (e.g. using melee or
ranged weapons to strike at an opposing target) but may also encompass use of “social skills” the
character possesses which may affect another character in some oppositional or contestable way.
Encounters, once started, last until the following criteria are met:
•
•

All characters involved in the Encounter are no longer actively engaging in physical combat
and/or utilizing contestable skills against other characters.
All characters involved in the Encounter are no longer in any stage of their Death Count,
and/or are permanently dead.

Exception: Even if the above criteria have been met, a Plot Marshal may declare that an Encounter
is still ongoing until additional conditions have been satisfied.
When an Encounter has concluded, all characters reset their Action Points to their current effective
maximum, restore any lost points of Toughness, may reset any worn armor to their maximum
Armor Points, and any other effects which state they expire or reset after an Encounter do so.
Additionally, Encounters may end for some characters but not others in special cases, such as
when a character is not aware that another character is taking aggressive action against them.
For example:
A character is attacked by an assassin and has used all of their Action Points while fleeing into the
woods. They find a hiding spot under some trees and wait for the assassin to leave. The assassin
searches the area but gives up the chase, and sits down to rest, thereby resetting their Encounter;
The assassin’s target, however, still actively hiding because they know the assassin is nearby, is
still considered within the same Encounter until either the assassin leaves the area entirely, or the
target leaves the area without triggering a new Encounter for the assassin.

Action Points
Action Points (often shortened to “AP”) are used to fuel Action Skills, as well as item effects which
state they require Action Points to use. Action Points automatically reset after the conclusion of
Encounters, but do not get restored while an Encounter is active unless some effect or ability is
used which states it restores a character’s AP.
Action Points are a shared resource for all Action Skills and abilities that require AP to use. Every
character begins with a pool of 5 AP, and this pool may be increased either temporarily or
permanently through various skills and effects. Regardless of how many additional AP are gained
via any method, no character may have or spend more than 15 AP per Encounter. Action Points are
spent as soon as an Action Skill or AP-using effect is called; even if the called ability has no effect,
the AP is not refunded unless the effect states otherwise or a designated Marshal rules the AP can
be refunded.
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Story Development Actions
Aurum is a game which focuses on storytelling, but sometimes a character’s story cannot develop
simply from the time spent at an event. The Story Development Action system is designed to
quantify what a character does between events so that a player may further along the narrative of
their character. When a player attends an event as a PC, they automatically are granted the option
to submit one Story Development Action (shortened to “SDA”) for their character included with their
event fee. While typically applied to the character played during the live event, if a player has one or
more alternate characters (or “alts), they may choose to apply this automatic SDA submission to an
alt character instead.
An additional SDA submission may be purchased each event, up to a maximum of two total
submissions per character per event. Multiple SDAs within a month for a character can in no way
be connected to, contingent upon, or otherwise directly interact with the result of each other (i.e. no
chaining of SDAs or making contingencies based on the success or failure of the other action).
Furthermore, a player may never have an alt character’s SDAs be connected to, contingent upon, or
otherwise directly interact with the result of the SDAs of the player’s other characters.
Full-time NPCs do not automatically receive SDA submissions, but may purchase the option as a
separate fee, as well as purchase and submit additional SDAs for their characters as normal.

Submitting Story Development Actions
After the conclusion of an event, players have up to one week to submit their Story Development
Actions to the Plot team (typically by midnight on the Sunday following the event weekend). Players
should use the online submission form located on the game website (www.aurumlarp.com/forms)
to complete their submissions. The form contains several sections:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Player Name—Enter your out-of-game player name (does not have to be your legal name if
a different name is preferred, so long as it can be traced back to the correct person)
Character Name—Enter the name of the character who is taking the specified action
Email Address—Enter the email address you would like the response sent to
Story Development Action Type—Select from “Mission/Research, Assist, or Correspond with
Trade Contact” (explained below)
Relevant Skills—List any skills your character has that you believe are relevant towards the
desired action your character is taking
o Note: You may list as many of your character’s skills as you would like, but not
every skill may apply a bonus towards the specified action and thus may be ignored
at Plot discretion.
Story Development Action Details—Describe the nature of and specific details for your
desired action (e.g. the type of item you are trying to invent, which plotline you are
investigating, which area of the world you are exploring and how you plan to explore it,
etc.)
o Note: While specified actions do not have to always be simplistic in nature, it is
preferable to avoid submitting a long sequence of desired actions which would be
contingent upon previous steps of the action to succeed; it is generally better to
frame a submission in terms of what the character’s intended end result is rather
than a step-by-step description of what a character is doing without listing a
concrete end-goal for the action.
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Types of Story Development Actions
There are three main types of Story Development Actions, each with their own purpose and general
effect:

Actions
This is the most general standard Story Development Action. It encompasses anything a
character wishes to do that does not fall under the other categories. Action SDAs can be
anything from tracking down information on a plotline, to exploring the game world, to
attempting to uncover Hidden Skills. The results of the SDA are modified only by the acting PC’s
skillset, except in cases of other characters’ use of an Assist Action (see below).
Research—This is a special subcategory of Action SDAs which allow characters to invent
new items. A character must possess one or more skills which grant the ability to perform
Research for a given type of item (typically Rank 1 of a Science Theory skill or Rank 1 of an
Art).

Assist Actions
This Action allows a character to assist another character’s SDA to influence their success,
rather than performing a Mission or Correspondence for themselves. The effectiveness of the
assistance is dependent upon both the character being assisted and the character(s) doing the
assistance. While Assisting characters can Assist without having any skills related to the main
Action, in general, having related skills will better increase the odds of success.
Players should only submit an action as an Assist Action if their intention is to have their
character dedicate their efforts entirely to helping another character's action succeed. If a
character has their own goals for an action that simply happens to be occurring alongside/in
the same place as another character's action, the character should mark their submission as a
Mission Action instead.

Correspondence Actions
This Action allows a character to contact an NPC with whom they have established a Trade
Contact (i.e. have been approved and purchased the Trade Contact or Underground Trade Contact
skill for). The correspondence may ask the contacted NPC to perform some kind of activity on
their behalf, such as a making good on a favor, procuring information on a plotline, or finding
a lead on employment opportunities. Although the player’s actions determine what their
relationship with their Trade Contact is like, the Plot team ultimately decides what the NPC is
capable of and who they may be connected to besides the player character. The results of the
SDA are modified only by the NPC’s skills, regardless of their relationship to the PC or the PC’s
own skillset.

Resolving Actions
Once a player has submitted their SDAs after an event, the submission is reviewed and assigned to
one or more Plot members to resolve. A single dice roll out of 100 is made for the submission, and
any bonuses (or detriments!) from relevant skills or Plot-assigned modifiers are added to the dice
roll to produce the final result roll. Depending on this roll, the character’s action falls under one of
the following categories:
•
•

1%* = Complete and Total Failure
2% - 30% = Failure with a Minor Bonus
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•
•
•
•

31% - 50% = Minor Success
51% - 80 % = Success
81% - 99% = Success with a Minor Bonus
100%** = Complete and Unexpected Success

* In the case where a base dice roll is a natural 1, the action automatically fails regardless of any bonuses that
might raise the result above 1.
** In the case where a base dice roll is a natural 100, the action automatically succeeds regardless of any
detriments that might lower the result below 100.

Once the final result roll is determined, the assigned Marshal(s) will write an in-game description
of the result, as well as include any out-of-game notes about the result of action (e.g. bonuses
towards future actions, the description of an invested item, etc.). The response is then emailed to
the address provided in the submission, typically no later than the week before the event.

Crafting
Crafting is a major component of the game system. In general, crafting is the creation of
permanent and consumable in-game items through the use of many “crafting” skills. These skills
mechanically operate in similar ways on an out-of-game level, but differ in terms of the props,
roleplay, and plot “flavor” of their results or how they are utilized in-game.

Crafting Categories
There are two major categories all crafting skills fall under: Sciences, and Arts. Each Science
consists of two branches--Theory and Practice—of ranked skills, while each Art consists of a single
ranked tree. See Chapter 5: The Sciences and Chapter 6: The Arts for more information about each
category.

How to Craft
In order to craft items, a character must have the appropriate rank of the item’s associated Science
and/or Art, a valid Schematic for the item, and required Components listed for the item they wish
to craft. A crafter must first check in with Logistics (or a Plot Marshal, if on a module) to confirm
they have the necessary skills/materials, and then must spend the required time (as noted on the
schematic) roleplaying the crafting of the desired item. Once the roleplay time is complete, the
crafter returns to Logistics to exchange their component cards for a signed and stamped item card.

Components
Crafters need to gather the material components listed in the item’s Schematic in order to craft
the item. Components are broken into two categories: Named Components and Generic
Components.
Named Components are components which have specific names and sources (e.g. Amber Stone,
Bar Stock, Concentrated Ectoplasm), and cannot be substituted for anything—even other Named
Components—when crafting items.
Generic Components are components which fall into several different categories but are
otherwise non-specific in what the materials are beyond their general category. So long as a
crafter has the appropriate number of Generic Components of the listed type(s) in a recipe, they
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can be used; a Generic Chemical Component works just the same in an Explosive as it would if
used for a Healing Draught instead. When it comes to roleplaying using Generic Components,
players can represent them with anything that feels immersive and appropriate for the
component’s category.
The types of Generic Components are:
•
•

Chemical
Crystal

•
•

Herb
Mineral

•
•

Tergora
Textile

•

Salvage*

* This is a special type of Generic Component which typically can only be acquired through the
Mathematical Reclamation skills. While item recipes will never list Salvage as a required component,
Salvage Components can be substituted for any other Generic Component in a recipe at a 2:1
conversion ratio.

Schematics
Schematics (or Recipes) are in-game items which represent the instructions on how to
construct the various craftable items in the game.
Valid Schematic cards contain the following information:
•
•
•
•

Item Name
Crafting Rank
Crafting Category
Named Components

•
•
•

Generic Components
Craft Time
Marshal Stamp/Signature

Characters may create a copy of a Schematic if they have a skill which states they may make
copies of Schematics of that type. To copy a Schematic, the player must have a valid Schematic
card to copy from (or have previously memorized the recipe), and must spend 1 Textile
Component and 15 minutes of time copying the Schematic, after which they may turn in their
Textile Component to Logistics to receive a new Schematic card for the copied recipe.
Interdisciplinary & Multi-person Schematics
While most Schematics fall under only one specific crafting category, some recipes require
two or more different Sciences or Arts involved in their crafting. In order to craft such
interdisciplinary Schematics, a character either must possess all required fields at the listed
rank themselves, or work with one or more other characters who at least have any of the
required fields/ranks they lack. Similarly, in order to copy an interdisciplinary Schematic,
the copying character must possess at least Rank 1 of all Sciences or Arts involved in the
recipe (multiple characters cannot assist in creating copies of Schematics).
Certain Schematics may also specify a minimum number of individuals being required to
craft the item. In general, all characters participating in the crafting of a multi-persons
Schematic must have at least one rank of the Schematic category (though exceptions may
apply and would be indicated by a Marshal or on the Schematic card).
If a multi-person Schematic is also interdisciplinary, there is an additional requirement for
the item to be crafted: if one of the required categories is listed at a higher rank than the
others, then all characters participating in the crafting must possess the higher-ranked
field at the listed rank.
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Memorizing Schematics
Alternative to having a Schematic card, characters may also memorize recipes, meaning
they do not have to have an in-game Schematic card for memorized recipes in their
possession at the time of crafting such items. Characters automatically memorize a recipe
after crafting (or helping to craft) the item at least three times within a single event; players
should check in with Logistics to ensure the memorized recipe is added to their character
card. However, if a character does not possess all or some of the appropriate ranks of the
Science and/or Art required to craft the item, they must work with another character or
characters who do possess the required ranks in order to craft a memorized Schematic.
Player-Invented Schematics
Through Research SDAs, players may invent new items in addition to any listed in this
rulebook. Over time, crafted versions of these items become available for purchase from the
in-game Quartermaster by any player. While the names and effects of these items will be
listed in this rulebook as they become available for public purchase, the Schematics for the
items always remain under the sole ownership of the inventing player (though the original
inventors may copy, share, or sell the Schematics of their inventions however they wish).
Players may never take a player-invented Schematics as part of character creation and may
never purchase player-invented Schematics from the Quartermaster, even if the finished
item has been made public.

Item Keywords
Many craftable items can be labeled with one or more “keywords” to denote specific skill
interactions, use, or other mechanical properties about the item. Some common keywords are
listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ammunition—Items which serve as ammunition for certain weapons.
Chemical— Items which require the Apply Chemical skill of appropriate rank to use.
Component—Items which can be used as a Named Component in certain recipes.
Consumable—Items which are automatically destroyed after the listed number of uses.
Defensive—Items which have magical effects that are defensive in nature.
Instantaneous—Rituals or items which instantly take effect once cast/crafted.
Latent—Rituals which must be willingly invoked by the bearer/user to take effect.
Medicine—Items which require the Administer Medicine skill of appropriate rank to use.
Offensive—Items which have magical effects that are offensive in nature.
Perishable—Items which become inert and unusable after their Durability expires.
Persistent—Rituals which have a persistent, active effect once cast.
Renewable—Items which become unusable after their Durability expires but can be
repaired using an appropriate-rank Repair skill to restore its Durability.
Trap—Items which may only be detected and handled by characters with an ability
which states they may do so without breaking or triggering the trap.
Utility—Items which have magical effects that are utilitarian in nature.

Item Durability
Unless specified otherwise, all crafted items have a standard duration of Durability of three
played events, after which the item is either automatically destroyed or requires repair before
being able to be used again. A month of Durability is only expended from a character’s items if
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the player attends a live event as that character; no Durability is lost if a player misses an event
or does not play the character during an event.
Generic Components, Named Components, and crafted Ammunition items do not have any
Durability and last indefinitely until used.

Items as Components
Some items may be crafted as either a Named Component that can be used in certain recipes or
as a power source/ammunition for certain items. When crafting an item with multiple
versions, the crafter must designate at the time of crafting what version they are creating, and
the item cannot be changed to a different version once it is crafted. An item can never use the
component version of an item as a power source/ammunition, and items crafted as a power
source/ammunition can never be used as a Named Component in recipes. Additionally, any
item with the “Component” keyword can never be Transmuted into another component or from
another component.

Inventing New Items
Inventing is another important aspect of Aurum. Typically, players must utilize the Story
Development Action system to research the creation of new items. While players are welcome to
submit whatever effects and uses of a particular desired invention they wish, the Rules team
ultimately has final say on the category, rank. Components, mechanical effects, and any skill
prerequisites needed for use of the item. Below are some general guidelines players should keep in
mind when submitting their ideas for inventions:
Rank 1 Inventions—Consumable defensive items, items which emulate or grant a single use of
utility/non-combat skills, or consumables with a minor/limited effect. Also, may be a
modification to an existing Rank 1 recipe to a different, but functionally similar type (e.g. Fire to
Ice), or a modification of an existing non-consumable Rank 1 item into a lesser, single-useconsumable form.
Rank 2 Inventions—Items which emulate or grant a single use of combat skills or limited-use
consumables with a moderate effect. Also, may be a modification to an existing Rank 2 recipe to
a different, but functionally similar type (e.g. Fire to Ice), or a modification of an existing nonconsumable Rank 2 or lower recipe that adds a short-duration effect at an additional cost or a
once-per-event effect at no cost. May also be consumable items which grant use of a skill the
character does not have.
Rank 3 Inventions—Items which are a modification to an existing Rank 3 recipe to a different,
but functionally similar type (e.g. Fire to Ice), or a modification of an existing non-consumable
Rank 3 or lower recipe that adds a long-duration effect at an additional cost or a short-duration
effect at no cost. May also be items which grant use of a skill the character does not have once
per Encounter/event while possessing the item.
Rank 4 Inventions—Items which are a modification to an existing Rank 4 recipe to a different,
but functionally similar type (e.g. Fire to Ice), or a modification of an existing non-consumable
Rank 3 or lower recipe that adds a permanent effect at an additional cost or a long-duration,
once-per-event effect at no cost. May also be items which grant use of a skill the character does
not have so long as they possess the item.
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Magic
Magic in the world of Sha’uru is waning but can still be encountered. Most magic will be found in
the form of alchemical creations or through occult rituals which require some form of prop and/or
roleplay to activate or use. While players are encouraged to come up their own unique ways of
representing any magical capabilities their characters may possess, the state of magic in Sha’uru is
generally not the typically-flashy style of spell-casting often depicted in traditional fantasy, and no
players may start out capable of using this type of what Sha’uru considers “True Magic”.
However, occasionally players may encounter NPCs who can perform feats of “True Magic” or have
True Magic-like abilities, such as throwing fireballs from their hands or opening portals from
nowhere. These spells and effects are incredibly rare to see and can only be defended from by
magic or another ability which states that it can defend against magical attacks (e.g. a Warding
Charm). Such True Magic spells are delivered via Skill Packet and will affect a targeted player no
matter where they may have been struck with the Skill Packet.

Magical Items and Effects
While full-blown spell-slinging is rare in Sha’uru, practitioners of the Occult are capable of
performing effective and potent ritual magics to imbue trinkets and charms with mystical effects
which can be invoked by users as needed.
Sometimes, players may encounter an area or object that contains magical properties. These will
typically have appropriate set dressing and accompanying Marshal Notes (marked with a purple
piece of ribbon, duct tape, and/or paper) describing the properties in detail. The Marshal Notes are
out-of-game but can be read by characters using a skill which allows them to see/identify magic to
bring that knowledge into game. Typical information found on the Marshal Notes are the name,
rank, effects, duration, and a dated Marshal’s signature. Objects/locations with unsigned notes are
invalid and should be ignored, and players should treat the object or location as mundane.

Magic Item Limits
Characters may only have up to three Defensive magical items, three Offensive magic items,
and three Utility magic items active on their person at a time. Each item must be unique in its
effect; while a character may possess multiple of the same magic item on their person at the
same time, they may only invoke and benefit from one of the items per Encounter.
For example:
A Hedgemage creates two Warding Charms to carry around for defense. During an adventure,
they are attacked, and they invoke one of their Warding Charms. However, even though they
have another Warding Charms on their person, it is inactive and cannot be invoked to defend
another attack until after the end of the current Encounter.
Additionally, should a character pick up an item of a category for which they already have the
maximum allowed on their person, the character must choose one of their items within that
category to become inactive until the character is no longer exceeding the limit.
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Chapter 3: Character Creation
Creating a Character
While creating a new character may seem intimidating at first, the process can be broken down
into several simple steps:
1.

2.

3.

Choose a Species/Culture, a Class List, and a character name. While certain Species/Cultures
may have boons or cultural inclination to certain classes/professions, there is no out-ofgame restriction on which class a character chooses, so pick a Species and Class that you as
the player will have the most fun roleplaying!
Every new character begins with 10 Experience Points (plus any additional XP either
purchased or earned from FTNPCing) to spend on learning skills from their chosen Class (up
to 20 XP total; additional earned XP beyond 20 is not lost but cannot be spent at character
creation). You are not required to spend all available XP at character creation; any XP
unspent will be banked for later use/learning at events. However, regardless of how much
XP a character has, they cannot start with any skills higher than Rank 2 at character
creation.
a. Note: All characters automatically begin with a “native” Literacy (dependent on their
chosen Species) for 0 XP unless they take the Illiterate skill. See Chapter 4: Skills
Descriptions for more information)
Choose your starting equipment for your new character. Every character begins with 5
Kroner (Aurum’s in-game currency) and chooses starting items based on the categories
listed below. If the character does not have a skill which applies to that category (or if the
player opts to not take an item from that category), they gain an additional 5 Kroner per
category they take not items for.

Starting Equipment Categories
•

•
•

•

One melee weapon of choice applicable to any one of all the melee weapon skills the
character knows [Simple Weapon, 1-Handed & Shield, Great Weapon, Florentine]
o For 1-Handed & Shield, the character may begin with one Simple Weapon and
one Shield
o For Florentine, the character may begin with two Simple Weapons of choice
One ranged weapon of choice and six units of ammunition applicable to any one of all
the ranged weapon skills the character knows [Firearms, Ranged Weapons]
One piece of armor in each location applicable to any one of all the Armor skills the
character knows [Light Armor, Medium Armor, Heavy Armor]
o Armor Locations: Head, Left Arm, Right Arm, Left Leg, Right Leg, Torso
o Additionally, the player must have an appropriate physical representation for
each piece of armor they wish to have at character creation, regardless of
purchased skills; players will not be given cards for armor pieces for which
they do not have Marshal-approved representation.
Two Schematics and enough components to craft one of each item from among all the
Crafting skills the character knows [Alchemy, Occult, Poisons, Aetheric Science
Theory/Practice, Chemistry Theory/Practice, Natural Science Theory/Practice,
Physics Theory/Practice]
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4.

Submit your character to Logistics, either online using the New Character Submission form
or in-person with Logistics staff at an event.

Rerolling Characters
Sometimes, a player may realize the character they designed is not quite what they wanted them to
be and wish they could change certain aspects of the character, or a player may realize they do not
enjoy playing the character at all and want to go in a completely different direction. Prior to the
fourth event of playing a character, players are permitted to change any part of the character’s
Species, Class, or skills (using any XP they have earned up to that point) however they wish while
retaining any items, money, character ties, knowledge, experiences, etc. the character had. Events
are counted only when a player plays the character for the full event—FTNPC events do not count
against the reroll time limit.
After the character has been played for at least four normal events, no further changes can be made
beyond learning skills from the Class the character already has. Alternatively, players may reroll
such characters entirely; however, the new character may only start with the standard 10 XP + up
to no more than three events worth of earned XP (even if the original character had more XP before
being rerolled). Additionally, characters rerolled in this way do not carry over any of the items,
money, character ties, knowledge, experiences, etc. of the old character to the new character. If a
character is rerolled after an event but prior to the cutoff date for SDA submissions, they may
submit any purchased SDAs they may have for that event for the new character.

Playable Species
A variety of sentient species inhabit the world of Sha’uru, the following which are available to
choose as Player Characters; other species exist in the world; however, they only exist as NPCs
under Plot discretion. Each species consists of several sub-cultures, each with their own costuming
requirements (which must always be clearly visible). Beyond the specified costuming requirements,
characters may dress and accessorize in any many they feel is befitting for the character and
setting, so long as it does not imitate or could be confused for the costuming requirements of
another species/culture.
Each species and sub-culture also come with specific skill “boons” which represent a general
affinity towards such skills as a result of being raised in a specific Species’ culture. This does not
mean all characters of the species/culture automatically have these boon skills for free—the boons
merely allow the character to purchase the skill at a discounted rate, or grant access to learn the
skill at its standard cost if the skill is not on the character’s chosen Class.
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Humans
Humans are the youngest of the four major Species of the world. Most archeological evidence
shows that Dur and Nisse had established cities that are older than any artifacts of ancient human
cultures. However, Humans possess a spirit and wanderlust that has made them more prolific than
the other species. The Silverthorn Empire, established in 1178, spread through most of the known
world and controlled vast sections of land. They were instrumental in ending the Goblin War of
1663 by force, and it was their decision to make Goblins subservient to the Human Empire that
eventually saved the Goblins from extinction. As the Dur continued their purge of the monstrous
species from the world of Sha'uru, the Humans saw merit in recognizing the Goblins as a people. In
1771 the Humans freed the Goblins from servitude and negotiated their recognition as a sovereign
nation with The Bicontinental Pact. Since then, Humans have been the central hub of trade and
commerce among the species of the world who prefer not to deal with the others directly for their
own reasons. The last empress, Viola-Rose Harewood Silverthorn, dissolved the empire to form the
Confederacy of Allied Republics, the current Human government. The Confederacy is divided into 13
Republic States, composed of a variety of distinct cultures.

Common Humans
This culture represents the bulk of the common citizens of the Confederacy. Most are
monotheistic and follow the teachings of the Temple of the Golden One. It is through the
teaching of the Church and through their warlike and wandering past that most humans have
become familiar with the medical arts.
Costuming Requirements: None
Boons: Natural Science Practice II [-1 XP on-list; 3 XP off-list], May choose Literacy: Goblin at
character creation

Imperial Humans
Though the Silverthorn Empire was dissolved in 1803, the noble families of the Confederacy
were cultivated for over 700 years. As such, they are a cut above the common humans of the
Confederacy—or so they believe. The Imperials (or "blue bloods", as their detractors might call
them) have had to reconcile with the fact that in an industrial society the nobles only hold as
much sway as their businesses. While this is not a problem for the major noble houses, the
lesser houses who do not have the same financial clout have found that the expeditions to
Antioch have presented a unique opportunity: for who better to guide the infrastructure and
political leadership of the new world than those who have ruled in the past?
Costuming Requirements: A preference for fancy/high-class clothing styles, as well as high
necklines and worn gloves. Additionally, the character is required to have a hyphenated first
name and must roleplay a strong distain for physical contact with non-Imperials.
Boons: Natural Science Practice II [-1 XP on-list; 3 XP off-list], Willpower II [-1 XP on-list; 5 XP
off-list], May choose Literacy: Goblin at character creation

Tribal Humans
The Tribes of Barlethan are a curiosity, as they were a political movement that began in the
smallest of the 13 Republics, Barlethan, at the start of the discovery of Aurum and the
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development of Durren steam technology and Aetheric Science. They are a deeply spiritual
people, but unlike most of their brethren, they follow a sort of naturalistic view of the world.
The Tribals began to go into the secluded places of the world and set up communities who
revered the natural world and proscribed the use of steam technology. Today, all of the tribes
are collectively represented within the Confederacy by a council in Barlethan that acts as their
Governor. This Council selects the Parliamentary Representatives that speak for the Tribal
nations as a whole.
Costuming Requirements: Lots of beaded accoutrements, such as necklaces or in the hair,
which much be easy to see and kept over the top layer of clothing. All of the beads should be
uniform in pattern/color order, as this denotes the specific tribe; as such, multiple players
choosing to play characters from the same family must use the same bead pattern.
Boons: Natural Science Practice II [-1 XP on-list; 3 XP off-list], Alchemy II [-1 XP on-list; 3 XP offlist], May choose Literacy: Goblin at character creation

Wayfaring Seekers
The Wayfaring Seekers were once a small group of humans who believed that out in the world
there existed a great artifact of magical power, the Heart of Sha'uru. They believed this
legendary device had the power to restore the waning magic of the world, and so many of them
decided to wander the world and seek it out. In their travels, the Wayfarers convinced likeminded people to join them, and eventually they became a culture unto themselves. Within a
few generations, the diehard seekers who still searched for the Heart of Sha'uru became fewer
in number, as no trace of the artifact had yet been uncovered, but the families of Wayfarers
continued their way of life. Wayfaring Seekers are known as resourceful traders who are
friendly and jovial, though a few bad eggs have given some the impression that they tend to be
vagrants and thieves.
Costuming Requirements: Comfortable and worn clothing suited for travel, typically with a
patchwork, ruffled, layers, or makeshift look. A compass rose "tattoo" must be drawn on a
consistently exposed/visible body part (such as the face, or the back of a hand). The tattoo must
be easily visible, larger than a half-dollar coin, and may be drawn in any color except green; the
design can be as plain or as intricate as the player chooses, so long as the design is recognizable
as a compass rose.
Boons: Natural Science Practice II [-1 XP on-list; 3 XP off-list], Any single purchase of a Rank II
Trade Contact (or Underground Trade Contract, if available to character's class) [-1 XP], May
choose Literacy: Goblin at character creation
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Dur (“Dwarves”)
Dur, whom have been clannish since ancient times, were once divided into noble house united
under a single monarch. In modern times, only a few of the great noble houses have survived, as
many of the clans gave way to merchant households; Stoneforge, a Mountain Dur house, is the
oldest and most powerful of these old clans. A common trait in Durren culture is a deep-seated
need to leave behind a legacy of some kind. This is what leads most Dur to seek out their fortune in
the world at large, and to join several of the expeditions exploring the new continent of Antioch.
Their gruff nature and ancient linage tend to make them appear to be intolerant of other Species;
and they have a particularly strong hatred of Goblin-kind, as the Dur and Goblins warred since time
immemorial. Many claim (especially the Dur themselves) that they were responsible for the
genocide of orcs in the old world.

Astegos Dur (“City Dwarves”)
The Astegos Dur are composed of Dur who have left behind their original communities to settle
in human society, either for trade or out of curiosity; for this they are often seen as lesser
cousins of their brethren from the Durren nations. Though they still often display traits
stereotypical to all Dur and for this are still seen as a cut above humans and elves by their more
distinct Durren cousins, the Astegos Dur more often culturally resemble the society of their
non-Durren neighbors.
Costuming Requirements: Must wear a chest-length, fake beard of any natural hair color;
the beard must be plain and may not be decorated in any manner. Alternatively, a player may
substitute the beard for a single braid worn on the left side of the head; the braid must be at
least 1" thick, and abide by all other requirements for beards.
Boons: Trade Contact I (Dur) [-1 XP], Tough I [-1 XP]

Vuono Dur (“Mountain Dwarves”)
The Vuono Dur still see earth and stone as their true home, so they tend to build most of their
settlements at the base of mountain ranges or large hills. They are more social than their
Vrachos Dur cousins and recognize the need to forge strong alliances with the other species in
order to prosper. The strongest merchants in the world are counted among the Vuono Dur, and
because of this they believe in strong family ties and personal honor; to impugn upon the honor
of a Vuono Dur is to invite their wrath.
Costuming Requirements: Must wear a chest-length, fake beard either dark brown or black
in color; the beard must be decorated with jewelry (such as chains, pendants, or beads) which
can be in any color and of any metal. Alternatively, a player may substitute the beard for a
single braid worn on the left side of the head; the braid must be at least 1" thick, and abide by all
other requirements for beards.
Boons: Trade Contact I (Dur) [-1 XP], Tough I [-1 XP], Grit II [-1 XP on-list; 4 XP off-list]

Vrachos Dur (“Deep Dwarves”)
The Vrachos Dur claim to be the oldest of Dur. They are of the opinion that the other Dur made a
grave error by leaving behind their sacred duty to care for the deep places in the earth, and by
interacting with the world above on a regular basis they became corrupted by other cultures,
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leaving the Vrachos as the only true Durren culture—if you ask a Vrachos Dur, of course. The
rest of the Dur tend to see them as stuffed-shirt traditionalists who are generally too frightened
of the world above to leave it. There are few among them that choose the life of adventurers;
though there are those who do leave, whether for personal gain or through the behest of a
patron who requires an agent in the world above. The Vrachos Dur maintain the largest trade in
plants and fungi which only grown deep beneath the surface, commodities which are greatly
sought out by poison-makers and alchemists.
Costuming Requirements: All exposed skin must be painted a light grey color with a stonelike texture. Must wear a chest-length, fake beard either white, light silver, or a natural red in
color; the beard must be plain and may not be decorated in any manner. Alternatively, a player
may substitute the beard for a single braid worn on the left side of the head; the braid must be
at least 1" thick, and abide by all other requirements for beards.
Boons: Trade Contact I (Dur) [-1 XP], Tough I [-1 XP], Blind Fighting [-1 XP on-list; 2 XP off-list],
Tracking [-1 XP on-list; 1 XP off-list], Poisons II [-1 XP on-list; 3 XP off-list]

Ouranos Dur (“Sky Dwarves”)
The Ouranos Dur are the youngest of the Dur. Only a few generations old, their society and
culture developed alongside steam technology. The merchant houses of the Ouranos Dur were
the first to recognize the value of Aurum and its engineering applications, and these Dur
decided to break away from traditional Durren norms to make their homes above the
mountaintops in large floating cities. Chief among the Ouranos Dur inventions in the aether
ship, which are large, steam-powered dirigibles. This technology allowed them to become
experts at shipping goods through air travel, earning the enmity of the Vand Nisse, who see it
as less of an art and more of blindly trusting unreliable contraptions. Most Ourano Dur tend to
have brash and big personalities and are famous for being loud and raucous. Whereas the other
Dur tend to grate non-Dur with self-proclaimed greatness, Sky Dwarves do so simply by being
obnoxious and rowdy.
Costuming Requirements: Must wear a chest-length, fake beard either blonde or light
brown in color; the beard must be decorated with feathers of any color woven into the beard.
Alternatively, a player may substitute the beard for a single braid worn on the left side of the
head; the braid must be at least 1" thick, and abide by all other requirements for beards.
Boons: Trade Contact I (Dur) [-1 XP], Tough I [-1 XP], Trade Contact II (Any) [-1 XP], Physics
Practice II [-1 XP on-list; 3 XP off-list], Cannot ever take a Goblin or Vand Nisse as a Trade Contact

Tenggin Dur (“Swamp Dwarves”)
The Tenggin Dur are a sub-species of Dur found only on the continent of Antioch. They are
characterized by their stone grey skin with green and brown veins. Their hair and/or beards
are adorned with bones and moss or ivy. Tenggin are a non-industrial species, preferring to
focus on Occult, Alchemy and the Aetheric sciences rather than mass manufacturing, complex
architecture, or machinery. Since their formal inclusion as part of the Durren Kingdom, the
Tenggin have slowly begun to expand their knowledge of the sciences which have shaped the
cultures of their Calydon counterparts.
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Costuming Requirements: All exposed skin must be painted a light grey color with a stonelike texture. Must wear a chest-length, fake beard either white or light silver in color; the beard
must be decorated vines, moss or bones. Alternatively, a player may substitute the beard for a
single braid worn on the left side of the head; the braid must be at least 1" thick, and abide by all
other requirements for beards.
Boons: Trade Contact I (Dur) [-1 XP], Tough I [-1 XP], Occult I [-1 XP], Occult II [-1 XP on-list; 3 XP
off-list], Aetherics Practice I [-1 XP], Aetherics Practice II [-1 XP on-list; 3 XP off-list], Aetherics
Theory I [-1 XP], Aetherics Theory II [-1 XP on-list; 3 XP off-list]
IMPORTANT NOTES: This species is restricted to players who have played the game for at
least a full year (either as a PC or NPC in any combination), as access to this species as a
playable culture was unlocked by the player base through in-game roleplay and playing this
species requires deeper familiarity with the setting. Players interested in creating a Tenggin Dur
PC should inquire with the Plot team to ensure they are aware of any relevant information
regarding Tenggin culture and can play the species in an appropriate manner.
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Nisse (“Elves”)
The core belief of all Nisse is "life is beautiful". They believe that in order to promote life and to
enhance its beauty, one should devote themselves to a high art that benefits the world at large.
However, understanding that not all possess the talents of an artisan, Nisse culture recognizes that
there are portions of that high art which any individual can devote themselves to. To the elves, the
greatest aspiration one can have in life is to devote themselves to mastering a single aspect of life
in order to heighten the beauty and perfection of the world. Through the ages, like-minded elves
gathered in order to support the art which they felt called to them, eventually evolving into the
Nisse cultures of the modern age. The most numerous in the world are the Vand Nisse, Slagte Nisse,
and Afsla Nisse (though others exist in too small numbers to have notable presence). Even Nisse
who did not grow up in one of the three major cultures still share a portion of the Nisse belief in
the spirit of art and beauty.

Hus Nisse (“City Elves”)
The Hus Nisse are comprised of Nisse who have either failed to achieve status in one of the
other Nisse societies, or have willfully flouted such things to pursue their own greatness. Many
Hus Nisse become philanthropists in order to be patrons of artisans with skills greater than
their own.
Costuming Requirements: Pointed ears of any length
Boons: Trade Contact I (Nisse) [-1 XP], Charm I [-1 XP on-list; 3 XP off-list]

Afsla Nisse (“Arcane Elves”)
The Afsla Nisse are the oldest of Nisse. As such, their high art is also one of the oldest in the
world: magic. The Afsla Nisse believe magic is the true art, and occult study, arcane practice,
and recovering forgotten arcane knowledge is all within the purview of their expertise. The
great capital cities of the Afsla Nisse are also home to some of the strongest leylines in the
world, and they comprise a majority of The Curiositas Arcanum Circle membership. Some Afsla
Nisse spend years as apprentices studying lore and magical history before ever attempting to
wield the arcane at all. Within the Afsla Nisse society, the height of renown is discovering
forgotten arcan knowledge, second only to the invention of new spells and charting new
leylines. It is this search for glory and power that drives many Afsla Nisse to leave the cities to
seek their fortune. Even the few who show little talent or care for the arcane find a facility with
it that others do not share.
Costuming Requirements: Pointed ears of any length. Purple runes drawn on the upper half
of the face.
Boons: Trade Contact I (Nisse) [-1 XP], Charm I [-1 XP on-list; 3 XP off-list],
Occult I [-1 XP], Occult II [-1 XP on-list; 3 XP off-list]

Slagte Nisse (“Dark Elves”)
To outsiders the Slagte Nisse claim that theirs is the Art of the Hunt. Though technically not a
lie, this is a mere cover for their true love: the Art of Assassination. Murder and wanton
destruction are ugly and cheap compared to the exquisite thrill of finding a worthy quarry and
eliminating them. The Slagte Nisse believe that society must constantly progress and there are
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always unwanted elements that hold it back. These elements must be removed or repurposed.
When they fell that they have found a truly irredeemable individual, they employ stealth,
subterfuge, poisons, and guile to eliminate them. The true master of the art can make it seem
as if their quarry died when they were meant to. Though sometimes Slagte Nisse can be hired
to kill, they never accept a contract without first ensuring the subject is truly worthy of death.
The Black Rose, the largest guild of assassins in the known world, is run by the Slagte Nisse.
Very few people outside of Slagte Nisse culture know the truth, and those that do never speak of
it lest they be seen untrustworthy, or worse, prey. The greatest crime in Slagte Nisse society is
the taking of innocent lives. To cut a life short before it has had the chance to prove its potential
and worth is something that brands any offender as worthy prey.
Costuming Requirements: Pointed ears of any length. Blackened "ritual scarring" makeup
on the upper half of the face.
Boons: Trade Contact I (Nisse) [-1 XP], Charm I [-1 CP on-list; 3 XP off-list], Waylay [-1 XP on-list;
4 XP off-list], Tracking [-1 XP on-list; 1 XP off-list]

Vand Nisse (“Sea Elves”)
Vand Nisse do not dwell or survive in the sea; they do, however, take supreme joy in sailing
upon it. They view sea travel as a true expression of the freedom that mortals possess. To sail is
not simply to place a ship in water; there are nuances that most of the lesser species cannot
fathom about guiding a ship from port to port. Knowing the weather, ocean currents, ship,
crew, and how all these pieces come together; charting a course, menial tasks such as ship
maintenance, and negotiating safe passage are all an artform. Because of this viewpoint, Vand
Nisse have a heavily mercantile society where captainship is a symbol of high status and
owning a fleet places you among the elite. Even piracy and similar scoundrelly still hold true to
the core tenants of Vand Nisse beliefs, though they are still considered an unsavory and
unlawful lifestyle. Vand Nisse who choose to become adventurers do so to seek their fortune in
order to be better able to own their own ship. These make up the bulk of the Vand Nisse seen
outside of the high seas and port cities. Their natural ability and work ethic make them
excellent philanthropists. Most Vand Nisse tend to come in contact with Vrachos and Vuono Dur
who use their services to transport their goods across the world.
Costuming Requirements: Pointed ears of any length. Blue tribal-like tattoos painted on the
upper half of the face.
Boons: Trade Contact I (Nisse or Dur) [-1 XP], Charm I [-1 XP on-list; 3 XP off-list], Swim [0 XP],
Climb [-1 XP on-list; 1 XP off-list], Trade Contact II (Dur) [-1 XP], May never take Ouranos Dur as a
Trade Contact
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Goblinites (Half-Goblins)
Goblinites are so named because they are half-breeds with one goblin parent mixed with one (or
more, in the case of Homunculi) other sentient Species. Goblinites have no true society of their own;
instead, they tend to incorporate themselves into Human of Goblin settlements (as these are the
most tolerant towards Goblinites). Nisse do not welcome any Goblinites into their lands except for
Kobolds whom they tolerate due to their part-Nisse heritage. Dur tend to treat all Goblinites save
Homunculi as beasts, no better than dogs; many Dur will actively attempt to put down Goblinites—
especially Gnomes—found within the borders of Durren lands. Homonculi, however, are at least
recognized as property within in Durren settlements, though they are still regarded as unclean and
unfit to merit any respect. Goblins freely welcome Goblinites into Goblin lands but tend to exploit
them knowing Goblinites entering their lands are desperate and lack better prospects elsewhere.
However, due to the terms of the Crimson Ravine Peace Accords that ended the wars between
Goblins and the other Species, Goblinites are afforded protections to their existence outside of the
sovereign lands of the Nisse and Dur.

Halflings (Human/Goblin)
Known to the Nisse as "Halvdelen Maend" and to the Dur as "Andres Miso", Halflings are the
product of Human and Goblin parents. They tend to lead happy-go-lucky lifestyles, enjoying
drinking and merrymaking. This is mostly a response to drown away the fact they are
considered lesser by both species of their parentage. Humans typically see Halflings as "notably
different", relegated to being treated as side-show freaks or cripples. Goblins tend to see them
simply as lesser goblins who are only good for working in food service or as messengers, and
not much else. Because of this, Halflings tend toward adventuring and being vagabonds in
order to seek out better fortunes in the world.
Costuming Requirements: Must have green makeup around the eyes, a fake unibrow, and
fake mutton chops (or long curls in front of the ears). Optional: fake fur on feet.
Boons: Dodge [-1 XP on-list; 3 XP off-list], Trade Contact I (Any) [-1 XP], May choose Literacy:
Goblin at character creation

Gnomes (Dur/Goblin)
Known to the Nisse as "Unaturlig Dvaerg", and to the Dur as "Vdelygma Dur", as the product of
Dur/Goblin parentage, Gnomes are shunned by most species at best, and despised at worst. The
Dur in particular are highly intolerant of Gnomes; though a Dur will not kill a Gnome outright
for simply existing Dur will typically refuse to acknowledge or work with Gnomes. This has
made Gnomes rather crafty at hiding and existing underfoot. When living in Durren settles,
Gnomes will make homes in the sewers of the floating cities of Sky Dwarves, or in the furthest
reaches below even the earthen homes of Mountain and Deep Dwarves.
Costuming Requirements: Must have green makeup around the eyes. Must wear large
round fake ears, and a fake goatee at least 3" long and in any color available to any Dur
subspecies. Alternatively, a player may substitute the goatee for a single braid worn on the left
side of the head; the braid must be at least 1" thick, and abide by all other requirements for
beards.
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Boons: Dodge [-1 XP on-list; 3 XP off-list], Trade Contact I (Any) [-1 XP],
Disable Device [-1 XP on-list; 2 XP off-list], Tough I [-1 XP], May choose Literacy: Goblin at
character creation, Cannot ever take Dur as a Trade Contact

Kobolds (Nisse/Goblin)
Known to the Nisse as "Snavset Nisse", and to the Dur as "Vromikos Xotica", Kobolds are the
offspring of Nisse and Goblin parents. Nisse see Kobolds with pity, for they are potentially
"corrupted", but at least are still in part elves. Regardless, Kobolds are considered to be unclean
or otherwise "undesirables” and are typically in the lowest of castes as indentured servants or
menial laborers. If found in human cities, it is typically because they have run away or are
representatives of a Nisse family who has indentured them into servitude.
Costuming Requirements: Must have green makeup around the eyes. Must wear pointed
ears of any length, with either a septum ring with a charm attached or a series of linked chain
earrings on one or both ears.
Boons: Dodge [-1 XP on-list; 3 XP off-list], Trade Contact I (Any) [-1 XP], Hide [-1 XP on-list; 2 XP
off-list], Find/Set Traps [-1 XP on-list; 2 XP off-list], Blind [-1 XP on-list; 3 XP off-list], May choose
Literacy: Goblin at character creation, Cannot ever take Nisse as a Trade Contact

Homunculi (Alchemical Creations)
It is common knowledge that Homunculi are created by Goblins and sold as living constructs to
other species or kept as servants for Goblin interests. Though the process is kept incredibly
secret by the Goblins, Homunculi are created via an alchemical process which fuses dead tissue
and blood taken from other species with that of goblins. Nine out of ten Homunculi created
have no free will of their own, with barely any personality if at all; the bulk of these are kept by
Goblins as subservient automatons. However, around 10% of Homunculi created do have
personalities and free-will; these are almost universally sold off to the other species as
servants. Because of the variations which result from the nature of their creation, individual
Homunculi will show a variation in natural aptitudes and talents; however, in general,
Homunculi are seen as constructs which sacrifice raw strength and durability in favor of their
ability to perform more complex tasks and cognitive thinking. Homunculi are also inherently
genderless (for reproductive organs are unnecessary for their created purpose), though some
individuals choose to adopt gender traits on their own.
Costuming Requirements: Must have all exposed flesh painted with a blended patchwork of
skin tones matching the species chosen for the composition of the Homunculi, and with at least
50% being green. Must wear pointed ears of any length, and any hair should match the color
(either naturally or through makeup/wigs) that of the chosen Dur component. If Wayfaring
Seeker is chosen for the Human component, a partial or full compass rose "tattoo" must be
visible on the player. If choosing a tattooed subspecies of Nisse, parts of the player's non-green
patches should have markings appropriate to the chosen Nisse subspecies.
Boons: Dodge [-1 XP on-list; 3 XP off-list], Trade Contact I (Any) [-1 XP], May choose Literacy:
Goblin at character creation; Additionally, choose one boon each from a Human, Dur (except
Tenggin Dur), and Nisse subspecies; the character is not required to purchase these boons at
character creation, but standard boon rules apply and the choices made may determine
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additional costuming requirements (see above). Note: If a boon from two or more species would
discount the same skill, the discount does not stack with itself and would only apply once.
IMPORTANT NOTES: All PC Homunculi are part of the free-willed 10%; however, as the ingame world considers Homunculi property rather than people, all PC Homunculi must have an
in-game "owner" by in-game law. This owner may be either another PC or an NPC (as approved
by Plot). Non-Homunculi PCs may purchase multiple Homunculi contracts in-game but may
only have contract purchased at character creation. If multiple Homunculi PCs wish to be
owned by the same PC, that PC would have to buy all but one of their contracts from an NPC or
another PC in-game, a process handled by the Plot Team.
Additionally, Aurum staff recognizes that the ownership of another player's PC can be a very
fragile situation. We recommend a lot of communication regarding boundaries and expectation
between any players who wish to engage in this sort of roleplay together, either before the
characters are created or before the in-game purchase occurs. In-game purchases can only
occur if both parties agree to the purchase out-of-game (though in-game roleplay regarding the
situation can happen however the parties wish to roleplay it). Homunculi PCs can never be
compelled, coerced, or forced by their in-game owner to spend their XP, SDAs, or SP on an outof-game level in any way they do not wish—PC owners can never take away the agency of the
Homunculi player, and in-game roleplay towards such ends can only occur if the Homunculi
player enthusiastically consents to it out-of-game. Should a player on either side of the
owner/homunculi dynamic later determine they are uncomfortable with the arrangement but
do not feel comfortable renegotiating with the other player involved directly, please notify a
staff member you are comfortable with ASAP and Aurum will do its best to create an equitable
situation for the transfer of ownership as discretely as possible. As this is sensitive information,
such a request will only be made to the staff member initially notified and the Game Directors.
Please also refer to our Code of Conduct for our zero-tolerance policy against mistreatment of
people out-of-game.
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Class Lists
There are six Classes from which players may choose from for their character, as well as a General
List of skills which any character may learn from regardless of their chosen Class. Characters may
only ever have one Class, and this Class can never be changed once chosen (outside of the threeevent reroll period). While the Class names are designed to be used in-game without breaking
immersion, players are not beholden to any stereotypes that might be associated with a Class, and
may roleplay their character’s Class however they wish to interpret how and why their character
has an aptitude for such a skillset.

Engineer
Engineers are primarily a crafting class, with an emphasis on the practical Sciences and
mechanical inventions.

Skill Name
Acuity
Armor, Light
Armor, Medium
Disable Device
Focused Study [Choice]
Practice, Aetheric Science
Practice, Chemistry
Practice, Mathematics
Practice, Natural Science
Practice, Physics
Theory, Aetheric Science
Theory, Chemistry
Theory, Mathematics
Theory, Natural Science
Theory, Physics
Tough
Weapon, Firearms

Ranks/
Purchases

XP Cost
per Rank

3
Once
Once
Once
Special *
4
4
4
4
4
2
4
4
2
4
1
Once

1/2/3
1
2
2
2
1/2/3/4
1/2/3/4
2/3/4/5
1/2/3/4
1/2/3/4
2/3
2/3/4/5
2/3/4/5
2/3
2/3/4/5
2
2

* The number of purchases of this skill is once for each category of
Theory, [Science] the character possesses. See the full skill description
in Chapter 4 for more information.
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Entrepreneur
Entrepreneurs are designed to be a "jack of all trades" class. Though they have the largest spread of
skills, they typically do not have access to higher ranks or the most potent abilities.

Skill Name
Acuity
Armor, Light
Blind
Charm
Climb
Disable Device
Distract
Dodge
Find/Set Traps
Hide
Pick Lock
Pickpocket
Poisons
Practice, Chemistry
Sneak
Underground Trade Contract
Waylay
Weapon, Firearms
Weapon, Ranged
Willpower

Ranks/
Purchases

XP Cost
per Rank

4
Once
Once
Once
Once
Once
Once
Once
Once
Once
Once
Once
3
2
Once
2
Once
Once
Once
2

1/2/3/4
1
3
3
1
2
1
3
2
2
2
2
2/3/4
3/4
3
3/4
4
2
2
4/5
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Explorer
Explorers are a secondary fighter class. They are not the hardiest of fighters, but make up for it in
having access to ranged weapons and more utilitarian skills.

Skill Name
Acuity
Armor, Light
Blind
Blind Fighting
Climb
Crit
Crit Shot
Disarm
Dodge
Find/Set Traps
Grit
Hide
Jump
Survival
Tracking
Waylay
Weapon, Firearms
Weapon, Florentine
Weapon, Great Weapons
Weapon, Ranged
Willpower

Ranks/
Purchases

XP Cost
per Rank

4
Once
Once
Once
Once
Once
Once
Once
Once
Once
2
Once
Once
4
Once
Once
Once
Once
Once
Once
1

1/2/3/4
1
3
2
1
3
3
2
2
2
3/4
2
1
2/3/4/5
1
4
2
2
2
2
3
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Hedgemage
Hedgemages are primarily a support class, creating potions and trinkets that grant protection and
minor bonuses. Hedgemages are more of a ritual-based class and thus tend to mimic a crafter class
more than a fighter class in combat situations.

Skill Name
Acuity
Alchemy
Occult
Practice, Aetheric Science
Reconstitute
Theory, Aetheric Science
Weapon, Ranged
Willpower

Ranks/
Purchases

XP Cost
per Rank

2
4
4
4
2
4
Once
3

1/2
2/3/4/5
2/3/4/5
2/3/4/5
2/3
2/3/4/5
2
4/5/6
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Mercenary
Primarily a fighter class, Mercenaries are able to use all weapons and armor types and can even
parry blows for others.

Skill Name
Acuity
Armor, Light
Armor, Medium
Armor, Heavy
Battle Cry
Battle Tactics
Blind Fighting
Booming Voice
Climb
Crit
Crit Shot
Disarm
Dodge
Grit
Jump
Parry
Resilient
Skilled Defender
Survival
Taunt
Tough
Weapon, 1-Hand & Shield
Weapon, Firearms
Weapon, Florentine
Weapon, Great Weapons
Weapon, Ranged
Willpower

Ranks/
Purchases

XP Cost
per Rank

3
Once
Once
Once
Once
3
Once
3
Once
Once
Once
Once
Once
3
Once
Once
Once
Once
2
Once
3
Once
Once
Once
Once
Once
2

1/2/3
1
2
3
2
1
2
2/3/4
1
3
3
2
3
2/3/4
1
2
3
3
2/3
2
3/4/5
2
2
2
2
2
4/5
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Scientist
Scientists are the primary healing and invention crafting class. They excel at all Theory in the
Sciences and have a modest spread of other crafting skills.

Skill Name
Acuity
Battle Cry
Battle Tactics
Booming Voice
Charm
Focused Study [Choice]
Poisons
Practice, Aetheric Science
Practice, Chemistry
Practice, Mathematics
Practice, Natural Science
Practice, Physics
Reconstitute
Theory, Aetheric Science
Theory, Chemistry
Theory, Mathematics
Theory, Natural Science
Theory, Physics
Willpower

Ranks/
Purchases

XP Cost
per Rank

2
Once
3
1
Once
Special *
4
4
2
4
4
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
1

1/2
2
1
3
3
1
2/3/4/5
2/3/4/5
2/3
2/3/4/5
2/3/4/5
2/3
2/3
1/2/3/4
1/2/3/4
2/3/4/5
1/2/3/4
1/2/3/4
3

* The number of purchases of this skill is once for each category of
Theory, [Science] the character possesses. See the full skill description
in Chapter 4 for more information.
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General Skills
The skills on the General List are available to any character, regardless of class. While most skills
on this list are of the most basic level, it provides access to skills that can round out a character
beyond the offerings of their class.

Skill Name
Alchemy
Armor, Light
Fisticuffs
Fortune Telling
Grit
Literacy [Choice]
Occult
Poisons
Practice, Aetheric Science
Practice, Chemistry
Practice, Mathematics
Practice, Natural Science
Practice, Physics
Reconstitute
Resilient
Retain
Survival
Swim
Theory, Aetheric Science
Theory, Chemistry
Theory, Mathematics
Theory, Natural Science
Theory, Physics
Tough
Trade Contact
Trip
Underground Trade Contract
Weapon, Firearms
Weapon, Ranged
Weapon, Simple
Willpower

Ranks/
Purchases

XP Cost
per Rank

1
Once
Once
Once
1
Special *
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
Once
Once
1
Once
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
Once
1
Once
Once
Once
1

3
2
0
1
3
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
2
3
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
2/3/4
1
4
4
3
1
4

* This is for Literacy skills beyond a character’s native Literacy (which
can be taken for 0 XP at character creation). See the full skill
description in Chapter 4 for the list of available Literacies.
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Chapter 4: Skill Descriptions
Standard Skills
Below are descriptions for the current standard skills available to learn. For XP costs and Class
availability, see Chapter 3: Classes.

Acuity
Permanent Skill
Permanently increases the Action Point pool a
character by +1 per rank purchased.

Alchemy
Permanent Skill
Allows the character to use Alchemical skills
up to the highest rank purchased (see Chapter
6 for the list of Alchemical skills by rank).

Armor [Light, Medium, Heavy]
Permanent Skill
Allows the character to wear pieces of armor
and receive Armor Points for the armor pieces
dependent on the purchased type of armor.
Worn Armor only works if the player is struck
on the armor piece itself. If multiple types of
armor cover a single location, only the armor
with the highest base point value will count
for the purposes of protection.
Armor does not inherently stop bullets,
regardless of category.
When dealing with Torso hits, Armor Points
are used before Toughness unless the attack
states it bypasses Armor. Helmets of any
category provides the additional points of
armor to the Torso, and these points are the
last Armor Points lost in combat.
The types of Armor and their Armor Point
values are as follows:
Light Armor
[Leather, Studded Leather]
Can negate one strike per location per piece
before needing resetting.

Medium Armor
[Ringmail, Chainmail]
Can negate two strikes per location per piece
before needing resetting.
Heavy Armor
[Plate Mail, Banded Mail]
Can negate three strikes per location per piece
before needing resetting.

Battle Cry
Action Skill (3 AP)
The character roleplays giving an
inspirational battle speech or discussing
tactics to two friendly targets within 30 ft,
then calls out “Battle Cry: <Tactic>”, choosing
one of their known Battle Tactics effects to
invoke. A character may activate multiple
Battle Tactic effects with one use of Battle Cry
but must expend the required AP amount for
each additional effect. A character may be
under the effect of any number of unique
Battle Tactics at a time, but the same effect
can never stack with itself regardless of
source.

Battle Tactics
Permanent Skill
For each purchase of this skill, the character
may choose one of the following effects to use
with Battle Cry. The character must meet the
prerequisite listed for the Tactic they wish to
purchase.
Fortify
Prerequisite: Tough I
The character and the chosen targets gain +1
effective rank of Tough for the remainder of
the encounter.
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Orders
Prerequisite: Willpower I
The character and the chosen targets gain +1
effective rank of Willpower for the remainder
of the encounter.
Rally
Prerequisite: Acuity I
The character and the chosen targets gain +1
effective rank of Acuity for the remainder of
the encounter.

Blind
Action Skill (1 AP)
Places the target under a Blinded effect which
renders them unable to see, attack, or defend
against attacks for 5 seconds unless the target
character has Blind Fighting. For the duration,
the target may only move at a heel-to-toe
pace. The character using this skill must
roleplay as if they were throwing sand or
some other foreign substance that is not an
in-game item into the target's eyes by using a
skill-pack (however, out-of-game the user
should NEVER aim directly at the target's face;
for safety they may aim at the target's torso
instead). This skill may be avoided with the
Dodge skill but cannot be stopped by Parry.

Blind Fighting
Permanent Skill
Allows a character to continue fighting as
normal while Blinded with anyone within a
ten-foot radius. Though this skill requires no
AP to use, the player must out-of-game call
out "Blind Fighting" to indicate use of this
skill.

Booming Voice
Permanent Skill
At Rank 1, the character may extend their
Battle Cry to up to a total of 4 characters
including themselves.

At Rank 3, the character may extend their
Battle Cry to include all friendly allies within
the same encounter for +2 AP per Battle Tactic
effect being augmented in this manner (no AP
expenditure is required if the character only
includes 6 or fewer total characters in the
Battle Cry).

Charm
Action Skill (1 AP)
[Charm Effect] Causes the target to view the
character using this skill as being non-hostile,
non-threatening, or friendly to the target for 5
minutes. This is not a Dominate effect, and so
the target is not compelled or required to take
any action the user may ask of them, but the
target should be more inclined to go along
with or perform a favor for the user as a
friend would.
In order to activate this skill, the user must
roleplay with their target in such a way that
would cause them to be viewed as nonthreating to the target, which can include (but
is not limited to) complimenting the target,
begging for one's life, offering a bribe, etc.

Climb
Permanent Skill
Allows the character to climb on/over ingame obstacles in Plot Marshal-designated
areas or scenes.

Crit
Action Skill (1 AP)
Allows a melee strike delivered to the Torso to
bypass all ranks of Tough the target possesses.
The player must successfully land the blow
the target's torso area. This skill does not
bypass Armor, and any active Armor Points
will absorb strikes augmented with this skill
as though it were normal damage until no
more Armor Points remain.

At Rank 2, the character may extend their
Battle Cry up to a total of 6 characters
including themselves.
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Crit Shot
Action Skill (3 AP)
Allows a Ranged Weapon or Firearms strike
delivered to the Torso to bypass all ranks of
Tough the target possesses. The player must
successfully land the blow the target's torso
area. This skill will not go through any type of
Armor on its own but may bypass Armor if the
ammunition type states it bypasses Armor
(e.g. bullets). However, if the ammunition type
does not state it bypasses Armor, any active
Armor Points on the Torso will absorb strikes
augmented with this skill as though it were
normal damage.

Disable Device
Permanent Skill
Allows the character to attempt to disarm,
disengage, or otherwise turn off or disable
any sort of trap or machinery. The player
must confer with a Marshal to see if their
attempt is successful or has additional
requirements (such as a roleplay timer). If a
trap/device is hidden, it may not be disabled
until the character has successfully found the
object using appropriate means, or until
another character with the ability to find
hidden objects has pointed it out to the
character using this skill.

Disarm
Action Skill (1 AP)
Causes the target to drop whatever they are
holding in the hand of the arm which was
successfully struck by this skill. If a onehanded weapon is in the hand, the target
must drop (not throw) the weapon to the
ground directly below them, and the target
may not pick it or any other object up with
that hand for 5 seconds. If the target is
holding a two-handed weapon with both
hands, then must release the weapon with
the targeted hand but do not have to drop the
weapon to the ground; however, the target
still may not wield or pick up any object in the
targeted hand for 5 seconds.

This skill may only be used with melee
weapons, two-handed Ranged Weapons (Bows,
Crossbows), or two-handed Firearms (Rifles).

Distract
Action Skill (1 AP)
[Charm Effect] Causes the target to be
distracted and to look away from the source
of the effect, and to be unable to take any
offensive actions for 5 seconds, though the
target may still use defensive skills or actions.
Another character taking offensive action
against the target will break the distraction.
In order to activate this skill, the user must
roleplay with their target in such a way which
can be considered distracting, including (but
not limited to) shouting at the target to look at
them, shouting at the target to look in a
different direction while pointing, etc.

Dodge
Action Skill (1 AP)
Allows the character to negate any one
physical attack or AoE attack which would
otherwise affect them, except for Waylay or
attacks from Firearms. This skill can never be
used while the character is wearing Medium
Armor or Heavy Armor.

Find/Set Traps
Permanent Skill
Allows the character the ability to successfully
find any traps within a 10-foot visible radius
or set up a trap which states this skill must be
used to do so. To find a trap, the character
must stand still and roleplay looking around
for 15 seconds.

Fisticuffs
Permanent Skill
Allows the character to use Unarmed Attack
Boffers in combat (see Chapter 7: Combat for
more information about Unarmed Combat).
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Focused Study
Permanent Skill
Allows the character to choose an area
of specialization within a field of Science. This
skill may only be purchased once for every
category of Theory, [Science] the character has
purchased, and the chosen focus area may be
any topic so long it is related to the selected
field. Players should consult with a Plot
Marshal or the Creative Director to determine
whether the desired focus area is appropriate
or relevant to the chosen Science.
When using skills from the chosen field
which would normally grant the character
information regarding the subject from a
Marshal, they may announce their Focused
Study specialization (if relevant) to gain
additional information. Additionally,
indicating a Focused Study for Research SDAs
may be listed to confer additional benefits to
success if the invention is related to the
specialized area.

Fortune Telling
Permanent Skill
Allows the character to do a fortune telling
reading to gain general insight into some
upcoming future event or occurrence. The
user of this skill can perform a reading (e.g.
tarot, bone throwing, palm reading, etc.) once
per Encounter to receive an answer of “Good
Tidings”, “Ill Tidings” or “Future Uncertain”
about their question. This skill may be utilized
only on marshal-run Encounters or at
marshal discretion.
Additionally, possessing this skill gives a +10%
bonus to Oracle checks.

Grit
Action Skill (1 AP)
When activated, allows the character to
continue using a limb as normal immediately
after it has been struck in combat for a base
duration of 30 seconds. After the duration has
lapsed, the limb will be broken and

completely useless until healed by a Splint or
similar means, and this skill may not be used
again on the limb until it is fully healed.
Additional ranks of Grit increase the base
duration by one Time Interval per rank
purchased.

hide
Action Skill (1 AP)
Upon activation, allows the character to
become Hidden and mundanely invisible to
other characters. This skill can only be
activated while standing completely still
behind any foliage, object, or structure which
can reasonably hide at least 75% of the user's
body; once activated, the player should put on
a purple headband to indicate that they are
Hidden. Any offensive actions, movement, or
loud noises made by the Hidden character will
immediately break the effect.
The presence of characters Hidden through
this skill may be detected at a Marshal's
discretion using Tracking; however, the
Tracking character will only be able to know
the Hidden character is within 15 feet of their
location so long as the Hidden character does
not take actions which break
the Hidden effect.

Illiterate
Permanent Skill
This skill must be taken at character creation
for 0 XP and renders the character unable to
read or write in any language, including the
native language of their Species. This skill
may be removed by being taught to read any
language in-game and spending 1 XP.
There are no inherent benefits to taking this
skill beyond interesting roleplay and/or
character development.
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Jump
Permanent Skill
Allows the character to jump over in-game
obstacles in Plot Marshal-designated areas or
scenes.

Literacy
Permanent Skill
Allows the character to be able read and write
in the alphabet of the chosen Literacy. All
characters have the option to begin with a
“native” Literacy available to their Species for
0 XP at character creation. The choices for
"native" Literacies are Human, Nisse, Dur, and
Goblin (Humans and Goblinites only);
additionally, characters are free to purchase
any number of Literacies beyond their native
Literacy at character creation or may "selfteach" these options at events. However, there
may be additional Literacies which may exist
and must be discovered in-game, regardless of
character origin.
Choice of Literacy has no bearing on a
character’s ability to speak and understand
verbal speech. Furthermore, so long as the
character does not have the Illiterate skill (i.e.
possesses at least one Literacy, native or
otherwise), there is no impact on their ability
to read/follow Schematics.
Unless indicated otherwise, all written
materials are assumed to be written in
Human by default.

Occult
Permanent Skill
Allows the character to use Occult skills up to
the highest rank purchased (see Chapter 6 for
the list of Occult skills by rank).

Parry
Action Skill (1 AP)
Allows the character to use a melee weapon or
a Shield to negate one physical attack made
against themselves or against another
character within weapon-reach. Cannot be

used to negate Disarm, Waylay, AoE attacks,
or attacks from Firearms. Attacks from
behind may be negated if they are not
augmented with Waylay. Attacks from
Ranged Weapons may only be negated if the
character is wielding a Shield.

Pick Lock
Permanent Skill
Allows the character to attempt to pick a lock
on Plot Marshal-designated items.

Pickpocket
Permanent Skill
Allows the character to place or take a single
in-game item card or object small enough to
fit in the palm of the player's hand into or
from a bag, pocket, or pouch of another
character. Out-of-game objects may never be
taken through use of this skill.
A Marshal MUST be present to witness the use
of this skill. In order to use this skill, the
player must place an alligator clip (or similar
mechanism) on the bag/pouch/pocket they
wish to Pickpocket from; if the target player
does not detect the clip being placed after 10
seconds, the user has successfully stolen an
item. The observing Marshal will then take
one item at random from the targeted
container to give to the Pickpocketing
character privately (to preserve the anonymity
of the thief); if the targeted container holds no
in-game items, the Pickpocketing character
received nothing but is still undetected as
having Pickpocketed the target. The exchange
of cards is an out-of-game interaction, and
the targeted character should do their best to
roleplay being unaware of the theft and only
“discover” the theft in a natural, roleplayappropriate way.

Poisons
Permanent Skill
Allows the character to use Poisons skills up
to the highest rank purchased (see Chapter 6
for the list of Poisons skills by rank).
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Practice, [Science]

Sneak

Permanent Skill
Allows the character to use Practice skills of
the specified Science up to the highest rank
purchased (see Chapter 5 for the list of Science
skills by category and rank).

Action Skill (1 AP)
Allows a character who is currently
successfully Hidden to remain invisible for 5
seconds after the effect would otherwise have
been broken, even while moving. The player
must audibly call “Sneak 1, Sneak 2, etc...”
while using this skill. The Hide skill may not
be used again until 5 seconds after the Sneak
has ended and the character meets all other
requirements for Hide. Any offensive actions
taken by the Sneaking character will
immediately break the effect and cause the
character to become visible.

Reconstitute
Permanent Skill
One purchase of this skills allows the
reconstitution of a Rank 1 or 2 Chemistry or
Alchemy item by expending 1 generic
chemical component and 1 time interval less
than it takes to craft the item roleplaying its
reconstitution. A reconstituted item will
expire again after 3 events, as standard.
A second purchase of this skill functions the
same way, but for Rank 3 or 4 Chemistry or
Alchemy items.

Resilient
Permanent Skill
Adds 5 minutes to the Injured Count of the
character. This additional time is applied after
all other bonuses and detriments affecting the
character’s Injured Count.

Retain
Action Skill (1 AP)
Allows the character to negate the effect of a
Disarm skill used against them.

Skilled Defender
Permanent Skill
Once per Encounter, when the character
successfully uses the Parry skill to defend an
attack made against another character during
the Encounter, the character may regain up to
3 spent AP. Though this skill requires no AP to
use, the player must out-of-game call “Skilled
Defender” to indicate use of this skill. This
skill does not allow the character to exceed
their maximum AP pool; if use of this skill
would cause the maximum to be exceeded,
the character will simply be at their
maximum AP.

Survival
Permanent Skill
Allows the character to use Survival skills up
to the highest rank purchased (see Chapter 6
for the list of Survival skills by rank).

Swim
Permanent Skill
Allows the character to safely or more easily
swim in in-game water in Plot Marshaldesignated areas or scenes.

Taunt
Action Skill (1 AP)
Causes the target to concentrate their attacks
on the character using this skill for 1 minute.
The target must be within 10 feet of the
character using this skill to be affected. If
Willpower would reduce the Time Interval of
this effect to Instant, the target must still
attempt to make one attack upon the
character using this skill before attacking a
different character or leaving combat.
In order to activate this skill, the user must
roleplay with their target in such a way that
antagonizes the target into a fight, which can
include (but is not limited to) hurling insults,
challenging the target to a duel, or angering
the target with harsh truths or lies.
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Theory, [Science]
Permanent Skill
Allows the character to use Theory skills of
the specified Science up to the highest rank
purchased (see Chapter 5 for the list of Science
skills by category and rank).

Tough
Permanent Skill
Allows the character to negate one additional
strike of Torso damage per rank. This skill can
stack with Armor and is depleted after all
Torso Armor Points are negated unless hit
with a strike that bypasses Armor. Though
this skill requires no AP to use, the player
must out-of-game call “Tough” to indicate use
of this skill.
Points of Toughness can absorb damage dealt
by Firearms that would put the character into
their Death Count (until all Toughness is
expended or otherwise bypassed) but will not
negate the Bleeding Wound effect of a
successful Firearms strike. Unless under an
effect which reduces the maximum Toughness
of the character, all ranks of Toughness are
restored after the conclusion an Encounter.

Tracking
Permanent Skill
Allows the character attempt to follow a
physical trail left by a target, such as via
footprints, scent, noises, etc. The player must
confer with a Marshal prior to using this skill
and should roleplay searching for tracks
appropriately.
While this skill will not tell the user the
precise location of a Hidden character, the
general presence of a Hidden character may
be indicated at Marshal discretion if the
Hidden character is within 15 feet of the user.

Trade Contact
Permanent Skill
Each purchased rank of this skill allows the
character to call upon an individual NPC to

assist with legally finding information or
employment via Correspondence SDAs. Each
purchase of this skill is for a single, unique
NPC; however, multiple purchases can be used
to “upgrade” the same NPC.
There are several restrictions regarding NPCs
which can be taken as Trade Contacts:
• The NPC may not be a criminal of any
type.
• Only NPCs from Plot-approved
backstories may be taken as Trade
Contacts at Character Creation.
• Ranks of this skill cannot be purchased
outside of Character Creation without
prior Plot approval to ensure the
character and NPC have properly
established an appropriate in-game
relationship.
• Goblin NPCs can never be taken by any
character except for Humans or
Halflings; other Species-specific
limitations will also apply (see the
descriptions for each Species for more
information).

Trip
Action Skill (1 AP)
Allows the character to physically trip or slow
the movement of a target character without
causing the target in-game injury. The user
must successfully throw a Skill Packet or
strike with a melee weapon at one of the
target's legs; the target must then stop and
stand in place, and may not take any
offensive actions, for 5 seconds (though they
may still defend themselves normally).
Though taking a knee to represent being
tripped is not strictly required, it is
encouraged to do so if the target may do so
safely.
If a melee weapon is used to apply this skill,
the target does not take any damage to their
Toughness or otherwise enter the Injured state
as a result of this skill; only the halting effect
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of this skill applies, as use of this skill
indicates simply sweeping out the footing of
the character without delivering actual harm
or damage.

from being struck with this skill. Injuring the
target character by any means will wake
them, though they are still Injured if this is
done and must be healed normally.

If a skill-packet, Ranged Weapon, or Rifle
Firearm is used to apply this skill, the user
must still throw the skill-packet/fire their
weapon and expend a unit of ammunition;
however, such attacks may strike either a leg
or the torso and be considered successful.
Though the target player must be struck
physically, they do not take any of the normal
effects of the ammunition as use of this skill
indicates an intentional "warning shot" that
halts movement but delivers no damage.

To use this skill, the user must successfully
strike the target in the back between the
shoulder blades with a melee weapon while
the target is unaware of the user's presence
and call “Waylay” to indicate use of this skill.
Ranged Weapons and Firearms may never
deliver a Waylay. Targets may only call
defenses to this skill which specifically state
they defend against Waylay or defend against
attacks from surprise.

Underground Trade Contact
Permanent Skill
Each purchased rank of this skill allows the
character to call upon an individual NPC to
assist with finding illegal information or
employment via Correspondence SDAs. Each
purchase of this skill is for a single, unique
NPC; however, multiple purchases can be used
to “upgrade” the same NPC.
Unlike with Trade Contacts, there are no
restrictions on the Species or nature of the
NPC—even ignoring Species-specific
restrictions—with the following exceptions:
• Only NPCs from Plot-approved
backstories may be taken as
Underground Trade Contacts at
character creation.
• Ranks cannot be purchased outside of
character creation without prior Plot
approval to ensure the character and
NPC have properly established an
appropriate in-game relationship.

Waylay
Action Skill (1 AP)
Allows the character to knock another
character unconscious for 5 minutes; targets
are not put into any stage of their Death Count

Weapon, [Category]
Permanent Skill
Allows the character to use any weapon of the
chosen category. Not all categories are
available to all Classes; see the Class Lists for
the specific categories available to each class.
The available weapon categories and the
weapons they include are:
Simple Weapons
[Dagger, Club, Sword, Hammer, Staff]
The character may use a single melee weapon
of 1-handed size in either hand but may not
wield a weapon in their off-hand or use a
shield. The character may also wield a single
Staff in one hand (for blocking only) or two
hands (for striking).
Florentine
The character may wield one weapon from
the Simple Weapon category (excluding Staff)
in each hand at the same time.
Ranged Weapons
[Bow, Crossbow, Throwing Knives]
The character may use any ranged weapon
except Firearms.
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Firearms
[Pistol, Revolver, Musket, Rifle]
The character may use any firearm in one or
both hands.
1-Hand & Shield
The character may wield one weapon from
the Simple Weapon category (excluding Staff)
in one hand and a Shield of any size in the
other.
Great Weapons
[Sword, Hammer, Club, Polearm]
The character may wield a single melee
weapon of 2-handed size in one hand (for
blocking only) or two hands (for striking).

Willpower
Permanent Skill
Reduces the duration of any Charm Effect
affecting the character by one Time Interval
per rank the character possesses. Unless
stated to have an alternative effect instead,
effects with durations reduced to Instant are
negated entirely.
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Chapter 5: The Sciences
Science is a major part of Aurum, as the themes of exploration encompass scientific advancement
and invention as much as it does the discovery new places. As the subject of science in the real
world is vast and often complex, for simplicity the sciences in Aurum have been broken down into
a limited number of mechanical skills under a limited number of broader categories of scientific
fields of study.
As we cannot reasonably create a separate skill for every piece of knowledge a player or character
may know about a field of science, we instead operate under this general premise: Any player may
attempt to use their scientific knowledge to improve immersion so long as it does not provide a
mechanical advantage beyond their character’s purchased Science skills, or would be an
unreasonable reach beyond their character’s level of in-game proficiency in a field of science.
In practice, this means that players have freedom to use their out-of-game scientific knowledge to
create immersive demonstrations of their character’s scientific knowledge, so long as they do not
abuse this trust to gain unfair advantage over other players. For example, if a character has
purchased ranks in Science, Chemistry and they wish to teach this skill to others by making a
volcano with baking powder and vinegar, the player does not have to purchase in-game materials
or have a recipe for “Chemistry: Volcano” to do so, as a baking soda volcano offers no in-game
advantage. On the other end of the spectrum, players who try to convince other players or a
Marshal they can use their character’s Chemistry skills to create a chemical compound to erode a
structure or poison another character because the player OOG knows how to do so, or tries to do
simple things with their OOG knowledge so often that it stretches believability to the point of
breaking immersion, the player would be in violation of this trust.
There are five standard Sciences which characters may learn:
•
•
•
•
•

Aetheric Science—The science of ghosts, poltergeists, demons, and “aetheric” energy
Chemistry—The science of chemicals, ingested medicines, and various inorganic
substances
Mathematics—The science of numbers and their application, as well as acting as a
“support class” for the other sciences
Natural Science—The science of medical technology, physiology, and applied medicine
Physics—The science of physical objects, metals, and mechanics

Each Science below contains the following sections: Practice Skills, Theory Skills, and Standard
Schematics. The Standard Schematics section only shows a description of the items’ effects; see
Appendix A: Schematic Tables for tables listing the information required to craft Standard
Schematics.

Theory vs. Practice
Each category of the Sciences is split into two branches, Theory and Practice. Each branch is further
broken into ranks, under which specific skills are conferred per rank. These additional skills do not
have to be learned separately and are automatically granted when the character purchases that
rank of Theory or Practice. While the Theory and Practice sides of a field are designed to work
together and complement each other, a character can specialize in or prioritize one over the other
without impacting their ability to effectively utilize the ranks they already have.
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Scientific Manuals
Certain Science skills listed below are labeled as “Manual” skills. Characters who possess these
skills may craft a basic instruction Manual for 25 Textile Components, which lasts for 1 year.
Crafted Manuals may be used by characters who do not possess the skills to use the skill in a
limited capacity. The frequency of how often a Manual may be used is denoted within the
description for the Manual skill (typically, once per Encounter or once per event). A Manual skill use
may only be done once per Encounter, regardless of how many Manuals for the skill are present or
how many characters attempt to use them.
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Aetheric Science
Practice Skills

Aetheric Science Rank 1
Build Aetheric Device I
The character may follow Rank 1 Aetheric Science Schematics to build Rank 1 Aetheric Science
items.
Repair Aetheric Device I
The character may repair Rank 1 or Rank 2 Aetheric Devices by expending 1 Generic
Component normally used to craft the device and taking the craft time of the device reduced
by 1 Interval to roleplay the repair.

Aetheric Science Rank 2
Aetheric Tampering
Manual Skill (Use Frequency: Once per event)
The character may double the effectiveness of an Aetheric Device when activating the device.
The device is then destroyed at the end of its use duration and cannot be repaired. This skill
has no effect on devices which are normally destroyed by their use (e.g. Aetheric Disruptors).
Build Aetheric Device II
The character may follow Rank 2 Aetheric Science Schematics to build Rank 2 Aetheric Science
items.

Aetheric Science Rank 3
Build Aetheric Device III
The character may follow Rank 3 Aetheric Science Schematics to build Rank 3 Aetheric
Science items.
Repair Aetheric Device II
The character may repair Rank 3 or Rank 4 Aetheric Devices by expending 1 Generic
Component normally used to craft the device and taking the craft time of the device reduced
by 1 Interval to roleplay the repair.

Aetheric Science Rank 4
Build Aetheric Device IV
The character may follow Rank 4 Aetheric Science Schematics to build Rank 4 Aetheric
Science items.
Tempered by the Aether
The character is considered to have one point of Armor in every location (each limb, the
torso, and the head/helmet) versus attacks from Aetheric sources. If the Aetheric attack can
also be stopped by physical Armor, these points stack.
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Theory Skills

Aetheric Science Rank 1
Aetheric Analysis
The character may spend 1 AP to ask a Marshal to provide a reasonable estimate of the
Aetheric properties of an object, creature, or force in an encounter (e.g. if an Aetheric
creature can manifest, what the Aetheric resonance of an object is, etc.). If the question is
not relevant to the Encounter, the player does not expend the AP.
Aetheric Design
The character may use Research SDAs to design new Aetheric Devices. Additionally, the
character may also copy any Aetheric Science Schematic for 1 Textile Component.

Aetheric Science Rank 2
Artisan's Insight
Once per event, the character may craft an Aetheric Device they can craft as a Masterwork
item. Masterwork items take 1 Time Interval less to repair and/or increase the item’s
expiration date by 1 event (if applicable).

Aetheric Science Rank 3
Aetheric Intuition
This skill provides a bonus to the success of researching new Aetheric Science Schematics.

Aetheric Science Rank 4
Master of Resonation
When crafting Aetheric Attraction Crystals, the character may increase the craft time by 1
Time Interval to create an Unstable Aetheric Attraction Crystal (U.A.A.C.). U.A.A.C.'s may not
be used as Components for crafting but contain double the amount of charges.
Paragon of Invention (Aetheric Science)
When performing Research SDAs to invent new Aetheric Science Schematics, the character
makes two dice rolls and uses the most favorable result of the rolls.

Standard Schematics
Rank 1 Aetheric Science Items
Aether Goggles
Keywords: Renewable
Description: The user may expend 1 AP to activate Aether Sight, which allows the character
to see Aetheric Forces and Creatures that may be hidden to the naked eye.
Aetheric Attraction Crystal I
Keywords: Ammunition, Component
Description: A Rank 1 Aetheric power source in the form of a large crystal which holds 5
charges. The charges cannot be "refilled" once expended.
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Rank 2 Aetheric Science Items
Aetheric Stabilizer
Keywords: Component, Renewable
Description: Requires the use of an Aetheric Attraction Crystal as a power source once
created. Dampens Aetheric fields by 1 Rank while active.
Duration: 1 hour per A.A.C. charge used
Aetheric Disruptor
Keywords: Component, Consumable, Perishable
Description: A single target grenade that counts as a physical attack vs. Aetheric Creatures
only. Bypasses all Armor and Toughness. Only one Aetheric Disruptor may be thrown at a
time.

Rank 3 Aetheric Science Items
Aetheric Attraction Crystal II
Keywords: Ammunition, Component
Description: A Rank 2 Aetheric power source in the form of a large crystal which holds 10
charges. The charges cannot be "refilled" once expended.
Aetheric Cage Trap
Keywords: Renewable, Trap
Description: Requires the use of an Aetheric Attraction Crystal as a power source once
created. This device can either be thrown by any character or laid down as a trap with Set
Traps. When triggered, imprisons one Aetheric Creature for the duration. If thrown, the
device may be countered with Dodge or Parry.
Duration: 5 minutes per A.A.C. charge used

Rank 4 Aetheric Science Items
Aetheric Neutralizer
Keywords: Renewable
Description: Requires the use of an Aetheric Attraction Crystal as a power source once
created. Acts as a Firearm weapon, but only affects Aetheric Creatures, and can affect
Aetheric Creatures even when not materialized. Attacks from this weapon bypass Aetheric
Armor and may not be countered with Parry. Expends one A.A.C. charge per shot taken.
Aetheric Rift Generator
Keywords: Renewable
Description: Requires the use of an Aetheric Attraction Crystal as a power source once
created. Requires either Rank 4 Aetheric Science Theory or Rank 4 Aetheric Science Practice to
operate. This device consumes 5 charges from the A.A.C. to allow the user to move briefly
through the Aether for 15 seconds. While in the Aether, the character may only be detected
by characters with Aether Sight, and may only be affected by abilities or effects which state
they affect Aetheric targets.
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Chemistry
Practice Skills

Chemistry Rank 1
Apply Chemical I
The character may safely apply and handle Rank 1 Chemicals (Medicines and Poisons of any
rank cannot be applied with this skill).
Mix Chemical Formula I
The character may follow Rank 1 Chemistry Schematics to manufacture Rank 1 Chemistry
items.

Chemistry Rank 2
Apply Chemical II
Manual Skill (Use Frequency: Once per event)
The character may safely apply and handle Rank 2 Chemicals (Medicines and Poisons of any
rank cannot be applied with this skill).
Mix Chemical Formula II
The character may follow Rank 2 Chemistry Schematics to manufacture Rank 2 Chemistry
items.

Chemistry Rank 3
Apply Chemical III
The character may safely apply and handle Rank 3 Chemicals (Medicines and Poisons of any
rank cannot be applied with this skill).
Mix Chemical Formula III
The character may follow Rank 3 Chemistry Schematics to manufacture Rank 1 Chemistry
items.

Chemistry Rank 4
Apply Chemical IV
The character may safely apply and handle Rank 4 Chemicals (Medicines and Poisons of any
rank cannot be applied with this skill).
Better Living Through Chemistry
Any Medicines applied to the character have their durations increased by 1 Time Interval.
Mix Chemical Formula IV
The character may follow Rank 4 Chemistry Schematics to manufacture Rank 4 Chemistry
items.
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Theory Skills

Chemistry Rank 1
Chemical Analysis
The character may spend 1 AP to ask a Marshal to provide a reasonable estimate of the
chemical properties of an object or substance in an encounter (e.g. what the chemical
composition of a substance is, general reactivity of an object, etc.). If the question is not
relevant to the encounter, the player does not expend the AP.
Chemical Design
The character may use Research SDAs to design new Chemistry Schematics. Additionally,
the character may also copy any Chemistry Schematic for 1 Textile Component.

Chemistry Rank 2
Artisan's Hand
Once per event, the character may craft a Chemistry Schematic they know as a Masterwork
item. Masterwork items take 1 Time Interval less to repair and/or have an increased
expiration date of 1 event (if applicable).

Chemistry Rank 3
Formulaic Intuition
This skill provides a bonus to the success of researching new Chemistry Schematics.

Chemistry Rank 4
Master of Distillation
The character may take the Named Component of any Chemical or Medicine and double it
after 5 minutes of roleplay. Distilled Components cannot be doubled again. This skill has no
effect on Named Components which are not part of Schematics labeled as Chemicals or
Medicines.
Paragon of Invention (Chemistry)
When performing Research SDAs to invent new Chemistry Schematics, the character makes
two dice rolls and uses the most favorable result of the rolls.

Standard Schematics

Rank 1 Chemistry Items
Ferric Chloride
Keywords: Chemical, Consumable, Perishable
Description: Can be applied to a piece of armor or weapon to allow it to negate the next
strike or skill that would put the item into repair. When applied, a signed and stamped card
indication the application must be kept with the treated item's card; the Ferric Chloride card
must be turned in to a Marshal once the effect has been used or its duration has expired.
Duration: 4 hours
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Iodine
Keywords: Consumable, Medicine, Perishable
Description: Removes the Chemical Damage Status Effect from the target; alternatively,
heals a Rank 1 or Rank 2 Infection.
Smelling Salts
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Instantly wakes an unconscious, but otherwise un-Injured, target to
consciousness without causing damage. Recipe yields 10 doses.

Rank 2 Chemistry Items
Anesthetic Ointment
Keywords: Consumable, Medicine, Perishable
Description: Negates any active Intense Pain or Persistent Pain Status Effects on the target
for the duration.
Duration: 1 hour
Gunpowder
Keywords: Ammunition, Component
Description: Serves as ammunition for Pistols and Muskets. Recipe yields 5 doses.
Minor Explosive
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Can be thrown at a target to cause 1 point of physical AoE damage in a 5-ft
radius. Armor and Tough stop this damage as normal.
Temporary Adhesive
Keywords: Chemical, Consumable, Perishable
Description: Attaches an inanimate object weighing no more than 5 lbs. to any solid surface
(use of duct tape or similar is recommended to represent adhesive bond).
Duration: 1 minute

Rank 3 Chemistry Items
Erigeron Heterophyllum
Keywords: Consumable, Medicine, Perishable
Description: While under the effects of this medicine, the target's Injured stage is increased
by 1 minute and their Critical stage is increased by 15 minutes. This effect combines with
the Resilient skill but has no effect on the Comatose stage.
Duration: 1 hour
Explosive
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Can be thrown at a target to cause 2 points of physical AoE damage in a 5-ft
radius. Armor and Tough stop this damage as normal.
Lesser Acid
Keywords: Chemical, Consumable, Perishable
Description: Can be thrown via Skill Packet or applied to an object directly. If thrown at a
target, causes 1 point of Chemical Damage and is considered an AoE attack for purposes of
defense. If the location hit is covered by Armor, this chemical instead puts the affected
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armor piece into repair after it absorbs the numerical damage as normal. If applied directly,
permanently destroys up to 1 cubic inch of metal or wood; requires 15 second of RP to apply.

Rank 4 Chemistry Items
Acid
Keywords: Chemical, Consumable, Perishable
Description: Can be thrown via Skill Packet or applied to an object directly. If thrown at a
target, causes 2 points of Chemical Damage and is considered an AoE attack for purposes of
defense. If the location hit is covered by Armor, this chemical instead puts the affected
armor piece into repair after it absorbs the numerical damage as normal. If applied directly,
permanently destroys up to 5 cubic inches of metal or wood; requires 15 second of RP to
apply.
Bartholomew’s Efficacious Elixir
Keywords: Consumable, Medicine, Perishable
Description: While under the effects of this Medicine, all Natural Science Practice skills used
on the character have their roleplay timers reduced by 1 Time Interval for the duration. This
reduction stacks with other timer-reducing effects. A character may only be affected by this
Medicine once per event.
Duration: 1 hour
Major Explosive
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Can be thrown at a target to cause 3 points of physical AoE damage in a 5-ft
radius. Armor and Tough stop this damage as normal.
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Mathematics
Special Notes
Despite its status as a Science, Mathematics cannot be used to invent or craft items on its own, and
thus has no listed Standard Schematics. However, many Mathematics skills can be combined with
their own crafting skills of other Sciences or Arts to enhance the effectiveness of those skills.
Alternatively, a character with Mathematics may roleplay assisting others with crafting to apply
their Mathematics skills to assist other characters instead.

Practice Skills

Mathematics Rank 1
Geometric Alignment
The character may spend 1 AP and 5 seconds of roleplay to increase the use duration of one
Mechanical or Aetheric Device by 1 Time Interval. This can only be used once per item per
event.
Mathematical Reclamation I
The character may spend 15 seconds of roleplay attempting to scrap a destroyed Scientific
device (i.e. items which are specifically crafted via Science category Schematics) to gain 1
Salvage Component. This skill may only be used on object which are beyond repair and may
only be used once ever per object.

Mathematics Rank 2
Cryptography
Manual Skill (Use Frequency: One sentence, once per code)
The character may Encrypt or Decrypt a message with a code or cipher by spending 30
seconds per sentence roleplaying the encryption/decryption.
Precise Measurements
When crafting, the character may double the Generic Components and increase the craft
time by 1 Interval of a Chemistry or Alchemy recipe to double the yield of that recipe. The
character may use this skill to assist others who are crafting to double the other character's
yield so long as both characters roleplay working together to craft the item.

Mathematics Rank 3
Efficient Recalibration
The character may spend 3 AP to have a broken Mechanical, Medical, or Aetheric Device work
for one encounter. This skill may only be used once on the item before it must be repaired
normally.
Mechanical Reclamation II
The character may spend 15 seconds of roleplay attempting to scrap a destroyed Scientific
device (i.e. items which are specifically crafted via Science category Schematics) to gain
2 Salvage Components. This skill may only be used on object which are beyond repair and
may only be used once ever per object.
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Mathematics Rank 4
Calculating Aim
The character may spend 3 AP to automatically hit a target within 30 feet with a Firearms,
Ranged Weapons, or thrown-item attack.
Exponential Application
When crafting, the character may triple the Generic Components and increase the craft
time by 1 Interval of any Rank 3 or lower Science Schematic to double the yield of that
recipe. The character may use this skill to assist others who are crafting to double the other
character's yield so long as both characters roleplay working together to craft the item. This
skill may not be combined with crafting Arts Schematics.

Theory Skills

Mathematics Rank 1
Basic Calculation
The character may spend 1 AP to ask a Marshal to provide a reasonable estimate of the to a
mathematical dimension or calculation made during an Encounter (e.g. calculating the
distance between two objects, what the general volume of an object is, etc.). If the question
is not relevant to the encounter, the player does not expend the AP.
Equational Reasoning I
This skill provides a bonus to the success of researching knowledges and Schematics in
other fields of Science.

Mathematics Rank 2
Collaboration
The character may use an Assist SDA to add their Equational Reasoning I bonus to another
character's Research SDA.
Statistical Analysis
The character may spend 1 minute of roleplay working out figures/doing calculations and
ask a Marshal a single question regarding the statistical likelihood of a given event (e.g.
"Based on their known criminal records, what is the likelihood these bandits are currently
armed?", "Based on the size and weight of the Aethership, what is the likelihood we will
plummet to our deaths should the second engine fail?", etc.). The character must have at
least some basic or general data on the given event at the time of calculation in order to
perform the analysis. Another question on the likelihood of the same event cannot be asked
again until a substantial amount of new/additional data is found. The answer given will
most often be presented as a percentage or range, whichever fits the question better.

Mathematics Rank 3
Geometric Perception
The character may spend 2 AP to reveal Hidden characters or objects. This skill does not
reveal things which are rendered invisible by magical means, only things hidden from
plain sights through mundane skill or construction (e.g. characters using Hide, secret doors,
false bottoms, physical traps, etc.).
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Mathematical Micromanagement
When crafting or assisting in the crafting of a Schematic in which Salvage Components are
being used to substitute for Generic Components, the character may convert the Salvage
Components at a 3:2 ratio instead of 2:1.

Mathematics Rank 4
Equational Reasoning II
This skill provides an additional bonus to the success of researching knowledges and
Schematics in other fields of Science.
Game Theory
The character gains tactical insight into predicting the moves of opponents through
advanced mathematical probability calculation and may spend 2 AP to defend against
attacks as per the Dodge skill.
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Natural Science
Practice Skills

Natural Science Rank 1
Administer Medicine I
The character may safely administer Rank 1 Medicines (Chemicals and Poisons of any rank
cannot be applied with this skill).
First Aid
The character may perform 15 seconds of roleplay per injury to heal injured characters,
including themselves (so long as they are conscious and have at least one undamaged arm).
A single use of this skill will do one of the following:
•
•
•

•

Restore a limb which was disabled by a standard combat strike (i.e. not due to an
additional skill or special effect).
Restore a character from the Injured Stage to healthy (though any damaged limbs
must be healed separately)
Apply a Splint to heal a limb which was disabled by a non-standard combat strike
(e.g. a limb which was broken due to the expiration of Grit, a skill which states it
breaks a limb)
Activate/trigger the effect of an item or skill which states it requires use of First Aid

Natural Science Rank 2
Administer Medicine II
The character may safely administer Rank 2 Medicines (Chemicals and Poisons of any rank
cannot be applied with this skill).
Treat Bleeding Wound
The character may spend 1 minute of roleplay to remove the Bleeding Wound Status Effect
from a character currently effected by it and doubling their time on their current Death
Count timer (i.e. effectively negating the normal penalty of a Bleeding Wound). This skill
does not affect any Death Count-reducing effects except for Bleeding Wounds.

Natural Science Rank 3
Administer Medicine III
The character may safely administer Rank 3 Medicines (Chemicals and Poisons of any rank
cannot be applied with this skill).
Transfusion
The character may spend 15 seconds of roleplay to use a Transfusion Kit and heal a
character as per the effects of a Transfusion Kit.
Treat Elemental Damage
The character may spend 5 minutes of roleplay to remove one Elemental Damage Status
Effect from a character. If a character is affected by multiple instances of Elemental
Damage, each type must be treated separately. This skill has no effect on the Chemical
Damage Status Effect.
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Natural Science Rank 4
Administer Medicine IV
The character may safely administer Rank 4 Medicines (Chemicals and Poisons of any rank
cannot be applied with this skill).
Intensive Care
The character may spend 5 minutes of roleplay to Resuscitate a character in the Critical
Stage and bring them to the Injured Stage, or to bring a character in the Comatose Stage to
the Critical Stage. This skill does not remove any Debilitations incurred from being in the
Comatose Stage.
Surgery
The character may spend 30 minutes of roleplay to follow Surgery Schematics to perform
surgeries on other characters. This skill also requires the use of a Full Surgery Tool Kit to
perform.

Theory Skills

Natural Science Rank 1
Natural Research
The character may use Research SDAs to design new Natural Science items or Poisons.
Additionally, this skill provides a bonus to the success of researching new Medical Devices.
Natural Science Savant I
The character may follow Rank 1 Natural Science Schematics to build Rank 1 Natural Science
items; may also copy any Natural Science Schematic for 1 Textile Component. Additionally,
the character may repair Rank 1 or Rank 2 Natural Science items by expending 1 Generic
Component normally used to craft the device and taking the craft time of the device reduced
by 1 Interval to roleplay the repair.

Natural Science Rank 2
Diagnosis
Manual Skill (Use Frequency: Once per encounter)
The character may spend 1 AP to ask a Marshal any number of questions within 1 minute
about a specific target's state of health and wellbeing (e.g. what stage of their Death Count
they are in, if the target is poisoned, what kind of wounds the target sustained, etc.). Some
questions/answers may require additional roleplay or skills to answer.
Natural Science Savant II
The character may follow Rank 2 Natural Science Schematics to build Rank 2 Natural Science
items.

Natural Science Rank 3
Natural Science Savant III
The character may follow Rank 3 Natural Science Schematics to build Rank 3 Natural Science
items. Additionally, the character may repair Rank 3 or Rank 4 Natural Science items by
expending 1 Generic Component normally used to craft the device and taking the craft time
of the device reduced by 1 Time Interval to roleplay the repair.
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Poison Adaptation
The character increases or decreases the Time Interval on any Poison which is affecting
them by 1, in whichever direction would make the Poison less effective.

Natural Science Rank 4
Medical Prodigy
The character may spend 1 AP to reduce the Time Interval required for their next use of any
Rank 1 or Rank 2 Natural Science Practice skill they possess. Alternatively, the character may
spend 5 AP to reduce the Time Interval required for their next use of any Rank 3 or Rank 4
Natural Science Practice skill they possess. This effect will stack with other time-reduction
effects towards those skills.
Natural Science Savant IV
The character may follow Rank 4 Natural Science Schematics to build Rank 4 Natural Science
items.
Paragon of Invention (Natural Science)
When performing Research SDAs to invent new Natural Science Schematics, the character
makes two dice rolls and uses the most favorable result of the rolls.

Standard Schematics

Rank 1 Natural Science Items
Field Surgery Kit
Keywords: Renewable
Description: Reduces the RP time requirement of Treat Bleeding Wound by 1 Time Interval.
First Aid Kit
Keywords: Renewable
Description: Reduces the RP time requirement of First Aid by 1 Time Interval.

Rank 2 Natural Science Items
Splint
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Allows a character with First Aid to restore a Limb which has been broken. The
broken Limb must remain splinted for 30 minutes after being treated before it may be used
normally again. While in the Splint, a character may activate the Grit skill with the splinted
Limb if they possess it, but the splinted Limb will be broken once again when the use of Grit
expires and must be treated with a new Splint with the 30 minute recovery period for the
limb to be healed.

Rank 3 Natural Science Items
Medical Trauma Kit
Keywords: Renewable
Description: Reduces the RP time requirement of Intensive Care by 1 Time Interval.
Alternatively, may be used as a First Aid Kit if used in conjunction with First Aid.
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Minor Corrective Surgery
Keywords: Consumable
Description: Allows a character with the Surgery skill to perform a surgical procedure on
another character to remove one Minor Debilitation from the target. Once the surgery is
completed the target character replaces the removed Minor Debilitation with the Minor
Recovery Debilitation (see Chapter 7: Combat (Debilitations) for more explanation on
Debilitations and recovery).
Transfusion Kit
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Allows a character with the Transfusion skill to perform a blood transfusion.
The user must designate one character as the Recipient and another as the Donor (who
much be uninjured at the start of the transfusion). At the conclusion of the transfusion, the
Recipient character is brought from Critical to Injured, and the Donor character is brought
from healthy to Injured.

Rank 4 Natural Science Items
Corrective Surgery
Keywords: Consumable
Description: Allows a character with the Surgery skill to perform a surgical procedure on
another character to remove one Moderate Debilitation from the target. Once the surgery is
completed the target character replaces the removed Minor Debilitation with the Moderate
Recovery Debilitation (see Permanent Debilitation for more explanation on Debilitations and
recovery).
Full Surgery Tool Kit
Keywords: Renewable
Description: Allows a character with the Surgery skill to perform Surgeries.
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Physics
Practice Skills
Physics Rank 1

Build Mechanical Device I
The character may follow Rank 1 Physics Schematics to build Rank 1 Physics items.
Repair Mechanical Device I
The character may repair Rank 1 or Rank 2 Mechanical Devices by expending 1 Generic
Component normally used to craft the device and taking the craft time of the device reduced
by 1 Time Interval to roleplay the repair.

Physics Rank 2
Build Mechanical Device II
The character may follow Rank 2 Physics Schematics to build Rank 2 Physics items.
Improvised Adjustments
When crafting a Rank 1 or Rank 2 Mechanical Device, the character may expend 1 additional
Named Component normally used to craft the device to increase one numerical aspect of
the device by 1 (e.g. Armor can take an additional strike of damage, the duration of a trap
lasts 1 Time Interval longer, etc.). If the device does not have any numerical aspects (e.g.
weapons), the time needed to repair the device is reduced by 2 Time Intervals instead of 1.
This skill can only take affect once per item per event, and the adjustment will fade at the
end of the event. The player must carry a signed and dated card (given by a Marshal)
indicating the adjustment with the item card for the remainder of the event or until the
item is destroyed.

Physics Rank 3
Build Mechanical Device III
The character may follow Rank 3 Physics Schematics to build Rank 3 Physics items.
Repair Mechanical Device II
The character may repair Rank 3 or Rank 4 Mechanical Devices by expending 1 Generic
Component normally used to craft the device and taking the craft time of the device reduced
by 1 Time Interval to roleplay the repair.

Physics Rank 4
Build Mechanical Device IV
The character may follow Rank 4Physics Schematics to build Rank 4 Physics items.
Forged by Invention
The character is considered to have one rank higher of both Grit and Tough than they have
previously purchased for the purpose of use (this will grant the character effective use
of Grit I and Tough I if they have not purchased any rank of either skill). This skill does not
substitute as a prerequisite for purchasing higher ranks of Grit or Tough.
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Theory Skills

Physics Rank 1
Mechanical Design
The character may use Research SDAs to design new Physics Schematics. Additionally, the
character may also copy any Physics Schematic for 1 Textile Component.
Mechanical Intuition
This skill provides a bonus to the success of researching new Physics Schematics.

Physics Rank 2
Physical Analysis
Manual Skill (Use Frequency: Once per encounter)
The character may spend 1 AP to ask a Marshal to provide a reasonable estimate of the
physical properties of an object in an encounter (e.g. what metal an object is made of, the
general density of an object, etc.). If the question is not relevant to the encounter, the player
does not expend the AP.

Physics Rank 3
Artisan’s Eye
Once per event, the character may craft a Physics Schematic they know as a Masterwork
item. Masterwork items take 1 Time Interval less to repair and/or have an increased
expiration date of 1 event (if applicable).

Physics Rank 4
Discern Design Flaw
After having performed a successful Physical Analysis on an object that is craftable with
Physics, the character may spend 5 AP and tag the target holding the object (or the object
itself) with a skill-packet in order to place the item instantly into needing repair.
Paragon of Invention (Physics)
When performing Research SDAs to invent new Physics Schematics, the character makes
two dice rolls and uses the most favorable result of the rolls.

Standard Schematics
Rank 1 Physics Items

Bullet
Keywords: Ammunition
Description: Serves as ammunition for Revolvers and Rifles. Recipe yields 1 unit.
Caltrops
Keywords: Renewable, Trap
Description: Can be thrown or set on the ground to cover a 2-ft-by-2-ft area (represented by
a piece of cloth or tarp with the item card visibly attached to the center). Any character who
makes contact with the area takes 1 point of physical damage to the limb which made
contact with the trap. This damage does not slow or inhibit the forward motion of the
affected target directly but may disable the limb through damage as normal. The trap will
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take effect for up to 5 points of contact or until the trap is disabled with Disable Device (15
seconds).
Great Weapon
Keywords: Renewable
Description: Crafts one Great Weapon [Dagger, Sword, Club, Hammer, Axe]. The type must be
specified at the time of crafting and cannot be changed later.
Ranged Weapon
Keywords: Renewable
Description: Crafts one Ranged Weapon [Bow, Crossbow] or one unit of Ranged Weapon
Ammunition [Arrow, Bolt]. The type must be specified at the time of crafting and cannot be
changed later.
Shackle Trap
Keywords: Renewable, Trap
Description: Can be thrown or set on the ground to cover a 2-ft-by-2-ft area (represented by
a piece of cloth or tarp with the item card visibly attached to the center). Any character who
makes contact with the area will be pinned to the trap for up to 1 minute or until the trap is
disabled with Disable Device (15 seconds).
Simple Weapon
Keywords: Renewable
Description: Crafts one Simple Weapon [Dagger, Sword, Club, Hammer, Axe, Quarterstaff] or
one Thrown Weapon [Dagger, Hammer, Axe]. The type must be specified at the time of
crafting and cannot be changed later.

Rank 2 Physics Items
Armor, Light
Keywords: Renewable
Description: Crafts a single piece of Light Armor [Leather, Studded Leather] which covers
either the Torso, one Limb, or the Head and provides 1 Armor Point to the covered location.
The location must be specified at the time of crafting and may not be changed later.
Armor, Medium
Keywords: Renewable
Description: Crafts a single piece of Medium Armor [Chainmail, Ringmail] which covers
either the Torso, one Limb, or the Head and provides 2 Armor Points to the covered location.
The location must be specified at the time of crafting and may not be changed later.
Armor, Heavy
Keywords: Renewable
Description: Crafts a single piece of Heavy Armor [Plate Mail, Banded Mail] which covers
either the Torso, one Limb, or the Head and provides 3 Armor Points to the covered location.
The location must be specified at the time of crafting and may not be changed later.
Musket
Keywords: Renewable
Description: Crafts one 2-handed Firearm which uses Gunpowder as ammunition. Only 1
unit of ammunition may be loaded and fired at a time before needing to reload the weapon.
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Attacks from this weapon are not stopped by normal Shields and inflict both the Bleeding
Wound and Persistent Pain status effects upon the target.
Needle Trap
Keywords: Renewable, Trap
Description: Can only be set on a door or locked container. The trap may be loaded with any
Contact Poison with the appropriate rank of Administer Poison. The first character to open
the door or container will be pricked by the needle and injected with the loaded Poison,
which affects the target as per the Poison's description. Once set, the trap remains until
triggered, or until the trap is disabled with Disable Device (1 minute). If disabled with Disable
Device, the trap may be disabled intact and reset as normal with Set Traps; if reset in this
manner, the previously loaded poison remains loaded and cannot be exchanged.
Net Trap
Keywords: Renewable, Trap
Description: Can be thrown or set on the ground to cover a 3-ft-by-3-ft area (represented by
a piece of cloth or tarp with the item card visibly attached to the center). This trap may only
be used outdoors near a tree. Any character who makes contact with the area will be
hoisted 10 feet into the air and suspended in the net for up to 1 hour or until the trap is
disabled with Disable Device (1 minute).
Pistol
Keywords: Renewable
Description: Crafts one 1-handed Firearm which uses Gunpowder as ammunition. Only 1
unit of ammunition may be loaded and fired at a time before needing to reload the weapon.
Attacks from this weapon are not stopped by normal Shields and inflict both the Bleeding
Wound and Persistent Pain status effects upon the target.
Pit Trap
Keywords: Renewable, Trap
Description: Can be thrown or set on the ground to cover a 3-ft-by-3-ft area (represented by
a piece of cloth or tarp with the item card visibly attached to the center). This trap may only
be used outdoors on non-rocky terrain. Any character who makes contact with the area
falls 10 feet into a pit and take 1 point of physical Torso damage; the character is trapped in
the pit until they Climb out or is assisted out via rope/ladder/etc.
Revolver
Keywords: Renewable
Description: Crafts one 1-handed Firearm which uses Bullets as ammunition. Up to 5 units
of ammunition may be loaded and fired at a time before needing to reload the weapon.
Attacks from this weapon are not stopped by normal Shields and inflict both the Bleeding
Wound and Persistent Pain status effects upon the target.
Rifle
Keywords: Renewable
Description: Crafts one 2-handed Firearm which uses Bullets as ammunition. Up to 5 units
of ammunition may be loaded and fired at a time before needing to reload the weapon.
Attacks from this weapon are not stopped by normal Shields and inflict both the Bleeding
Wound and Persistent Pain status effects upon the target.
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Shield
Keywords: Renewable
Description: Crafts one Shield which will block any number of physical strikes which do not
state they go through Shields.
Springboard Trap
Keywords: Renewable, Trap
Description: Can be thrown or set on the ground to cover a 2-ft-by-2-ft area (represented by
a piece of cloth or tarp with the item card visibly attached to the center). The first character
who makes contact with the area will be knocked 10 feet backwards from the direction of
their forward motion, launching them overhead of any characters within 10 feet behind
them, and takes 1 point of physical Torso damage from the fall. Once set, the trap remains
until triggered, or until the trap is disabled with Disable Device (1 minute). If disabled with
Disable Device, the trap may be disabled intact and reset as normal with Set Traps.

Rank 3 Physics Items
Basic Clockwork Limb
Keywords: Renewable
Description: This mechanical limb can be placed over a Limb, or completely replace a
missing Limb. While the Clockwork Limb is worn and in functional operation, the character
may use the limb as normal, even if disabled, Debilitated, or missing. Additionally, the
Clockwork Limb adds 1 Armor Point to the location in which the limb is worn. If the
Clockwork Limb is reduced to 0 Armor Points, the Clockwork Limb becomes non-functional
and the limb unusable until the Clockwork Limb is repaired.
Reinforced Armor Plating
Keywords: Renewable
Description: When permanently installed onto a Clockwork Limb or piece of Heavy Armor,
allows the item to protect against attacks from standard Firearms. Counts as a separate
item for the purposes of repair.
Spring Loaded Boots
Keywords: Renewable
Description: Allows the user to activate the Jump skill as if they possessed it once per Period
for 0 AP.
Steam Powered Battering Ram
Keywords: Renewable
Description: Crafts a battering ram which collapses down to a 12-in-by-in-3-in size when
not in use. When activated, the device expands. anchors itself to the ground, then thrusts
forward to break down and open a non-reinforced door.

Rank 4 Physics Items
Basic Clockwork Messenger
Keywords: Renewable
Description: Crafts a single clockwork automaton and accompanying homing beacon. Once
per event, the Clockwork Messenger can be activated, upon which it will attempt to move
towards the location of the paired homing beacon in the most direct path possible. The
Clockwork Messenger can travel anywhere that can be reached within 30 days, after which
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the Clockwork Messenger will power down and stop moving. The Clockwork Messenger can
be in any shape or configuration the crafter desires (generally small toy homunculi or lap
dogs) no larger than 1 cubic foot in size. Regardless of shape, all Clockwork Messengers have
a built-in space large enough to contain a single roll paper or parchment inside; the
compartment only opens once the Clockwork Messenger reaches its paired beacon, or the
compartment is forced open with Disable Device or Pick Lock.
Energy Displacement Kit
Keywords: Consumable, Renewable
Description: When attached to a piece of Armor, allows the Armor to stop attacks of a
specific energy type (chosen at time of installation) for one Encounter, including attacks
that would normally bypass Armor. The energy types this device can stop are: Fire, Electric,
Frost, Aetheric, Magic. If activated, this item is destroyed at the end of the Encounter
regardless of how many attacks it stopped.
Hyper Collapsible Parachute
Keywords: Renewable
Description: Functions as a normal parachute that will slow a character's descent from
height at marshal discretion, except that it may be represented by a physrep as small as 2in-by-4-in-by-6-in (though it may be larger if desired).
Steam Powered Personal Magnetic Field Generator
Keywords: Renewable
Description: Requires Rank 4 Physics Theory to operate. This device generates a field strong
enough to make the user immune to all attacks for the duration, or until the user chooses
to stop operating the device. The user must remain in place and may take no other actions
except to continue operating the device while benefitting from its effects. May only be
activated once per Period.
Duration: 5 minutes
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Chapter 6: The Arts
While science is a major part of the modern aspects of Sha’uru, there is still a place for the more
mystical and non-scientific Arts. Unlike the Sciences, the Arts consist only of a single “branch” of its
subject, and specific skills are conferred per rank purchased per Art. While the Sciences can seem to
have more variety in their use and expression, the Arts tend to have more potent effects which can
transcend the usual boundaries of their scientific counterparts. Though Sha’uru has embraced
science, the mystical and practical arts still have relevance, and sometimes, necessity to survive
and thrive.
Players are encouraged to roleplay their Arts skills in flavorful and immersive ways. Beyond the
material requirements listed in the recipes and rituals for the Arts, players may include any
additional objects and materials that help create an immersive experience for players watching or
interacting with such items. Players are free to invent their own incantations, mystical sigils, or
processes for Arts recipes however they wish, so long as doing so would not give them an unfair
advantage or is an overreach of the mechanical effects of the Art/item.
There are four standard Arts which characters may learn:
•
•
•
•

Alchemy—The art of potions, transmutation, and pseudo-magical substances
Occult—The art of mystical charms, ritual magic, and enchantments
Poisons—The art of ingested, weapon-delivered, and dust-based harmful substances
Survival—The art of assessing natural dangers and surviving harsh environment

Each Art below contains the following sections: Skills and Standard Schematics. The Standard
Schematics section only shows a description of the items’ effects; see Appendix A: Schematic Tables
for tables listing the information required to craft Standard Schematics.
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Alchemy
Skills

Alchemy Rank 1
Apprentice Alchemist
The character may spend 1 AP to identify an alchemical compound. The character may
follow Rank 1 Alchemy Schematics to manufacture Rank 1 Alchemy items; may also copy
any Alchemy Schematic for 1 Textile Component. Additionally, the character may use
Research SDAs to design new Alchemy Schematics.
Basic Transmutation I
The character may spend 5 minutes to take two Named Components which are used in
Alchemy Schematics and transmute them into a single, but different Named Component
used in any Rank 1 Alchemy Schematic.

Alchemy Rank 2
Basic Transmutation II
The character may spend 5 minutes to take two Named Components (at least one of which
must be a Rank 2 Component) which are used in Alchemy Schematics and transmute them
into a single, but different Named Component used in any Rank 2 Alchemy Schematic.
Journeyman Alchemist
The character may follow Rank 2 Alchemy Schematics to manufacture Rank 2 Alchemy
items. Additionally, this skill provides a bonus to researching new Alchemy Schematics.

Alchemy Rank 3
Basic Transmutation III
The character may spend 5 minutes to take two Named Components (at least one of which
must be a Rank 3 Component) which are used in Alchemy Schematics and transmute them
into a single, but different Named Component used in any Rank 3 Alchemy Schematic.
Master Alchemist
The character may follow Rank 3 Alchemy Schematics to manufacture Rank 3 Alchemy
items. Additionally, this skill allows the character to dissect Components from carcasses.

Alchemy Rank 4
Basic Transmutation IV
The character may spend 5 minutes to take two Named Components (at least one of which
must be a Rank 4 Component) which are used in Alchemy Schematics and transmute them
into a single, but different Named Component used in any Rank 4 Alchemy Schematic.
Grand Master Alchemist
The character may follow Rank 4 Alchemy recipes to manufacture Rank 4 Alchemy items.
Additionally, this skill allows the character to collect Named Components used in Alchemy
Schematics from natural sources.
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Standard Schematics
Rank 1 Alchemy Items

Lesser Antidote
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Instantly heals a Rank 1 Poison.
Lesser Firebomb
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Deals 1 point of physical Fire damage to a single target. Only one may be
thrown at a time; requires either a Skill Packet or an appropriate Thrown Weapon-style
physrep.
Lesser Healing Draught
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Instantly brings a character from Injured to healthy; alternatively, restores the
use of a limb disabled by damage and does not require a Splint.
Lesser Potion of Sunset and Sunrise
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: When imbibed by a willing character, changes their biological gender to the
opposite gender or renders them physically genderless for the duration.
Duration: 24 hours

Rank 2 Alchemy Items
Antidote
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Instantly heals a Rank 2 or lower Poison.
Firebomb
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Deals 1 point of physical AoE Fire damage to all targets in a 5-ft radius. Only
one may be thrown at a time; requires either a Skill Packet or an appropriate Thrown
Weapon-style physrep.
Pure Breath Potion
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Allows a character to be able to breathe normally for the duration in
conditions which otherwise would cause them harm by breathing the surrounding air, or
they are in a location where breathing is impeded otherwise impossible (such as breathing
underwater).
Duration: 10 minutes

Rank 3 Alchemy Items
Greater Antidote
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Instantly heals a Rank 3 or lower Poison.
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Healing Draught
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Instantly brings a character from Critical to Injured; alternatively, restores the
use of a limb disabled by damage and does not require a Splint, or reduces the recovery time
of a splinted limb by 1 Time Interval (stacks with similar effects).
Potion of Clarity
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Reduces the crafting time of all Science, Poison, and Alchemy Schematics
crafted by the user within the duration of the effects of this potion by 1 Time Interval.
Duration: 1 hour
Potion of Sunset and Sunrise
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: When imbibed by a willing character, changes their biological gender to the
opposite gender or renders them physically genderless for the duration.
Duration: 1 event

Rank 4 Alchemy Items
Draught of Life
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Instantly brings a character from Comatose to healed and restores the use of
all disabled or broken Limbs. This does not cure any Debilitations already possessed by the
character or any Debilitations gained from being in the Comatose stage.
Greater Firebomb
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Deals 2 points of physical AoE Fire damage to all targets in a 5-ft radius. Only
one may be thrown at a time; requires either a Skill Packet or an appropriate Thrown
Weapon-style physrep.
Juggernaut Potion
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Increases the user's effective rank of Grit and Tough by +1 for the duration of
this potion. If the character does not possess one or both of either Grit or Tough, the
character temporarily gains Rank 1 of each ability.
Duration: 1 hour
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Occult
Skills

Occult Rank I
Arcane Sight
The character may spend 1 AP to see the arcane properties of a place or object. Certain
effects or objects may only be able to be seen with this skill; such information would be
obtained through a Marshal or written Marshal Notes.
Arcane Study I
The character may follow Rank 1 Occult Schematics to cast Rank 1 Occult rituals; may also
copy any Occult Schematic for 1 Textile Component. Additionally, the character may use
Research SDAs to design new Occult rituals.

Occult Rank 2
Arcane Study II
The character may follow Rank 2 Occult Schematics to cast Rank 2 Occult rituals.
Additionally, this skill provides a bonus to the success of researching new Occult rituals.
Arcane Tampering
The character may spend 1 AP to attempt to either dampen or enhance the flow of magic in
an area (up to 8 feet x 10 feet) or in a magical object; depending on the nature of the
tampering, there may be unexpected or even catastrophic effects. If a Marshal determines
that the character does not possess enough skill to tamper or if the area/object does not
contain enough magic to be tampered with, the character does not expend the AP.

Occult Rank 3
Arcane Study III
The character may follow Rank 3 Occult Schematics to cast Rank 3 Occult rituals.
Tap into the Arcane
The character is able to sense leylines and discern their basic properties (i.e. the player may
read any Marshal Notes regarding the leyline and know the information in-character). The
character can also tap into leylines to assist in the casting of rituals; this temporarily drains
the leyline, but reduces the time to cast the ritual by 1 Time Interval; the number of times
the leyline may be drained varies and will be denoted on the Marshal Notes.

Occult Rank 4
Arcane Study IV
The character may follow Rank 4 Occult Schematics to cast Rank 4 Occult rituals.
Additionally, this skill provides an additional bonus to the success of researching new
Occult rituals.
Channel the Arcane
The character can use Tap into the Arcane to drain a leyline and empower themselves with
Magic. This allows any melee weapon wielded by the character to swing for Magic damage.
This effect lasts for 1 hour.
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Standard Schematics
Rank 1 Occult Items

Arcane Ink
Keywords: Component, Consumable, Perishable, Utility
Description: Creates enough magical ink to cover up to one 8.5" by 11" sheet of paper. Once
the ink is used to scribe a message, the ink fades from view and becomes invisible to the
unaided eye; once used, the ink can only be seen and read by a character using the Arcane
Sight skill. Aside from becoming invisible upon use, the ink otherwise has the same
properties of standard pen ink. Unused ink can be stored indefinitely, but it is expended
once applied regardless of how much is used.
Beguiling Trinket
Keywords: Consumable, Offensive, Latent
Description: Enchants a small pouch or bag which can be placed upon or give to a target.
Once in a target's possession, the user may invoke the charm for 1 AP and calling "Beguiling
Trinket" aloud. The target is then charmed to the user as per the Charm skill, except for it
being a magical attack rather than a true Charm Effect (and is thus unaffected by skills or
effects which affect Charm Effects). While under the effects of this item, the target will be
unaware they have been magicked, but once the duration of the effect expires the target
will know they were under the effects of a spell.
Duration: 1 event (Up to 5 minutes when invoked)
Warding Charm
Keywords: Consumable, Defensive, Latent
Description: Creates a trinket which can be invoked once to stop any one physical or
magical attack directed at or which strikes the wearer. The user must call "Warding Charm"
aloud to invoke the effect.
Duration: 1 event (Instant when invoked)

Rank 2 Occult Items
Lesser Weapon Enchantment
Keywords: Latent, Offensive
Description: This ritual enchants a single melee weapon or unit of Ammunition to strike
once with Magic. Melee weapons may be used normally without expending the effect of this
ritual until the wielder chooses to invoke the effect, after which the ritual expires.
Ammunition automatically invokes and expends the effect of this ritual when fired, even if
the attack misses. Attacks from enchanted Weapons and Ammunition may be defended
against as normal for the Weapon/Ammunition type.
Duration: 1 event (Instant when invoked)
Sever Lesser Bond
Keywords: Instantaneous
Description: This ritual severs the bond between one willing target and up to three magical
items of any Rank in their possession. The ritual has no effect on the items themselves and
does not remove any properties of the items beyond the active link between them and the
target; the items may affect a new target normally as per the description of their
curse/effects. Alternatively, this ritual may be used to release a single target (willingly or
unwillingly) from one Rank 2 or lower curse, or one Rank 3 or lower Possession.
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Spirit Fetish
Keywords: Renewable, Utility
Description: Creates a permanent fetish that can be used only by characters with the Occult
II skill. The user may expend 1 AP to ask an Aetheric Creature one question and be told an
answer. The Aetheric Creature must answer truthfully, and their response must be three or
fewer sentences long. The same Aetheric Creature may not be the target of any Spirit Fetish
use more than three times in a single Encounter.

Rank 3 Occult Items
Lesser Arcane Seal
Keywords: Persistent, Utility
Description: This ritual must be cast upon a container no smaller than a vial and no larger
than 2 cubic feet. While the ritual is active, the container may only be moved, opened, or
closed by the caster of the ritual. While enchanted, the container is completely immune to
destruction or effects which would open, move, or physically alter it. Only one Lesser Arcane
Seal may be active on a container at a time and expires at the end of the event in which it
was cast. The container should be marked with purple ribbon/tape/glowstick to indicate the
active ritual.
Duration: 1 event
Sever Bond
Keywords: Instantaneous
Description: This ritual severs the bond between one willing target and up to three magical
items of any Rank in their possession. The ritual has no effect on the items themselves and
does not remove any properties of the items beyond the active link between them and the
target; the items may affect a new target normally as per the description of their
curse/effects. Alternatively, this ritual may be used to release a single target (willingly or
unwillingly) from one Rank 3 or lower curse, or one Rank 3 or lower Possession.
Weapon Enchantment
Keywords: Latent, Offensive
Description: This ritual enchants a single Simple Weapon, Thrown Weapon, Great Weapon,
or unit of Ammunition to strike with Magic for 1 minute. Melee weapons may be used
normally without expending the effect of this ritual until the wielder chooses to invoke the
effect, after which the ritual expires. Ammunition automatically invokes and expends the
effect of this ritual when fired, even if the attack misses. Attacks from enchanted Weapons
may be defended against as normal for the Weapon type; however, enchanted Ammunition
may only be defended against by a Warding Charm.
Duration: 1 event (Up to 1 minute once invoked)

Rank 4 Occult Items
Arcane Seal
Keywords: Persistent, Utility
Description: This ritual must be cast upon a container no smaller than a vial and no larger
than 2 cubic feet. While the ritual is active, the container may only be moved, opened, or
closed by the caster of the ritual or up to two others present and designated by the caster
during the casting of the ritual. While enchanted, the container is completely immune to
destruction or effects which would open, move, or physically alter it. Only one Arcane Seal
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may be active on a container at a time and expires at the end of the third event after the
event in which it was cast. The container should be marked with purple
ribbon/tape/glowstick to indicate the active ritual.
Duration: 3 events
Greater Weapon Enchantment
Keywords: Latent, Offensive
Description: This ritual enchants a single Simple Weapon, Thrown Weapon, Great Weapon,
or unit of Ammunition to strike with [Magic] for 15 minutes. Melee weapons may be used
normally without expending the effect of this ritual until the wielder chooses to invoke the
effect, after which the ritual expires. Ammunition automatically invokes and expends the
effect of this ritual when fired, even if the attack misses. Attacks from enchanted Weapons
may be defended against as normal for the Weapon type; however, enchanted Ammunition
cannot be defended against. The enchantment expires after use, or at the end of the event
in which it was cast regardless of use.
Duration: 1 event (Up to 15 minutes once invoked)
Sever Greater Bond
Keywords: Instantaneous
Description: This ritual severs the bond between one willing target and all magical items of
any Rank in their possession. The ritual has no effect on the items themselves and does not
remove any properties of the items beyond the active link between them and the target; the
items may affect a new target normally as per the description of their curse/effects.
Alternatively, this ritual may be used to release a single target (willingly or unwillingly)
from one Rank 4 or lower curse, or one Rank 4 or lower Possession.
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Poisons
Special Rules
Poisons can be used in or out of combat, and when crafted can be made to take effect through food
(Ingested), through touch (Contact), or through being breathed in (Inhaled). Each Schematic
description will list which forms the Poison can be crafted into (e.g. [Ingested/Contact/Inhaled], or
[Ingested/Contact], etc.); as a note, not all Poisons can be made into all forms. The form is chosen at
the time of crafting and cannot be changed later and must be written on the item card for the
poison. As a reminder, new Poisons Schematics are researched with Natural Science Theory,
not Poisons.
The description of each form of poison is as follows:
Ingested
These Poisons must be placed into food or drink. The target must then ingest of imbibe the
poisoned food/drink in order for the poison to take effect. Unlike Contact or Inhaled Poisons,
there is no defense to taking the effect of the Poison once ingested (unless a specific skill or
ability states it defends against Ingested Poison). An appropriate rank of Administer Poison is
required in order to safely handle and use Poisons in this form.
Contact
These Poisons must be placed onto an object (e.g. weapons, a doorknob, etc.) and must come
into contact with the target's skin in order for the poison to take effect. An appropriate rank
of Administer Poison is required in order to safely coat an object with poisons in this form,
though a melee weapon is coated in a Contact Poison may be safely wielded by any character
who can use the weapon so long as they do not touch the coated area with bare skin, and the
poison is not expended until contact with a character is made; however a poisoned blade which
strikes functioning Armor is not considered to have made contact and is not expended until an
undefended strike is made. Throwing Knives, Arrows, or crossbow Bolts may also be coated with
Contact Poisons, but the poison is always expended once the weapon is thrown/fired. Bullets
may never be coated in Contact Poison; poisons used to coat Bullets are immediately wasted.
Inhaled
These Poisons are dried into a dust or powder contained in a small cloth or burlap satchel
which can be thrown from a distance at a target (represented by a skill-packet). Poisons in this
form do not require Administer Poisons to safely handle and may be used by anyone. However,
Inhaled poisons may be defended against by any skill or effect which defends against physical
attacks (e.g. Parry, Dodge, a Warding Charm, etc.).

Skills

Poisons Rank 1
Administer Poison I
The character may safely handle and administer Rank 1 or Rank 2 Poisons, either by placing
them onto an object, into food, or as a dust packet.
Detect Poisons I
The character may spend 1 AP to detect the presence of any Rank 1 or Rank 2 Poisons in
objects or food. If used in conjunction with the Diagnosis skill, the character will be able to
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determine the exact poison a character is being affected by and its remaining duration of
effect if it is a Rank 1 or Rank 2 Poison.

Poisons Rank 2
Manufacture Poisons I
The character may follow Rank 1 Poison Schematics to create Rank 1 Poisons.
Venomous Studies
The character may copy any Poison Schematic for 1 Textile Component. Additionally, if the
character also possesses the Natural Research skill, they are granted a bonus to success
when using Research SDAs to design new Poison recipes.

Poisons Rank 3
Administer Poison II
The character may safely handle and administer Rank 3 or Rank 4 Poisons, either by placing
them onto an object, into food, or as a dust packet.
Manufacture Poisons II
The character may follow Rank 2 Poison Schematics to create Rank 2 Poisons.

Poisons Rank 4
Detect Poisons II
The character may spend 1 AP to detect the presence of any Rank 3 or Rank 4 Poisons in
objects or food. If used in conjunction with the Diagnosis skill, the character will be able to
determine the exact poison a character is being affected by and its remaining duration of
effect if it is a Rank 3 or Rank 4 Poison.
Manufacture Poisons III
The character may follow Rank 3 Poison Schematics to create Rank 3 Poisons.

Standard Schematics
Rank 1 Poisons Items

Creeping Death
Forms: Ingested, Contact
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Crafts a slow-acting death poison which kills the target after 8 hours. After 4
hours, the target will look visibly ill (sweating, coughing, pale skin); if they are asleep, they
will awaken to heavy coughing fits. After 8 hours, the target is permanently Dead.
Sandman’s Tears
Forms: Ingested, Contact, Inhaled
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Crafts a poison which slows the movement of the target for the duration. The
target may jog slowly or walk at a quick pace but cannot run. Additionally, the target can
only swing or fire a weapon once per 5 seconds and may not use any Dodge skill while
affected. If the target becomes physically inactive for 10 seconds while under the effects of
the poison, they will fall asleep where they stand; however, loud noises, gentle nudges, or
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other similar contact will awaken the sleeping character.
Duration: 5 minutes

Rank 2 Poisons Items
Black Lily’s Curse
Forms: Ingested, Contact
Keywords: Component, Consumable, Perishable
Description: Crafts a poison which wracks the target with an Intense Pain Effect for the
duration.
Duration: 30 seconds
Hallucinogen Poison
Forms: Ingested, Contact, Inhaled
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Crafts a poison which causes the target to vividly hallucinate for the duration.
The target may not take any offensive actions while affected but may defend themselves
and move normally.
Duration: 5 minutes

Rank 3 Poisons Items
Expedient Death
Forms: Ingested, Contact
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Crafts a fast-acting death poison which kills the target after 5 minutes. The
target will immediately look visibly ill (sweating, coughing, pale skin); if they are asleep
they will awaken to heavy coughing fits. After 5 minutes, the target is permanently Dead.
Paralysis Poison
Forms: Ingested, Contact, Inhaled
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Crafts a poison which completely immobilizes the target for the duration.
Duration: 1 minute
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Survival
Skills

Survival Rank 1
Assess Danger
The character may spend 1 AP to assess the hostility of non-humanoid creatures or the
presence of natural hazards in an area ("natural hazards" are environmental effects, many
of which behave like traps but are the result of non-mechanical sources such as unstable
ground, hostile terrain, etc.).
If used on a creature, the character will be given the following information:
•
•
•

The type of creature it is
If the creature is aggressive/hostile
If the creature is young, mature, elder, or unique

Basic Survival Skills
The character knows basic survival techniques which allows them to create shelter, find
potable water, build a fire, and forage/hunt for food for themselves while in the wilderness
(the player is responsible for providing any relevant physreps when using this skill at a live
event). This skill also provides a bonus to SDAs which involve survival in the wilderness,
such as exploration into the jungle, etc.

Survival Rank 2
Intermediate Survival Skills
The character knows intermediate survival techniques which allows them survive hostile
environments such as deserts, cold mountain ranges, and swampland, as well as to create
shelter, find potable water, build a fire, and forage/hunt for food for themselves and up to
four other characters while in the wilderness (the player is responsible for providing any
relevant physreps when using this skill at a live event). This skill also provides an
additional bonus to SDAs which involve survival in the wilderness, such as exploration into
the jungle, etc.
Wilderness Conditioning I
The character chooses either Fire Damage or Frost Damage at the time of purchase, and this
choice cannot be changed later. The first time the character is struck with damage of the
chosen type from any source in an Encounter, the character treats the strike as normal
damage instead; any additional strikes of the chosen type beyond the first are treated as the
appropriate elemental damage. This skill does not ever protect against Electric or Chemical
Damage.

Survival Rank 3
Expert Survival Skills
The character knows expert survival techniques which allows them to create shelter, find
potable water, build a fire, and forage/hunt for food for themselves and up to eight other
characters while in the wilderness (the player is responsible for providing any relevant
physreps when using this skill at a live event). This skill also provides an additional bonus
to SDAs which involve survival in the wilderness, such as exploration into the jungle, etc.
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Wilderness Conditioning II
The first and second time the character is struck with damage of the chosen type from
Wilderness Conditioning I from any source in an Encounter, the character treats the strikes
as normal damage instead; any additional strikes of the chosen type beyond the second are
treated as the appropriate elemental damage. This skill does not ever protect against Electric
or Chemical Damage.

Survival Rank 4
Expose Weakness
The character may spend 3 AP to discover one weakness of a non-humanoid creature; this
skill may be used only once on the same target per Encounter but may be used once each on
multiple different targets within the same Encounter. A Marshal will inform the player of
one weakness possessed by the creature; if the creature has no weaknesses, the player does
not expend the AP and knows that the creature has no weaknesses.
Master of the Wilds
The character knows masterful survival techniques which allows them to create shelter,
find potable water, build a fire, and forage/hunt for food for themselves and number of
characters with them characters while in the wilderness (the player is responsible for
providing any relevant physreps when using this skill at a live event). This skill also
provides an additional bonus to SDAs which involve survival in the wilderness, such as
exploration into the jungle, etc.
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Chapter 7: Combat
Basic Combat Rules
Consent to Physical Combat
In or out of combat, direct physical contact between players (e.g. for roleplaying First Aid, etc.) can
only occur if consensually agreed upon by both parties, prior to the contact being initiated.
Furthermore, any player may deny physical contact with another player for any reason; the player
does not have to share what their reasoning is, and no player may question them about the reason.
Furthermore, a player who has previously agreed to physical contact may withdraw their consent
at any time for any reason. Violation of proper consent negotiation protocol will NOT be tolerated.
Any violation should be reported to a staff member as soon as possible.
See the Aurum Code of Conduct for more about game policies regarding consent and respect of
boundaries.

Combat Safety
In combat, there are several rules in place for the general safety of all players involved, regardless
of combat status:

Physical Contact Rules
The only physical contact allowed between players is via the use of an authorized physical
representation ("physrep") of weapons. Players may never grab onto, pull on, or use their hands
directly on another player, their clothing, or physreps during combat.
Actions such as administering salves or poisons must be done via a combat-safe physrep, such
as Skill Packets or foam "vials".
A shield is never considered a weapon; shields may be used to parry blows from combat-safe
physreps but can never be used to strike another player or pin a weapon in place/against a
surface.

Illegal Target Areas
The following areas of the body are never considered legal targets and may never be
intentionally struck:
•

Head

•

Neck

•

Hands

•

Groin

If an accidental strike does occur, the strike is not considered a successful hit and the attacker
must immediately cease swinging at the player until the players determine there is no out-togame injury and it is safe to continue combat.
Though the chest is a legal strike area, players should exercise caution when striking these
areas in consideration of possible sensitivity to being struck in the chest.

Safe Striking Techniques
Swings must be made at a moderate speed with moderate force, i.e. strikes should be hard
enough for the target to register the blow, but not hard enough to cause pain. Swings should
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also cover no more than a 180-degree arc, and no less than a combined 45-degrees with the arm
and 45-degrees with the wrist.
Thrusting is only permitted with "boffer style" weapons; players may never thrust with "latex
style" weapons. When thrusting, the elbow should open at least 90 degrees, the elbow should
not pass behind the torso during the backswing, and the arm should not lock during the thrust.

Evaluating Safe Combat
It is the responsibility of the target to indicate when being struck too hard; the attacker should
make no argument about the force of the swing and should adjust their motions accordingly.
However, players cannot claim excessive force as an excuse to not take valid, legal hits. If
necessary, players may involve a Marshal to evaluate the situation and make an official ruling.
First offenders for excessive force or unsafe fighting will be given a Verbal Warning. Repeated
offenses will result in a formal Combat Violation being noted for the player, which may result
in the player being removed from combat for the remainder of the event.

Assistive Devices
For a variety of reasons, players may choose to utilize assistive devices (wheelchairs, hearing aids,
walking canes, etc.), either for out-of-game medical reasons or simply as in-character props.
In the case of out-of-game medical necessity, the player can decide whether or not their devices are
in-character, or if they are considered out-of-game and that their character does not require such
devices (and thus other players should use suspension of disbelief to ignore those devices incharacter).
Regardless of purpose and in-game status, assistive devices are never considered legal combat
targets, and should never be purposefully aimed at. Should a strike accidentally hit an assistive
device, the strike is not considered legal and all normal precautions for illegal strikes should be
taken. Players who consistently strike assistive devices will be given Combat Violations and be
handled by staff appropriately.

Melee Combat
When struck in a legal target area, players are encouraged to roleplay the hit or damage
appropriately in an immersive, but safe, way. There are many ways to do so, but a common tactic
is to simply stop forward motion and make a noise of surprise, such as a sharp intake of breath or
a grunt of pain (otherwise known as "step and grunt"). However, players ultimately should make
sure whatever they choose to do is safe for both themselves and the players around them.
If a strike is deliberately blocked or deflected by a weapon or a shield, then the blow is considered to
be unsuccessful, even if the attacker's weapon bounces into striking the target's body in a legal
area. Players may never "power through" when striking to land successful hits, and players may
never deliberately move an illegal target area into the path of a strike to avoid taking a legal hit.
However, if a blow glances off a weapon or shield and onto a legal target area when the target has
not made intentional movement to block, or if the blow strikes an object on the target such as a
pouch or bag, the blow is considered a successful hit.
If a character wishes to restrain another character for some reason, they may only do so outside of
direct combat and if the target character reasonably could be restrained or a skill has been used to
restrain the target. If either player does not consent to physical contact, the attacker should simply
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hold up their hands and declare their actions (e.g. "I am restraining you with my hands", "I am
tying your hands with rope behind your back", etc.) with the target roleplaying their responses
appropriately. Even if the players consent to contact, care should be taken to ensure the restraints
are safe and easily removed out-of-game in case of emergency.
Characters may never "finish off" or "dismember" another character who is immobilized or in their
Death Count unless they possess a skill which states they can do so. However, no such skill exists
within the General or Class Lists and must be discovered in-game.

Unarmed Combat
Unarmed Combat varies from normal weapon combat in several ways:
•

•
•
•

Instead of using weapons, characters make attacks using their fists or claws using
Unarmed Attack Boffers.
o Unarmed Attack Boffers must be between 15" and 24" in length and must be either
bone-white or in a "flesh tone" which matches that of the wielding character.
Unarmed Attack Boffers do not block weapon strikes in combat; if struck, the character is
considered to have been successfully struck in the appropriate limb instead.
Offensive blows delivered to limbs by Unarmed Attack Boffers have no effect on the target
unless accompanied by another skill.
Offensive blows delivered to the torso by Unarmed Attack Boffers do no damage unless
accompanied by another skill, but the target character will be knocked back one step per
blow.
o NOTE: Players should take care to control their strikes and avoid "machine gunning"
their shots with Unarmed Attack Boffers the same as with normal weapons.

Ranged Combat
Ranged Weapon attacks (which are not Firearms attacks) can be in-game parried via the Parry
ability or similar but cannot intentionally be physically deflected or knocked out of the air with a
melee weapon physrep.
The out-of-game arrows or Skill Packets used to represent Ranged Weapon attacks may be collected
and reused in-game as long as the physrep is functional and safe for combat, and the in-game
ammunition item has not been destroyed through roleplay or an appropriate skill.

Firearms Combat
Shots from Firearms cannot be parried with melee weapons. They also may not be blocked by
shields or armor that do not specifically state they may block shots from Firearms. Shots to a Shield
count as having struck the arm holding the Shield; similarly, shots to Armor count as having struck
the area covered by the Armor piece.
By default, unless a skill or effect states otherwise, shots from Firearms confer both the Bleeding
Wound and Persistent Pain Status Effects.
While the out-of-game dart or Skill Packet used to represent Firearms attacks may be collected and
reused, the in-game ammunition is expended once fired/thrown and must be replaced.
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Area of Effect Attacks
Certain items or abilities cause what is known as "Area of Effect" (or "AoE") damage. AoE effects will
hit all targets within 5 feet of the primary/central target character or the location where the effect
originates from; if the effect causes damage, the location on the character which takes the damage
varies based on their position in relation to the primary target/source:
•
•
•
•

The Primary Target is always affected in the Torso.
Any Secondary Targets directly in front of or behind the Primary Target are affected in the
Torso
Any Secondary Targets directly to the left or right of the Primary Target are affected in the
Limb (i.e. the arm or leg) closest to the Primary Target.
Any Secondary Targets diagonal to the Primary Target can be ruled by a Marshal to be either
in front/behind or to the side of the Primary Target, but by default are ruled to be in
front/behind.

For a visual reference, see below:

Red = Front/Behind Axis // Yellow = Left/Right Axis // Grey = Diagonal Axis

Non-Combat Players
Sometimes a player is unable to participate in the combat aspect of the game due to out-of-game
medical reasons. Although combat is an integral part of the game, it is not the only part of the
game, and these rules exist allow players with out-of-game limitations to participate in roleplay
around combat without having to be directly involved in the physical aspects of combat.
All Non-Combat players must visibly wear an orange-colored headband labeled with "NON-COMBAT"
in visible lettering at all times to indicate their Non-Combat status to other players. This headband
must be on the top layer of any costuming and should not be easily confused or blend into incharacter clothing to ensure visibility.
Non-Combat players are under no obligation to explain their reasoning for choosing to be NonCombat, though it is recommended to privately inform staff so that they may be aware of any
additional medical concerns or needs in the case of emergency or injury. Such information can be
sent at any time through the online Accommodations and/or Hard Limits forms.
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Combat as a Non-Combat Player
Even though Non-Combat players cannot directly engage in physical combat, there may be
instances where combat breaks out in their general area where their characters may become
involved, or where their character wishes to attack another. Should either scenario happen, the
following rules must be followed:
•
•

•

•

Non-Combat players should do their best to remain at least 5 feet away (more is
recommended if it is more prudent) from combat-active characters engaged in combat.
Non-Combat players may never carry Shields or any weapons (with the exception of Firearm
and boffer-style Ranged Weapons), nor learn or use any skills which require melee weapons
to use (e.g. Parry).
o However, Non-Combat characters may use Skill Packets or foam dart blasters to
attack others and use appropriate skills with.
Non-Combat players may never be physically struck with melee weapon physreps or foamtipped bow-fired arrows, though they may be hit with Skill Packets, foam darts, or coreless
foam-only Ranged Weapon physreps.
In order to attack a Non-Combat character, the following procedure must be followed:
1. The attacking player must stand within weapon's reach, point their weapon at the
target, and describe their intended attack (e.g. "I strike you in the arm", "I shoot you
in the chest", etc.)
2. The targeted Non-Combat character may then call defenses as appropriate to the
attack
3. This cycle of calling attacks/defenses may continue until the attacker wishes to stop
attacking, the target runs out of defenses to call and becomes injured, or combat
between those involved in otherwise interrupted or separated.
4. If the Non-Combat character becomes injured, they must put hold arms up at a 90
degree angle and clearly state "I'm injured" to signal the character has fallen to
damage, and must begin their normal Death Count until another player approaches
within weapon's reach and performs appropriate healing.
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Combat Physreps
Melee and Ranged Weapons
Melee Latex Weapons

Latex weapons are approved on a case-by-case basis, and Aurum currently does not have a list
of “pre-approved” brands or styles. However, a list of qualities an approval-worthy latex weapon
generally should have is as follows:
•
•
•
•

Striking surfaces are fully covered with a soft, springy foam which compresses at least
⅛-¼” when squeezed
Does not have any large, protruding spikes or decorative elements on striking surfaces
that could easily be torn away or caught by other weapons in combat
All non-striking surfaces are covered with foam with the exception of grips (no exposed
core/pipe even on the pommel end)
Is appropriately sized for the desired in-game weapon item

Melee Boffer Weapons
Boffer weapons may be constructed with a core made of either ½” PVC* pipe (for 1-handed
weapons or smaller, or “bastard” size weapons if reinforced with a wooden dowel) or ¾” PVC*
pipe (for “bastard” size weapons or 2-handed weapons, preferably reinforced with a wooden
dowel). All surfaces (excluding the grip) must be covered with closed-cell pipe insulation foam
which is at least ⅝” thick. Additionally, each end must be covered with at least 1” thick open-cell
foam, ideally at least 2” on the thrusting tip(s), with small holes poked into the tips to ensure
proper compression and release. Crossguards and decorative elements may be constructed out
of closed cell pipe insulation foam or open cell foam. Weapons may have additional open-cell
padding shaped to represent hammer and axe heads, but should be secured with strapping
tape/glue to ensure stability in combat. All exposed foam must be covered with duct tape
(strapping tape may be used as an underlayer for securing the foam), though non-striking
surfaces may be additionally decorated with electrical/gaffers/mylar tape.
•
•
•

•

Thrown Weapons: Unlike standard boffer weapons, Thrown Weapons must be constructed
entirely out of open cell foam covered with duct tape.
Unarmed Attack Boffers: Unarmed Attack Boffers must be constructed with no crossguard,
and either be bone-white or of a flesh tone appropriate for the wielding character.
Bastard-Size Great Weapons: These weapons may be wielded in either one or two hands, but
should be constructed in such a way to not have any “wiggle” or “whip” when being swung
either way (such as including a reinforcing wooden dowel secured with glue or small nails
inside the core pipe).
2-Handed Great Weapons: It is highly suggested that all Great Weapons have a reinforcing
wooden dowel secured with glue or small nails inside the core pipe.

* While PVC pipe is the standard for Aurum boffers, alternative cores such as carbon fiber may be approved on a
case-by-case basis. Please consult with a weapon safety marshal prior to construction or use of non-standard
materials to ensure safety compliance.

Bows/Crossbows
For bows and crossbows, real bows may be used so long as they do not have a draw weight of
more than 35 lbs. Arrows/bolts must be foam-tipped, with the foam tightly secured via
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glue/tape to ensure it does not become dislodged during use. Alternatively, players may use
boffer-style bows using Skill Packets or use Nerf-style dart blasters in the shape of
bows/crossbows using standard foam darts.

Melee/Ranged Weapon Sizes
Weapons must fall within one of the below size categories to be considered an appropriate
physrep for the in-game weapon:
Weapon Type
Thrown Weapons
Daggers/Unarmed Attack Boffers
1-Handed Simple Weapons
Quarterstaves
Bastard-Size Great Weapons
2-Handed Great Weapons

Size
6” – 72”
15” – 24”
25” – 44”
60” – 72”
45” – 50”
50” – 72”

Boffer Bows/Crossbows

36” – 60”

Firearms
Firearms may be represented by Nerf-style dart blasters so long as they are not fully automatic
(though such blasters may be approved if the full-auto feature can be disabled) and utilize standard
foam darts. Additionally, dart blasters should be internally unmodified*, though surface
modification for decorative purposes is encouraged (regardless, all dart blasters must retain a
bright orange tip to comply with government regulations regarding toy/replica firearms in order to
be permitted for use at events).
Alternatively, players may use non-functional toy/replica firearms and utilize Skill Packets as
ammunition instead. Non-functional toy/replica firearms still must have a bright orange tip to
comply with government regulations to be permitted for use at events.
* Internal modifications of dart blasters may be approved on a case-by-case basis. Please consult with a weapon
safety marshal prior to use of modified blasters to ensure safety compliance.

Skill Packets
Skill Packets are small, square bags made of cloth filled with birdseed which are either sewn
shut or use a rubber band to secure the cloth into a rounded pouch. Skill Packets should be
approximately 2” by 2” in size when filled/closed, and should not be filled in such a way that
there is no give upon impact. Additionally, only small, round bird seed may be used to fill Skill
Packets--no mixed including sunflower shells/seeds or other pointed/sharp seeds will be
permitted for use.

Shields and Armor
Latex Shields

Latex shields are approved on a case-by-case basis, and Aurum currently does not have a list of
“pre-approved” brands or styles. However, a list of qualities an approval-worthy latex shield
generally should have is as follows:
•
•

All edges are covered with at least ⅝” closed cell foam
Does not have any hard spikes or decorative elements on the forward face of the shield
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•

Any hardware on the forward face of the shield lies flush with the surface/is covered by
foam padding

Boffer Shields
Boffer shields may be constructed with a base of either wood, plastic, or metal. All edges must
be covered by at least ⅝” closed cell foam and secured with strapping/duct tape. Any exposed
hardware on the forward face of the shield must either lie flush with the surface or be covered
by foam padding. Any style of grip/handle may be used so long as it is secure and will not come
into contact with other players/weapons during combat. Surfaces may be either covered with
tape or painted (though paint should be sealed to prevent flaking off when being struck).

Shield Sizes
Shields must be a minimum of 14” in width/diameter. The maximum size of a shield is
determined by the player wielding it: shields may be no larger than shoulder-to-knee on the
wielding player and should be no wider than the player’s shoulder-width plus 4 inches.
Additionally, no shield may be longer than 40” nor wider than 28”, regardless of the size of the
wielding player. For all shields, the width must not exceed the length.

Armor
Armor may be represented either by real or costume armor pieces. To impart Armor Points
when worn in conjunction with an Armor skill, the piece must be of a material (or fabricated to
replicate a material) appropriate to the Armor skill(s) of the wearer. Armor which is of poor
quality or is not appropriate to the game setting may be given a -1 penalty to the assigned
Armor Points of the armor piece. Regardless of material or style, no armor piece should have
protruding metal pieces/decorative elements which could potentially cause harm or damage to
other players or weapon physreps during combat.
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The Death System
Injury and ultimately death are a natural part of any world, and in the world of Sha’uru, like our
own, characters have but one life to live and death is singular and inevitable. Through the course of
combat, or perhaps merely unfortunate circumstances, characters will often find themselves
acquiring injury, mechanically represented by the Death System.

Entering the Death System
Limb Strikes

When a character is struck in a limb, they lose use of that limb until it is healed. Being struck
in the same limb again will not increase the severity of the injury unless a skill is called that
delivers such an effect, nor will the strike be carried to the Torso; however, this does not mean
a player should deliberately block strikes with a “deadened” limb (as this risks OOG injury).
Regardless of how many times a limb is damaged or affected, the character does not enter the
Death System from limb strikes unless they are also affected by a skill or effect which states
they enter it. However, the limb still must be healed by appropriate means to be used in combat
once again, and damage to limbs is not automatically healed when a character is brought out
of their Death Count unless the effect specifically states it does so.

Torso Strikes
Characters naturally have a single point of Torso Toughness, which may be temporarily or
permanently increased though certain skills or effects (e.g. Tough). A character may take as
many strikes or attacks to the Torso as they have remaining Toughness points for.
When a character receives a strike to the Torso they cannot defend against or negate, they begin
to enter the Death System, which consists of four stages:
1.

Injured

2.

Critical

3.

Comatose

4.

Death

Death Count Stages
Injured
•
•
•
•

Lasts for 10 minutes
Injured characters may be healed by any effect which states it brings characters out of
the Injured stage (most commonly the First Aid skill)
Characters with First Aid or healing items may apply it to themselves while Injured, so
long as they have at least one undamaged arm
Injured characters may moan, clutch at wounds, cry for help at an audible whisper, or
slowly crawl away until healed or the 10 minutes is reached

Critical
•
•
•
•

Begins after the Injured stage timer is exceeded, or an effect brings the character
directly to Critical
Lasts for 30 minutes
Critical characters may ONLY be healed by an effect which states it brings characters out
of the Critical stage (most commonly a Resuscitate effect)
Once healed out of Critical, the character must roleplay feeling sore for a minimum of
one Period
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•

Critical characters are unconscious, and may no longer move, speak, or make noises as
they are slowly bleeding to death

Comatose
•
•
•
•

Begins after the Critical stage timer is exceeded, or an effect brings the character
directly to Comatose
Lasts for 60 minutes
Comatose characters may ONLY be healed by an effect which states it brings characters
out of the Comatose stage
Debilitations may be applied at plot discretion based on how long the character was
Comatose:
o 0-15 minutes: No Debilitation
o 16-30 minutes: Minor Debilitation
o 31-45 minutes: Moderate Debilitation
o 46-60 minutes: Major Debilitation

Dead
•
•
•

Begins after the Comatose stage timer is exceeded, or an effect brings the character
directly to Death
Lasts permanently; once a character reaches this stage, they are Permanently Dead, and
cannot be healed or resuscitated back to life by any means
If a character reaches this stage, they should consult with the Game Director or Plot
Director for additional information and/or about creating a new character

Debilitations
Characters may obtain permanent Debilitations through the course of play, most commonly
through the Death System, but potentially through other in-game roleplay or choosing to begin the
game with one or more Debilitations as part of character creation (however, there is no mechanical
benefit to starting with a Debilitation beyond the additional roleplay and/or character motivations
it might inspire). Minor and Moderate Debilitations can be removed with specific Natural Science
skills; Major Debilitations currently have no standard method of removal, and cures must be
discovered in-game.
Below is a list of standard Debilitations; Debilitations not on this list may be granted with Plot
approval:

Minor Debilitations
•

•
•

•

Minor Recovery—This Debilitation is only gained after a successful Minor Corrective
Surgery, and this Debilitation replaces the previous Debilitation. The character is
affected by the Persistent Pain Status Effect for the duration of this Debilitation, which
lasts for 3 months.
Shortness of Breath—After 5 minutes of strenuous activity/exertion (running, active
combat, etc.), the character must take a 5 second rest-break before continuing.
Slight Limp—The character can only walk or run with a slight, but visible, limp. This
does not prevent the character from running at all, but it must be noticeable that the
character is limping.
Poor Grip—The character may not ever call the Retain skill for the arm affected by this
Debilitation.
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•

•
•

Chronic Cough—The character has a chronic, wet cough they can never seem to shake
or suppress. The cough is ever-present, but not necessarily powerful enough to phase
the character for long.
Bad Eyesight—The character may never use skills with a Rifle or Musket (though they
may fire normal shots) and must roleplay as have poor vision.
Minor Psychological Trauma—The character has suffered a minor traumatic event
that has induced a minor psychological detriment (e.g. a fear of traveling alone, being
unable to look at a person who is bleeding, an irrational phobia of pineapples, etc.). The
effect of this Debilitation should be something noticeable when a relevant trigger
appears but does not have to be something that constantly would be triggered or would
be crippling when triggered.

Moderate Debilitations
•

•
•

•

•

•

Moderate Recovery—This Debilitation is only gained after a successful Corrective
Surgery, and this Debilitation replaces the previous Debilitation. The Character is
affected by the Persistent Pain Status Effect for the duration of this Debilitation, which
lasts for 3 months. Additionally, the character's Death Counts are reduced by half as per
a Bleeding Wound Status Effect (this also stacks with a normal Bleeding Wound) for the
duration.
Winded—After 1 minute of strenuous activity/exertion (running, active combat, etc.),
the character must take a 15 second rest-break before continuing.
Heavy Limp—The character can only walk or run with a heavy, visible limp, and is
unable to run more than 5 steps before stopping for 5 seconds before continuing. The
use of a cane is not required but encouraged.
Bad Arm—The character has a withered or permanently broken arm. They may not use
any offensive or defensive combat skills beyond the normal use of a weapon and cannot
swing a weapon faster than one swing/5 seconds with the affected arm.
One Eye—The character is missing an eye and may not use any offensive combat skills
with Ranged Weapons or Firearms; they may still fire for normal damage but can only
fire one shot every 15 seconds.
Moderate Psychological Trauma—The character has suffered a traumatic event that
has induced a moderate psychological detriment (e.g. a fear of the dark, paralyzing
arachnophobia, fainting for 15 seconds at the sight of blood, etc.). The effect of this
Debilitation should be something which is a routine inconvenience but can be worked
around or managed with some effort.

Major Debilitations
•

•
•

Major Recovery—This Debilitation is only gained after a successful miracle procedure
of modern medical science, and this Debilitation replaces the previous Debilitation. The
character is affected by the Persistent Pain Status Effect, the character has their total
purchased ranks of Grit and Tough reduced by 1 (to a minimum of 0), and the
character's Death Counts are reduced by half as per a Bleeding Wound Status Effect (this
also stacks with a normal Bleeding Wound) for the duration of this Debilitation, which
lasts 6 months.
Amputation—The character permanently loses a limb.
Paraplegic—The character is unable to walk without the assistance of some kind of
device (e.g. a pair of Clockwork Limbs).
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•
•
•

Blind—The character is permanently blind and may not engage others in combat
without the use of Blind Fighting.
Mute—The character is unable to speak or utter any noises.
Major Psychological Trauma—The character has suffered a major traumatic event that
has induced a majorly-debilitating psychological trauma. The nature of the trauma is
negotiated between Plot and the affected character to ensure it is not something which
would offend or out-of-game trigger them or other players. If an appropriate trauma
cannot be agreed upon, the character will be afflicted by a different Debilitation at Plot's
choosing instead.

Status Effects
Certain characters, items, or environmental hazards may deliver specific effects collectively termed
“Status Effects”. The most common Status Effects are described below:
Bleeding Wound
Reduces all Death Counts by half. Does not stack with other Bleeding Wounds but may stack
with other effects which reduce Death Count timers.
Charm Effect
Induces non-magical susceptibility of the character to the mental, emotional, or social
manipulation of the source. Can only be reduced or negated through abilities or effects which
specifically state they defend against Charm Effects.
Chemical Damage
Reduces the max AP of the character by 1 point until healed; does not stack with itself but may
stack other AP-reducing effects (such as Elemental Damage).
Elemental Damage
Can be either Fire, Frost, or Electric; reduces the max AP of the character by 1 point until healed;
does not stack with its own element, but may stack with other Elemental Damage types or other
AP-reducing effects (such as Chemical Damage).
Infection [Ranked]
The character must have an unhealed Bleeding Wound Status Effect to obtain this effect or be
struck with an attack which specifically states it automatically induces Infections. Rank 1 and
Rank 2 Infections will permanently kill an infected character at the end of the event if the effect
is left untreated. Rank 3 and Rank 4 Infections may kill sooner if untreated (typically within 8-12
hours).
Intense Pain
Overwhelms the character with pain to the point where they cannot move away, or take any
offensive/defensive actions, until the effect expires or is negated.
Persistent Pain
Prevents the character from moving faster than a walking pace until the end of the event or
otherwise stated. There currently is no standard skill or effect which will remove this status
effect, but it may be temporarily lifted with effects which state they allow the character to
temporarily ignore pain.
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Chapter 8: Service Rewards
The Service Points System
Aurum is not only a game; it is a community of volunteers working together to provide the best
experience for all members of the Aurum family. The Service Points System is the most common
way Aurum rewards and thanks its players and staff for contributions they make towards our goals
of producing immersive, high-quality content. In most cases, such contributions are in the form of
prop/costuming donations, taking voluntary NPC shifts or full-time NPCing, post-event cleanup, or
performing some other kind behind-the-scenes support for running events smoothly. Because
contributions can vary greatly, it is impossible to list the specific Service Point (or "SP", for short)
amounts awarded for each possible option; however, players are encouraged to ask Aurum staff
before committing to a donation/service assignment and Aurum staff will endeavor to provide a
general idea of the reward amount for the intended service. Service Points can be exchanged for
special rewards (including, but not limited to, Components, unique items, SDA bonuses, and
temporary skills) for their characters through the “Story Enhancement Templates” or the "Goblin
Black Market".

Roleplay Chits
Roleplay Chits (or “RP Chits”) are a special reward for players who go above-and-beyond to bring
an immersive, fun, and engaging experience for themselves and other players through their
roleplay, costuming, and props. RP Chits provide access to in-game rewards, such as Story
Enhancement Templates, Improved Trade Contacts, or other unique rewards.
Players may earn up to a maximum of 3 RP Chits per event, one each from the following
sources:
•
•
•

Nomination by the Creative Director
Nomination by the Plot Team
Nomination by another player

RP Chits from the Creative Director and Plot Team are awarded post-event entirely at the
Director/Team’s discretion. However, each player also may nominate one of their fellow players
each event by recording the nominated player’s name/character and a brief description of why
they are being nominated in the Notes section of their own character card before Check Out.

Improved Trade Contacts
Improved Trade Contacts are unique “upgrades” of standard Trade Contact or Underground Trade
Contact NPCs. Unlike standard Trade Contacts, Improved Trade Contacts are NPCs who may have
more specialized and advanced skills, wider and more influential connections, or have major
significance in one or more plotlines or story elements of the game world at large.
Upon purchase of an Improved Trade Contact, a player may specify the type of Contact they are
looking for, and the Plot Team will work with the player to create or introduce an appropriate NPC
fulfilling those requests as much as possible. Furthermore, Improved Trade Contacts can be further
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upgraded to enhance their skills, connections, or significance. However, the Plot Team has the final
say on the scope of the abilities/connections/significance of any Improved Trade Contact.

Story Enhancement Templates
Story Enhancement Templates (or “SETs”) are unique character “upgrades” which take the form of
drastic in-game alterations to a character’s physical appearance, abilities, and even personality.
The degree of change can vary depending on which Template a character takes on—however, once
a character has purchased a SET, they may never purchase another for that character.
A character of any Class and Species combination can choose any Story Enhancement Template
they desire so long as they have the SP to purchase it, and there are no specific skill prerequisites
needed for any SET. SETs are acquired through a combination of two things: in-game roleplay, and
spending Service Points/RP Chits. The player is then required to costume and roleplay their SET
appropriately according to the flavor and requirements listed in the SET description.
Additionally, each Template is broken into two tiers of costuming intensity:
Basic Level—This tier requires the minimal costuming and/or roleplay requirements of the SET and
players are granted the standard skills/abilities for their chosen SET once the SET has been acquired
in-game.
Signature Level—This tier requires advanced costuming and/or roleplay appropriate for the SET
and is only awarded at staff discretion. In return, Signature Level characters receive additional
skills/benefits from their chosen SET.
The full description of a Story Enhancement Template is only revealed upon purchase of the SET. To
enquire about purchase costs and other requirements about SETs, contact a member of the senior
plot staff. However, a brief overview of each currently SET is listed below:

Alienist
“Reality is a prison, and Will is a door. And the thing you need to remember about
doors...(chuckles)...the thing about doors is that once they're opened, things can pass through in
BOTH directions.”
The Alienist has touched one of the fonts of power that lie outside the physical world. They have
glimpsed, touched, been touched by, or made pacts with the unknowable and illimitable forces that
surround the comforting illusion of the physical world. And in so doing, has become infused with a
fraction of that force—Aetheric, Occult, among others—bound to it body and soul.
The Alienist becomes one, in a manner of speaking, with the force they are infused with, and can
manipulate it to a much greater degree than a normal person, and with much greater
control/precision.
No one else is as steeped in the force of an Alienist as they are themselves. It is as much a part of
them as the air in their lungs, or the blood in their veins.
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Costuming
Makeup around the left eye (of a color determined by which force they have become entwined
with), running in a stripe at least 1.25 inches wide, down to the jawline (to denote light and power
showing through cracks in the physical form). Other themed makeup such as an appropriately
colored contact lens in the left eye, a streak of the appropriate color in the hair, or scars tinged with
that color. Must always roleplay being slightly distracted, as if listening to voices no-one else can
hear.
General Abilities
• A deep and pervading knowledge of the chosen force, regardless of the character's previous
skills or class.
• Affinity with the chosen force will yield better Marshal results when using skills associated
with that force. Same goes for SDAs.
• Resistance against their chosen force, in the form of Armor, Tough, or invokable defenses
against the appropriate abilities/attacks.

Compound U
“Who, me? Me?... No, you got the wrong lady, friend. Why would you want to talk to HER? Why?
Sure, we look alike, but you're SO much better off, darling, now that I'M. HERE. She'll be back
later, the poor dull thing.... and really, wouldn't you rather spend time with me, anyway?”
(laughs)
Compound U is an experimental alchemical. They say each person has a dark side, but that's not
strictly true. Rather, every person has another side.
Taking Compound U allows that other side to come to the fore. Literally. Those people who take
Compound U (and survive the experience) become addicted to it. But when they take their dose,
their other comes out.
A creature of pure Id and Charisma, the unchained inner self; proud, self-confident, brash, and
powerful. Supremely convinced of their own righteousness and in love with everything about
themselves. So much better, in their own estimation, than the boring drudge who oversaw their
shared body up until now.
Costuming
Horns, wild unkempt hair, and a selection of other bestial features from a list specified by plot. No
tails, wings, additional limbs are permitted, but clawed hands, fangs, tusks, cloven hooves, etc. are
all on the list. Must roleplay as being less inhibited and much more brash than the base character.
Must choose a new name for themselves and refer to their other "normal" self with disdain and
pity. This is the best version of themself, after all! The two versions of the Compound U character
share one body, but do not share memories, or even necessarily the same goals/agendas.
General Abilities
• The character gets a single dose of Compound U each event. They start the event as their
base character. Then, at any point they may choose (or not) to drink the potion. At that
point, the "other guy" shows up, and the player plays the remainder of the event as that
other character.
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•

•

•

Compound U drinkers are creatures of will and faith in themselves. They have enough
willpower to stop almost anything from affecting them if they do not want it to. Nobody
tells them what to do because they know best!
They can affect others with the strength of their will, by taunting and intimidating them,
and they're VERY good at it. They are also able to endure tremendous pain without showing
it, because that would be admitting weakness.
Compound U drinkers also love to be praised, so they will almost always pick something
they are good at and refine it to the point of being the best at it.

Oracular Host
“Be still. Marshal your emotions, and then perhaps you might catch a glimpse -just a glimpse- of
the world that's waiting to become. Listen, watch, and be still. The future is at once a babe waiting
to be born, and a crone full of wisdom.”
The Oracular Host is a symbiotic being created from a pact formed between a mortal and a creature
from another place. Another world. In exchange for time spent observing our world through mortal
eyes, the creature from Beyond grants the Host the powers of sight-beyond-sight.
Oracular Hosts must become masters of their own minds in order to survive possession by the
creature from Beyond. And in so doing, they learn to reach out past their own physical shell and
influence the minds of others.
Costuming
A third eye, which opens in the character's forehead. Should role-play mastery of their own
emotions; calm and collected as often as is reasonable.
General Abilities
• The Oracular Host can look into the future, with some restrictions. They can do so with
more accuracy, and more often, than the methods that are currently available. Their vision
is not fool proof, however.
• Oracular Hosts have insight into the Beyond, and the creatures that live there.
• An Oracular Host can connect with the emotions of others, and influence them to feel
things intensely, and at their direction. They can soothe a troubled mind, kindle anger,
cause dread, and more.

Product of Science
“I'm still me. Just...better. And the best thing about the new me...It's going to take a lot more than
that to stop me.” (Grinding noises from under the skin. Wounds knit closed in a matter of
seconds.)
In this age of discovery, not all innovation comes without cost, and not all the results of progress
are pretty. But those who dare to push the boundaries of science and medicine can create some
truly miraculous and horrifying things.
People who undergo radical surgeries and augmentation sometimes emerge from the process as
Products of Science, creatures that possess a toughness and tenacity that no mere mortal can equal.
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Costuming
Dark brown makeup around the eyes, to make them look sunken in, and fangs. Additionally, Plot
will work with you to design more costuming elements. This could be things like surgical
modifications, extreme scarification, unnatural musculature, clockwork protruding from the flesh,
and so on.
General Abilities
• The Product of Science is tough. VERY tough. Their newly enhanced bodies are tougher and
more resilient than a normal person's. Regardless of what their field of study was before
their transformation, they now have the toughness and Grit necessary to function long
after a normal person would have succumbed to their wounds.
• In the direst of circumstances, a Product of Science can exert willing control over their
enhanced body, forcing it to regenerate and heal itself from even the most grievous
wounds.
• You can hit them, cut them, beat them, shoot them, or burn them, but chances are they will
just keep coming.

Re-Animant
“The dead do not always remain in their graves. Mostly, this is a terrible thing. But sometimes,
hope is kindled beyond death's door.... Get up! Get on your feet!”
The Re-Animant is the recipient of experimental medical procedures designed to bring a person
back from beyond the reach of death. When they arise, they are not undead, but neither are they
exactly who they were in life. Strange energies fuel them and lend their bodies the strength of
many men.
Costuming
Iron Chains and a Collar around the neck, that may never be removed. Inflamed skin running from
the collar up to the lower lip and the bottom of the ears. Must roleplay as being somewhat clumsy
and brutish.
General Abilities
• The Re-Animant is as strong as many men. They can perform feats of strength that would
be unthinkable for even the mightiest of "normal" people.
• The Re-Animant's body has been hardened and made more durable thanks to the reanimating process. They can shrug off the effects of things like Electrodyne attacks and
frost/cold effects. Not only do these attack types do little damage, they also do not slow
down the Re-Animant.
• Re-Animants do not have the same resistances to fire. Fire may affect them differently than
what is described above.
• Re-Animants are slightly duller of wit than they were in life, but their destructive potential
is practically unrivaled. A Re-Animant can tear a door off its hinges with its bare hands,
smash holes through walls, or even take a rifle and break it in half across its knee!
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The Goblin Black Market
While Service Points are an out-of-game reward for players, the Goblin Black Market is an in-game
entity which exists to help explain where and how Service Point rewards are acquired by
characters. At events, players can visit the Goblin Black Market by visiting Logistics to have their
purchase noted on the player's character card and receive any item cards and/or marshal notes (as
applicable). However, as Service Points are earned by the player and not individual characters,
players can make Service Point purchases for any of their characters at any time up to their current
SP total.
The offerings on the Goblin Black Market are split into Character Rewards, which are typically buffs
or enhancements automatically applied to the character and require no special item use to get the
benefit, and Wondrous Items, which are unique in-game items with rare or powerful effects. The
Goblin Black Market may periodically update, so check back frequently for new rewards to
purchase!

Character Rewards
Note: The purchase limits below apply separately per character.

Reward Name

Cost

Limit

Common
Connoisseur

10 SP

10 per
event

The character receives 1 Generic Component of their
choosing per purchase.

Rare Connoisseur

25 SP

2 per
event

The character receives 1 Named Component of their
choosing per purchase.

Rapid Repairs

25 SP

No limit

Repairs 1 Renewable item in disrepair back to normal
function per purchase.

500 SP

No limit

Grants +1 XP per purchase to a single character of the
player's choosing. Multiple purchases of this reward
can be spread among all characters the player has.

Once per
event

Allows the character to increase their effective rank of
Tough by +1 for the event; if the character does not
have any ranks of Tough, they are considered to have
Tough I for the event. Purchase of this reward can
allow a character to exceed the rank of Tough they
normally have access to but cannot ever be used to
exceed Tough IV.

Fast Learner

Tough Cookie

50 SP

Description

200 SP
400 SP
600 SP

One
time
ever *

When the purchasing character permanently dies or
retires, the player can liquidate the character's
assets and transfer them to a new character. The
amount transferred is either 25% (200 SP), 50% (400
SP), or 75% (600 SP) depending on the tier purchased.
* Players can choose to go up a tier by paying the
difference in SP between the previous tier and the
desired tier. This does not count as a separate
purchase towards the standard limit.

Research Bonus

75 SP

Once per
event

Grants the character an additional bonus to the
success of a Research SDA. This bonus will only apply
for the next SDA submitted, and cannot be applied
retroactively.

Practiced Ritualist

80 SP/
rank

Once per
event

Reduces the amount of time required to perform one
Ritual of the character's choosing by 1 Time Interval
for the event. The Ritual chosen must be one known

Life Insurance
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by the character at the time of purchase and cannot
be changed later. If performing a Ritual with another
character, the effects of this reward do not stack, and
the ritual time is reduced by no more than 1 Time
Interval regardless of how many assisting characters
have purchased this reward.

Multi-Tasker

Follow a Lead

Expeditious
Correspondence

50 SP

50 SP

75 SP

Once per
event

Allows the character to increase their effective rank of
Acuity by +1 for the event; if the character does not
have any ranks of Acuity, they are considered to have
Acuity I for the event. Purchase of this reward can
allow a character to exceed the rank of Acuity they
normally have access to.

Once per
event

Every now and then a Trade Contact comes through in
a big way; purchase of this reward will expedite a
knowledge search or further along plot points for a
given storyline the character was pursuing.
Characters without any Trade Contacts may still
purchase this reward to benefit from its effects, but
the results will be less reliable/effective than if from a
Trade Contact.

Once per
event *

In order to purchase this reward, the player must
receive Plot approval and also complete at least one
NPC shift during the event of purchase. When
purchased, the character expends their SDA for the
event in order to Correspond with a Trade Contact
during the event instead; the player will receive the
results of this Correspondence at the conclusion of
their NPC shift(s) instead of between events.
* This reward cannot be purchased if “Expeditious
Researcher” was already purchased for the same event.

Expeditious
Researcher

100 SP

Once per
event *

In order to purchase this reward, the player must
receive Plot approval and also complete at least one
NPC shift during the event of purchase. When
purchased, the character expends their SDA for the
event in order to perform a Research action during
the event instead; the player will receive the results of
this Research at the conclusion of their NPC shift(s)
instead of between events.
* This reward cannot be purchased if “Expeditious
Correspondence” was already purchased for the same event.
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Wonderous Items
Note: The purchase limits below apply separately per character.

Reward Name

Doctor Spengler’s
Aetheric
Reinforcement Oil

Cost

200 SP

Limit

Description

1 per
event

[Rank 2 Chemical] After applied to a single piece of
armor, grants +2 Armor Points to the Armor vs.
attacks from Aetheric Creatures. The purchaser has
the option of having the Chemical already be applied
to a piece of armor they possess or having this as an
item which can be used on any piece of armor. If they
choose to have this as an item, standard rules for
applying Chemicals apply, and it will expire at the end
of the event if not used.

Flauvio’s Filching
Fingercuff

150 SP

1 per
event

When placed into a pocket, pouch, or bag, this item
will thwart the next Pickpocketing attempt that
targets that container. This device is very delicate and
thus is rendered useless after one use, or at the end of
the event if not used.

Grip Guard
Gauntlets

200 SP

1 per
event

Once per encounter the character may use the
Retain skill for 0 AP, regardless of if the character has
learned the skill or not. This item will last for the
entire weekend, after which it irreparably breaks.

1 per
event

Reduces the amount of time required to craft one
Alchemy or Chemistry Recipe of the character's
choosing by 1 Time Interval for the event. The Recipe
chosen must be one known by the character at the
time of purchase and cannot be changed later. If
crafting a Recipe with another character, the effects
of this reward do not stack, and the craft time is
reduced by no more than 1 Time Interval regardless of
how many assisting characters have purchased this
reward.

300 SP

1 per
event

[Rank 2 Medicine] After imbibing, once per encounter
the character may use the Dodge skill for 0 AP,
regardless of whether the character has purchased
the skill, for the remainder of the event. The
purchaser has the option of having the Medicine
already be administered to themselves or having this
as an item which can be used on either themselves or
others. If they choose to have this as an item,
standard rules for administering Medicines apply, and
it will expire at the end of the event if not used.

80 SP

1 per
event

Can be used to unlock a working door that is not
magically sealed. The key is made of very soft metal
and thus is rendered useless after one use, or at the
end of the event if not used.

80 SP

1 per
event

When used, allows the character the use of the Swim
skill for one encounter. The device is not designed for
prolonged use and thus is rendered useless after one
use, or at the end of the event if not used.

Lady Perry’s
Pewter Pestle of
Perfection

Professor
Morton’s Hyper
Reflexive Elixir

Skeleton Key
Temporary
Rubberized
Flotation Device

80 SP/
rank
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Appendix A: Schematic Tables
The Sciences
Aetheric Science Schematics
Item Name

Item Craft
Rank Time

Named
Component(s)

Generic
Component(s)

Aether Goggles

1

10 min

Aetheric Attraction
Crystal I
Aetheric Disruptor

1

5 min

2

5 min

Aetheric Attraction
Crystal I (x1)
Concentrated
Ectoplasm (x1)
Black Onyx (x1)

Aetheric Stabilizer

2

15 min

Green Topaz (x1)

Chemical (x1). Crystal (x2).
Mineral (x2)
Crystal (x2), Mineral (x2)

Aetheric Attraction
Crystal II
Aetheric Cage Trap

3

15 min

Dense Ectoplasm (x1)

Crystal (x6)

3

10 min

Black Tourmaline (x1)

Aetheric Neutralizer

4

15 min

Aetheric Rift
Generator

4

10 min

Aetheric Attraction
Crystal II (x1), Aurum
Pulse Assembly (x1)
Aetheric Attraction
Crystal II (x1),
Ectoplasm of a
Phantasm (x1)

Chemical (x2). Crystal (x3),
Mineral (x3)
Chemical (x2), Crystal (x6),
Mineral (x6)

Crystal (x1), Tergora (x1)
Crystal (x2)

Chemical (x6). Crystal (x6),
Mineral (x4)

Chemistry Schematics
Item Name

Item Craft Named
Rank Time
Component(s)

Generic
Component(s)

Ferric Chloride

1

1 min

Iron Shavings (x1)

Chemical (x1), Mineral (x1)

Iodine

1

1 min

Seaweed Extract (x1)

Chemical (x1)

Smelling Salts (x10)

1

1 min

Hartshorn Salt (x1)

Chemical (x1)

Anesthetic Ointment

2

1 min

Ether Solution (x1)

Chemical (x2)

Gunpowder (x5)

2

5 min

Aqua Regia (x1)

Chemical (x2), Mineral (x2)

Minor Explosive

2

5 min

Aqua Regia (x1)

Chemical (x1), Mineral (x1)

Temporary Adhesive

2

1 min

Animal Hooves (x1)

Chemical (x3)

Erigeron
Heterophyllum
Explosive

3

5 min

Pride Weed (x1)

Chemical (x6)

3

10 min

Chemical (x3), Mineral (x3)

Lesser Acid

3

1 min

Concentrated Aqua
Regia (x1)
Muriatic Acid (x1)

Acid

4

1 min

Chemical (x8)

Bartholomew’s
Efficacious Elixir

4

15 min

Oxygenated Muriatic
Acid (x1)
Aurum Dust (x1)

Chemical (x6)

Chemical (x6), Crystal (x4)
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Major Explosive

4

15 min

Saltpeter (x1),
Concentrated Aqua
Regia (x1)

Chemical (x6), Mineral (x4)

Natural Science Schematics
Item Name
Field Surgery Kit

Item Craft
Rank Time

Named
Component(s)

Generic
Component(s)

1

5 min

Bullet Extractor (x1)

Chemical (x1), Textile (x1)

First Aid Kit

1

5 min

Isopropyl Alcohol (x1)

Textile (x2)

Splint

2

1 min

Medical Rope (x1)

Tergora (x2), Textile (x1)

Medical Trauma Kit

3

5 min

Pump Assembly (x1)

Minor Corrective
Surgery
Transfusion Kit

3

30 min

N/A

Chemical (x2), Mineral (x2),
Textile (x2)
Chemical (x3), Textile (x3)

3

1 min

Corrective Surgery

4

30 min

N/A

Full Surgery Tool Kit

4

15 min

Chloroform Pump
(x1), Scalpel Set (x1)

Rubber Hosing (x1)

Chemical (x2), Mineral (x2),
Textile (x2)
Chemical (x6), Textile (x6)
Chemical (x5), Textile (x5)

Physics Schematics
Item Name

Item Craft
Rank Time

Named
Component(s)

Generic
Component(s)

Bullet

1

5 min

Gunpowder (x1)

Mineral (x2)

Caltrops

1

1 min

Bar Stock (x1)

Mineral (x1)

Great Weapon

1

5 min

Mineral (x1), Tergora (x1)

Ranged Weapon

1

5 min

Shackle Trap

1

1 min

Dense Coal (x1), Bar
Stock (x1)
Reinforced Sinew (x1),
Linseed Oil (x1)
Bar Stock (x1)

Simple Weapon

1

5 min

Bar Stock (x1)

Mineral (x1), Tergora (x1)

Armor, Light

2

5 min

Tergora (x1), Textile (x1)

Armor, Medium

2

5 min

Armor, Heavy

2

5 min

Musket

2

15 min

Bar Stock (x1),
Reinforced Thread (x1)
Bar Stock (x1),
Reinforced Thread (x1)
Bar Stock (x2),
Reinforced Thread (x1)
Trigger Assembly (x1)

Needle Trap

2

5 min

Razor Needle (x1)

Chemical (x2), Mineral (x4),
Textile (x1)
Mineral (x2)

Net Trap

2

5 min

Weighted Thread (x1)

Textile (x2)

Pistol

2

15 min

Trigger Assembly (x1),
Ammunition
Assembly (x1)

Chemical (x2), Mineral (x2),
Textile (x1)

Mineral (x1), Tergora (x1)
Mineral (x1)

Mineral (x2), Tergora (x1)
Mineral (x2), Tergora (x2)
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Pit Trap

2

5 min

Revolver

2

15 min

Rifle

2

15 min

Shield

2

5 min

Trigger Assembly (x1),
Ammunition
Assembly (x1)
Bar Stock (x2)

Springboard Trap

2

5 min

Reinforced Spring (x1)

Mineral (x2)

Basic Clockwork Limb

3

30 min

Chemical (x2), Mineral (x4)

Reinforced Armor
Plating
Spring Loaded Boots

3

5 min

3

5 min

Regulator Clock
Spring (x1)
Ferric Chloride
Infused Steel (x1)
Reinforced Spring (x1)

Steam Powered
Battering Ram
Basic Clockwork
Messenger

3

15 min

4

30 min

Chemical (x2), Mineral (x2),
Tergora (x2)
Mineral (x8), Tergora (x2)

4

5 min

4

5 min

Aurum Igniting Drive
Shaft (x1)
Regulator Clock
Spring (x1), Magnetite
Stone (x1)
Copper Coil
Assembly (x1)
Reinforced Silk (x1)

4

30 min

Energy Displacement
Kit
Hyper Collapsible
Parachute
Steam Powered
Personal Magnetic
Field Generator

Impossibly Sharp
Spikes (x1)
Trigger Assembly (x1)

Aurum Igniting Drive
Shaft (x1), Magnetite
Stone (x1)

Tergora (x2)
Chemical (x2), Mineral (x4),
Textile (x2)
Chemical (x2), Mineral (x6),
Textile (x2)
Textile (x2)

Chemical (x2), Mineral (x4)
Mineral (x2), Tergora (x4)

Chemical (x3), Mineral (x4),
Tergora (x3)
Mineral (x2), Tergora (x2),
Textile (x6)
Chemical (x2), Mineral (x4),
Tergora (x2)
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The Arts
Alchemy Schematics
Item Name
Lesser Antidote

Item Craft
Rank Time

Named
Component(s)

Generic
Component(s)

1

1 min

Charcoal Dust (x1)

Chemical (x1), Tergora (x1)

Lesser Firebomb

1

5 min

Chili Powder (x1)

Chemical (x1), Mineral (x1)

Lesser Healing
Draught
Lesser Potion of
Sunset and Sunrise
Antidote

1

5 min

Thieves’ Oil (x1)

Chemical (x1), Crystal (x1)

1

1 min

Crystal (x1). Herb (x1)

2

1 min

Janus Root Extract
(x1)
Asp Fang (x1)

Firebomb

2

10 min

Volcanic Ash (x1)

Chemical (x3), Mineral (x1)

Pure Breath Potion

2

5 min

Squid Ink (x1)

Herb (x3), Textile (x1)

Greater Antidote

3

1 min

Pungent Bezoar (x1)

Chemical (x4), Tergora (x4)

Healing Draught

3

5 min

Salamander Blood (x1)

Chemical (x4), Crystal (x2)

Potion of Clarity

3

30 min

Drop of Mercury (x1)

Potion of Sunset and
Sunrise
Draught of Life

3

1 min

Whole Janus Root (x1)

Chemical (x3), Crystal (x2),
Herb (x3)
Crystal (x3), Herb (x3)

4

30 min

Phoenix Ash (x1)

Chemical (x8), Crystal (x4)

Greater Firebomb

4

15 min

Dragon Bone (x1)

Chemical (x6), Mineral (x2)

Juggernaut Potion

4

15 min

Dust of Hermes (x1)

Chemical (x4), Crystal (x2),
Herb (x6)

Chemical (x2), Tergora (x2)

Occult Schematics
Item Name
Arcane Ink

Item Craft
Rank Time
1

Named
Component(s)

Generic
Component(s)

1 min

Leyline Dust (x1)

Chemical (x1)

Beguiling Trinket

1

5 min

Rhodiola Rosea (x1)

Textile (x2)

Warding Charm

1

15 min

Amber Stone (x1)

Textile (x2)

Lesser Weapon
Enchantment
Sever Lesser Bond

2

10 min

Arcane Ink (x1)

Crystal (x2), Textile (x2)

2

5 min

Witch Hazel (x1)

Crystal (x2), Textile (x2)

Spirit Fetish

2

1 min

Charoite Crystal (x1)

Tergora (x2), Textile (x2)

Lesser Arcane Seal

3

5 min

Enchanted Thread (x1)

Textile (x6)

Sever Bond

3

10 min

Moon Stone (x1)

Crystal (x2), Textile (4)

Weapon
Enchantment
Arcane Seal

3

15 min

Crystal (x3), Textile (x3)

4

15 min

Arcane Ink (x1),
Manticore Fur (x1)
Enchanted Twine (x1)

4

30 min

Crystal (x4), Textile (x4)

4

30 min

Arcane Ink (x1),
Phoenix Feather (x1)
Black Salt (x1)

Greater Weapon
Enchantment
Sever Greater Bond

Textile (x8)

Crystal (x2), Textile (x6)
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Poisons Schematics
Item Name

Item Craft
Rank Time

Creeping Death

1

10 min

Sandman’s Tears

1

5 min

Black Lily’s Curse

2

10 min

Hallucinogen Poison

2

10 min

Expedient Death

3

30 min

Paralysis Poison

3

10 min

Named
Component(s)

Generic
Component(s)

Mandrake Root
Extract (x1)
Rainbow Orchid (x1)

Chemistry (x4), Tergora
(x2)
Chemical (x2), Tergora (x2)

Greencap
Mushroom (x1)
Bluecap
Mushroom (x1)
Mandrake Root (x1)

Chemical (x5), Tergora (x5)

Redcap
Mushroom (x1)

Chemical (x5), Tergora (x5)

Chemical (x4), Tergora (x2)
Chemical (x4), Tergora (x6)
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Appendix B: Player-Invented Items
This section contains the descriptions for all player-invented items which are available for public
purchase at events. As a reminder, player-invented items may never be taken at character creation,
and their Schematics can never be purchased from the Quartermaster at events (though players
may attempt to acquire such Schematics directly from the original inventor).

Single-Category Items
Rank 1 Items
Agni’s Arcane Assessor
Category: Occult
Keywords: Consumable, Latent
Description: This ritual enchants a Y-shaped stick covered with leather thongs and arcane
runes to hold six charges. For a single charge the item will lead the user to the nearest ley line.
If ley lines are equally far away from the location the item is used, it will lead the user to the
stronger of the two ley lines. For two charges the item will instead lead the user to the nearest
Arcane ritual in progress. For three charges it will lead the user to the nearest arcane item of
rank three or above. This ritual does not dissipate until all the charges on the item have been
used.
Blackwell’s Brogue Bauble
Category: Occult
Keywords: Consumable, Latent
Description: This ritual creates an item with 3 charges. The item is permanent as long as there
is a charge in it. Once the charges are expended, the item is destroyed. A charge may be
expended to impart the user the ability to understand Nisse, Durren, Goblin and Common for 10
minutes. No other languages are imparted by this item.
Carroll’s Ignition-Coil Blade
Category: Physics
Keywords: Renewable
Description: [1-Handed Simple Weapon] One Textile component may be loaded into the weapon
to have it swing for Fire once. Once the Textile component has been expended, it requires 15
seconds to reload a new Textile component into the weapon.
DeWitt’s Glitter Bomb
Category: Alchemy
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: The target of this alchemical bomb is affected as per the Distraction skill for 5
seconds. This effect counts as a charm for the purposes of defense.
DeWitt’s Immobilizing Paste
Category: Alchemy
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: This bundle of paste explodes out from the point of impact creating a hardened
shell that makes a single limb useless for 1 minute. If used on a leg, the target will be bound to
the spot. If used on an arm, the arm is completely useless and may not wield/fire weapons of
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any kind. The player chooses which limb is affected regardless of where the skill packet/phys
rep actually struck the target.
Faisal’s Simple Syringe
Category: Natural Science
Keywords: Consumable, Renewable
Description: Requires Administer Medicine 1 or higher to load a Rank 1 Medicine into this device.
Once loaded, any character may safely administer the loaded Medicine without the Administer
Medicine skill to any other character. The device is expended upon use.
Graybrooke’s Private Stock
Category: Chemistry
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: This is a good wine that can be catalyzed to be more potent. The uncatalyzed
version of the wine has no components and is assumed to have been brewed by the character
between events, with the only limiting factor being what the player wishes to provide as
physical representations. To catalyze the wine, the character must spend 1 minute of roleplay
and the listed components. The catalyzed effect lasts for 1 hour until consumed; if consumed,
the imbiber’s effective Willpower is reduced by 1 rank for 5 minutes.
Ilyamon’s Blinding Powder
Category: Chemistry
Keywords: Chemical, Consumable, Perishable
Description: The target of this chemical bomb is affected as per the Blind skill for 5 seconds. For
the duration, the player may only move at a heel to toe rate. This chemical can be defended by
the Dodge skill, but not by Parry.
James’s Ritual of Light
Category: Earth Magic
Keywords: Instantaneous
Description: Creates a permanent magic item that glows with light. Must use a physrep that
looks like a rock or crystal. The magic item lasts until the batteries on the physrep die at an
event.
Kalderas’s Mechanical Launcher
Category: Physics
Keywords: Renewable
Description: This item can launch items specially designed for this launcher that weigh no
more than 25lbs a distance of up to 50 feet.
Lox’s Leadership ‘Lixir
Category: Alchemy
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: This potion grants the imbiber +1 effective rank of the Charm skill for 5 minutes. If
the imbiber does not possess the Charm skill, this potion grants an effective Rank 1. All other
rules for the Charm skill apply, including AP cost, RP requirements, and effect duration.
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Mosette’s Aural Eyedrops
Category: Chemistry
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: When applied, these eyedrops allow the user to see all magical objects and auras
within a 10’ radius. These drops do not provide information about the magical effect, only its
existence and color; however, the drops may detect other magical effects outside of Occult and
Alchemy. When used, the character must call out “See Magic”.
Muddler’s Bandana of Willpower
Category: Occult
Keywords: Consumable, Defensive, Latent
Description: This ritual must be cast on a bandana or scarf. This item grants +1 effective rank of
Willpower for a single Encounter when invoked. If the wearer does not possess the Willpower
skill, this potion grants an effective Rank 1. This item will last until the end of the event or after
it is invoked, whichever is soonest.
Oslo’s Coughing Gas
Category: Chemistry
Keywords: Chemical, Consumable, Perishable
Description: Target character is disabled for 5 seconds as per the Distraction skill except that
this attack is not a Charm Effect and thus unaffected by Willpower. If the target has a Pure
Breath Potion or other means of protection against inhaled gasses active this item has no effect.
This attack can be defended by the Dodge skill, but not by Parry.
Renfield’s Lesser Recuperation
Category: Alchemy
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: This potion will reduce the recuperation time of Medical Devices by one time step.
This potion will only reduce the maximum recovery time of the Medical Device, regardless of
how long the character has been recovering with the device.
Rutherford’s Friendship Fragrance
Category: Alchemy
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: This potion grants the imbiber +1 effective rank of the Charm skill for 5 minutes. If
the imbiber does not possess the Charm skill, this potion grants an effective Rank 1. All other
rules for the Charm skill apply, including AP cost, RP requirements, and effect duration.
Thatcher’s Elemental Armor Potion
Category: Alchemy
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: This potion provides 1 point of Armor to the Torso for 15 minutes. This armor may
only stop Fire, Frost, and Electrical damage, and has no effect on other damage types, including
normal, non-elemental damage. The armor granted by this potion stacks with standard worn
Armor.
Varyn’s Efficacious Amulet of Willpower
Category: Occult
Keywords: Consumable, Defensive, Latent
Description: This ritual must be cast on a piece of jewelry or small trinket. This item grants +1
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effective rank of Willpower for a single Encounter when invoked. If the wearer does not possess
the Willpower skill, this potion grants an effective Rank 1. This item will last until the end of the
event or after it is invoked, whichever is soonest.
Zyr’s Somnic Gas Canister
Category: Chemistry
Keywords: Chemical, Consumable, Perishable
Description: This device may only be used indoors in an area no more than 1050 cubic feet (a
10’x14’ room typically). When activated, it will begin expounding a gas which acts as per the
Sandman’s Tears poison, affecting all characters within the space. If used in a room with no
open windows or doors the effect will persist for 1 hour. In a room with open windows or doors
(or where a window or door is opened) the gas will disperse after 15 seconds and become inert.
Anyone who is already poisoned by the gas will continue to suffer its effects for 1 minute after it
has dispersed.

Rank 2 Items
Coleman’s Clotting Clamp
Category: Natural Science
Keywords: Renewable
Description: This item allows any character to temporarily pause a Bleeding Wound effect on a
target with 15 seconds of roleplay. The treated character does not suffer the detriments of a
Bleeding Wound for 1 hour or until such time as they receive appropriate treatment.
Coleman’s First and Second Aid Kit
Category: Natural Science
Keywords: Renewable
Description: This item acts as a First Aid Kit, but allows the treatment of two locations
simultaneously instead of one.
DeWitt’s Potion of Hiding
Category: Alchemy
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: This item grants the user a single use of the Hide skill for 0 AP. All conditions of
the Hide skill apply. Note: this potion does not grant the user the ability to Sneak or move in the
Hidden state without breaking the effect.
DeWitt’s Potion of Toughness
Category: Alchemy
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: This potion grants the user +1 effective rank of Tough for 1 hour. This stacks with
other similar effects.
Graybrooke’s Lesser Tear Gas
Category: Chemistry
Keywords: Chemical, Consumable, Perishable
Description: When this item is activated or delivered via Skill Packet, any character within a 5foot radius of the delivery point cannot take offensive action or move at faster than a heel-to-
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toe pace for 15 seconds (defensive abilities may be used as normal). This does not affect targets
which do not require air to breathe.
James’s Ritual of Circle of Empowerment
Category: Earth Magic
Keywords: Instantaneous
Description: This ritual may only be cast outdoors. This ritual creates a 10-foot circle which
empowers any Rank 1 and 2 Occult and Earth Magic Rituals cast within it, allowing these rituals
to be cast one time step faster. The circle is not a ley line and does not count as a ley line for
Occult and Earth Magic abilities that require or interact with a ley line. If this ritual is cast on a
ley line that is outdoors, the ritual effects stack with those of the ley line so long as the ley line
is potent enough to reduce rank 2 or lower rituals.
Kalderas’s Electrodyne Battery II
Category: Electrodyne Science
Keywords: Ammunition, Component
Description: A Rank 2 Electrodyne power source in the form of an electrical battery which holds
10 charges. The charges cannot be "refilled" once expended.
Kalderas’s Electrodyne Candle
Category: Electrodyne Science
Keywords: Renewable
Description: This item is a light bulb and allows for flashlight and lamp physreps to be
Electrodyne devices instead of fire. The duration of use is equal to how long the real-life battery
lasts.
Maxion’s Lesser Painkillers
Category: Chemistry
Keywords: Consumable, Medicine, Perishable
Description: This medicine grants the target +1 effective rank of the Grit skill. If the target does
not possess the Grit skill, this medicine grants an effective Rank 1. Once used, this medicine
lasts for 30 seconds or until the activation of Grit expires, whichever comes last. This item can
be administered to someone who currently has Grit active to extend the Grit by the duration
difference.
Mosette’s Aetheric Ejector
Category: Aetheric Science
Keywords: Consumable, Renewable
Description: When used on a possessed creature or object, this device is consumed and frees
the possessed creature or object from the influence of the Aetheric Creature. This only works on
possession and not any other Aetheric Creature abilities that may be affecting the target object
or creature.
Muddler’s Crybaby Bomb
Category: Alchemy
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: When delivered via Skill Packet upon a target or an area, any creature within 5 feet
of the targeted character or area is Blinded for 15 seconds; this otherwise functions as per the
Blind skill. This alchemical bomb can be defended by the Dodge skill, but not by Parry. Though
an alchemical item, this item counts as a poison for effects which interact with poisons.
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Muddler’s Sticky Goo
Category: Alchemy
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: This bundle of paste explodes out from the point of impact which binds the arms
and legs of the target together for 1 minute. The target cannot walk or move their limbs ingame but may move their limbs out-of-game for safety or balance if needed. This alchemical
item can be defended by the Dodge skill, but not by Parry.
Oslo’s Shaped Charge
Category: Chemistry
Keywords: Chemical, Consumable, Perishable
Description: When this chemical is applied to a melee weapon, it will make the next strike
make with the weapon strike as per the Crit skill, consuming the shaped charge. This may not
be attached to ammunition.
Reitman’s Aether-Track Goggles
Category: Aetheric Science
Keywords: Renewable
Description: This item functions as Aether Goggles, but the wearer may consume charges from
an attached Aetheric Attraction Crystal (A.A.C) use the Tracking skill as if they possessed it for 5
minutes per charge used, but only to find Aetheric creatures.
Reitman’s Aetheric Energy Projection (A.E.P.) Meter
Category: Aetheric Science
Keywords: Renewable
Description: Allows a character to ask a marshal if there are any Aetheric creatures within line
of sight of the character. The marshal will notify the character of the presence of Aetheric
creatures or any that enter line of sight of the character within 15 minutes of asking. If an
Aetheric Creatures are detected, this item may not be used again within the same Period. If no
Aetheric creatures are detected within 15 minutes, this item may be used again within the same
period. Regardless of whether an Aetheric Creature is detected, use of this item consumes 5
charges per use of an Aetheric Attraction Crystal (not the one required to craft it) to activate.
Rutherford’s Ice Bomb
Category: Alchemy
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Deals 1 point of physical AoE Ice damage to all targets in a 5-ft radius. Only one
may be thrown at a time; requires either a Skill Packet or an appropriate Thrown Weapon-style
physrep.
Sinclair’s Improved Ignition Blade
Category: Physics
Keywords: Renewable
Description: This weapon can be wielded by anyone who possesses the Simple Weapon, 1-Hand
and Shield, or Florentine Weapon skills. A Textile component may be loaded into the weapon,
and the use may activate the weapon to strike for Fire damage up to five times within 30
seconds. Any unused strikes after 30 seconds are lost. Once the Textile component has been
expended, it requires 15 seconds to reload a new Textile component into the weapon.
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Sinclair’s Lesser Irritant
Category: Chemistry
Keywords: Chemical, Consumable, Perishable
Description: When this item is activated or delivered via Skill Packet, any character within a 5foot radius of the delivery point cannot take offensive action or move at faster than a heel-totoe pace for 15 seconds (defensive abilities may be used as normal). This does not affect targets
which do not require air to breathe.
Skyforge’s Collapsible Camouflage
Category: Physics
Keywords: Consumable, Renewable
Description: This item grants the user a single use of the Hide skill for 0 AP. All conditions of
the Hide skill apply. Note: this item does not grant the user the ability to Sneak or move in the
Hidden state without breaking the effect.
Thatcher’s Arcane Bomb
Category: Alchemy
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: The crafter must specify whether the item will Dampen or Amplify at item
creation. This bomb affects a single ritual on the target hit; if an inanimate object or location is
targeted, it will only affect one ritual where the bomb lands. This alchemy works as per the
Arcane Tampering Occult skill for a single use and with the mode specified at the time of
crafting.
Thatcher’s Improved Elemental Armor Potion
Category: Alchemy
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: This potion provides 2 points of Armor to the Torso for 15 minutes. This armor may
only stop Fire, Frost, and Electrical damage, and has no effect on other damage types, including
normal, non-elemental damage. The armor granted by this potion stacks with standard worn
Armor.
Thatcher’s Lesser Quickening Potion
Category: Alchemy
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: This potion provides +1 AP to the imbiber for one Encounter. This bonus can
increase the user's AP pool above their normal maximum, but it may not take a character above
15 AP total.
Vidar’s Draught of Masking
Category: Alchemy
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: This potion infuses the imbiber with an arcane aura that masks their scent and
erases traces of their passing as they go for 5 minutes. While under the effect of this potion the
imbiber cannot be tracked via mundane means. Tracking via magical means is hampered but
not nullified.
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Rank 3 Items
Coleman’s Best Field Surgery Kit
Category: Natural Science
Keywords:
Description: This item can act as a First Aid Kit, but allows the treatment of two locations
simultaneously instead of one. Alternatively, this item may also be used as a Field Surgery Kit
for treating a single Bleeding Wound simultaneously to treating one location with First Aid.
James’s Ritual of Unnatural Binding
Category: Earth Magic
Keywords:
Description: This ritual must be cast on a stone. Once cast, the stone holds the power of binding
as per the Bind the Natural Order Earth Magic skill. The stone remains enchanted until the end
of the event or until invoked/triggered. When the stone is placed on the ground it may be set to
trigger or be invoked immediately. If set to trigger, when the first unnatural creature enters
within 10 feet of the stone the skill effect activates and binds the creature as per Bind the
Natural Order, the effect centered on the stone. Once invoked or triggered the effect lasts for 15
minutes. This item does not require the invoker to maintain concentration to sustain the effect.
Jordan’s Field Stabilizer
Category: Natural Science
Keywords: Consumable, Renewable
Description: This device requires Natural Science Practice 1 to operate and is consumed upon
use. When used, allows the character to perform a single use of the Stabilize Patient Hidden
Skill. The user does not spend any AP to activate this skill; however, all other restrictions of
Stabilize Patient still apply.
Mosette’s Chemical Dispenser
Category: Alchemy
Keywords: Consumable, Renewable
Description: Requires Apply Chemical of appropriate rank to load a Chemical into this device.
Once loaded, any character may safely use the loaded Chemical without the Apply Chemical
skill. The device is expended upon use.
Mosette’s Smoke Bomb
Category: Chemistry
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: This item creates a 5-foot-radius black cloud of smoke centered on the user for 5
seconds. The smoke is thick enough that anyone inside of it is considered Hidden for the
duration, breaking line of sight. No characters inside of the smoke may be targeted with attacks
for the duration. Anyone within the smoke may activate the Sneak skill if they possess it.
Reitman’s Aetheric Binder
Category: Aetheric Science
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: When delivered via Skill Packet, this item completely paralyzes an Aetheric
Creature for 15 seconds upon contact. The target cannot move their body in any way in-game
but may move their limbs out-of-game for safety or balance if needed. This item can be
defended by the Dodge skill, but not by Parry.
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Sinclair’s Canister Pistol
Category: Physics
Keywords: Renewable
Description: This device fires devices labeled “Canister” instead of bullets. It may only fire one
canister at a time and takes the same amount of time as a standard Pistol to reload. The fired
canister may only be defended by items and abilities that defend standard bullets. Upon a
successful hit, this device replaces the Bleeding Wound effect of bullets with the effect of the
fired canister’s payload. The payload may be defended by items, skills and abilities appropriate
to its effect.
Varyn’s Aetheric Detector and Retracer (VADAR)
Category: Aetheric Science
Keywords: Renewable
Description: This item grants the user the Tracking skill but only to find Aetheric Creatures. All
other rules for Tracking apply. The player must appropriately roleplay using the device to do so.
Vidar’s Bloodthirsty Broadhead
Category: Occult
Keywords: Latent, Offensive
Description: This ritual may be cast on a weapon or ammunition. When invoked, the ritual
allows the enchanted weapon to ignore all armor types (including natural or Aetheric armor)
for one strike. Should the weapon or ammunition make contact with a character, shield or
weapon, the ritual is expended; otherwise it will remain on the weapon or ammunition until
the end of the event.

Rank 4 Items
Kalderas’s Death Catalyst
Category: Chemistry
Keywords: Chemical, Consumable, Perishable
Description: This item has no other use but to change the effect of Zyr’s Somnic Gas Canister.
First it will change the effect of the Canister from a Sandman’s Tears effect to an Expedient
Death effect. Secondly, it will cut the duration of the Gas in a sealed room from 1 hour to 15
minutes. Thirdly, a Rank 3 or higher Antidote is required to nullify the effect. All other rules
remain the same (including the 15 seconds it takes the gas to be dispersed should a window or
door be opened).
Reitman’s Aetheric Cloaking Device
Category: Aetheric Science
Keywords: Renewable
Description: This device requires Aetheric Science Theory or Practice IV to operate. The user may
expend one A.A.C. charge to make themselves invisible to Aetheric Creatures for 15 seconds per
charge used. Aetheric Creatures may not interact with the user directly while the user is
invisible and may not strike the user in combat unless they possess Blind Fighting.
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Reitman’s Improved Cage Trap
Category: Physics
Keywords: Renewable, Trap
Description: Requires the use of an Aetheric Attraction Crystal (A.A.C.) as a power source once
crafted This device can either be thrown by any character or laid down as a trap with Set Traps.
When triggered, imprisons one Aetheric Creature for the duration. If thrown, the device may be
countered with Dodge or Parry. In either case, the item consumes 10 A.A.C. charges upon use.
This device will hold an Aetheric Creature until it is released, or the trap falls into disrepair.
Sinclair’s Portable Rigging Launcher
Category: Physics
Keywords: Renewable
Description: This device will connect 2 points at least 50 yards apart with a rope line so long as
there is enough solid material to anchor both points. This object may be used as often as the
user would like, but each use of the device reduces the Durability of the item by one event until
the Durability is expended (however, the item can still be repaired normally by an appropriate
Repair skill). The line can be used by anyone with the Climb skill to traverse from point A to
point B on a level or upward angle. The line can be used by anyone to slide down the line from
point A to point B on a downward angle. Firing and anchoring the gun counts as a single use,
not traversing the line, so the gun may be left in place for as long as the player wishes. The
connecting rope is of similar strength to ship’s rigging and use of other items can be combined
in order to haul objects or people without the Climb skill across, so long as those items are
designed for specifically this purpose. This item requires Physics Practice II to operate the gun
and remove the anchor points.
Varyn’s Arcane Containment Apparatus (VACA)
Category: Aetheric Science
Keywords: Renewable
Description: This device can contain any number of Aetheric Creatures within it, even between
events. Once per event, the player must designate the location for the VACA. It cannot be moved
from this spot for the rest of the event (though it is assumed that it can be carefully transported
as a large unwieldy object from event to event). If this object should fall into disrepair, it will
release any and all Aetheric Creatures it has contained thus far. The Repair Aetheric Device II
skill can be used prior to the item falling into disrepair in order to prevent this release. Any
Aetheric Device that can trap Aetheric Creatures may be hooked up to this device to transfer its
contents.

Multi-Category Items
Carroll’s Geospectral Tracker
Categories: Mathematics (Rank 1), Occult (Rank 1)
Keywords: Consumable, Latent
Description: This ritual enchants a lens of some type with arcane energy, infusing it with a
total of three charges. A character holding the lens may expend one charge to activate the
Tracking skill as if they possessed it for one encounter. This ritual expires at the end of the
event or when all charges have been used.
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Fellcastle’s Bloodsight Goggles
Categories: Aetheric Science (Rank 1), Occult (Rank 1)
Keywords: Renewable
Description: When activated this device allows the wearer to see a single hidden living creature
within 10 feet of the user. Activating this device costs 1 AP. Further activations can be used to
reveal more hidden creatures at a cost of 1 AP per hidden creature. This device will not reveal
hidden creatures that are not living. This device can be repaired by any skills that repair
Aetheric Devices.
Hey You’s Fragmentation Grenade
Categories: Chemistry (Rank 2), Occult (Rank 2)
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Can be thrown at a target to cause 1 point of physical damage, a Bleeding Wound,
and a Persistent Pain effect to a single target. This item may only be defended against by effects
which state they stop bullets. Only one may be thrown at a time; requires either a Skill Packet
or an appropriate Thrown Weapon-style physrep.
James’s Aetheric Disruption Dust
Categories: Aetheric Science (Rank 1), Chemistry (Rank 1)
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: When delivered via Skill Packet upon an Aetheric Creature, the creature is Blinded
for 15 seconds; this otherwise functions as per the Blind skill. The target does not need to be
corporeal for this item to take effect. When this item is used, the user must call out “Aetheric
Blinding Dust, 15 seconds” upon successful contact with the target.
Kalderas’s Aethervision Lantern
Categories: Aetheric Science (Rank 1), Electrodyne Science (Rank 1)
Keywords: Renewable
Description: Expend one charge from an Electrodyne Battery to shine the lantern for 1 minute.
All Aetheric Creatures are visible to the naked eye within a 10’ radius of the lantern for the
duration.
Mosette’s Armor of Resistance
Categories: Chemistry (Rank 4), Physics (Rank 4)
Keywords: Renewable
Description: This armor treats Elemental Damage as standard damage. The wearer does not
receive Elemental Damage penalties if the blow was absorbed by the armor. Once the armor is
depleted in the encounter, the wearer takes Elemental Damage as normal. Effects that bypass
normal Armor also bypass this armor (e.g. bullets). Each crafting instance is a single armor
location (Left Arm, Left Leg, Right Arm, Right Leg, Torso, Helmet). Additionally, the type of Armor
(Light, Medium, Heavy) and what type of Elemental Damage it resists (Ice, Fire, Electric) must be
chosen at the time of crafting. This armor does not convert other types of damage (Magic,
Aetheric, etc.). This item may be repaired with Physics Practice 3.
Mosette’s Electrodyne Grenade
Categories: Chemistry (Rank 2), Electrodyne Science (Rank 2)
Keywords: Consumable, Perishable
Description: Deals 1 point of physical Electric damage to a single target. Only one may be
thrown at a time; requires either a Skill Packet or an appropriate Thrown Weapon-style physrep.
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Additionally, if this attack is not successfully defended the target is also unable to spend any
Action Points for 15 seconds. Electric damage may not be stopped by metal armor; all other
armor defends as normal.
Sinclair’s Lockpick Gun
Categories: Electrodyne Science (Rank 1), Physics (Rank 2)
Keywords: Renewable
Description: This device requires Electrodyne Theory or Practice I to operate. The user may
expend 2 charges from an Electrodyne Battery for a single use of the Pick Lock skill; this effect
takes 5 seconds to complete. This device does not work on Rank 3 or higher locks.
Skyforge’s Lesser Magnatoss
Categories: Electrodyne Science (Rank 1), Physics (Rank 2)
Keywords: Renewable
Description: This device requires two free hands to operate (though the player may hold the
physrep with one hand and throw the Skill Packet with the other). This item requires use of an
Electrodyne Battery (not the one required to craft it) to activate. The character may expend 1
charge from the installed battery to apply a ranged used of the Disarm skill delivered via Skill
Packet to a single target (Note: 2 charges must be expended in order to Disarm a two-handed
weapon). This otherwise behaves exactly like the Disarm skill, including negation by the Retain
skill.
Varyn’s Fetish of Lesser Command
Categories: Occult (Rank 2), Void (Rank 2)
Keywords: Latent, Offensive
Description: When this ritual is complete it creates an occult fetish that allows the character
who originally cast the ritual to issue a three word or less command to one target which must
be obeyed. The command may not cause the target to directly harm themselves in any way.
This magical attack is considered a Void attack and may only be defended by effects that
specifically stop void attacks. It does not affect Void creatures and its use may attract the
attention of void entities. The command must be obeyed for 1 minute, upon which the character
is free to do as they wish. Particularly clever creatures may find ways around the command by
obeying the letter rather than the spirit of the command.
Varyn’s Ritual of Lesser Spirit Warding
Categories: Aetheric Science (Rank 1), Void (Rank 1)
Keywords: Latent, Offensive
Description: This ritual is cast upon the Aetheric Attraction Crystal component that is
completely consumed when the ritual is invoked. The invoker chooses one target Aetheric
creature within line of sight. That Aetheric Creature’s Corporeal Manifestation Skill is reduced
by 1 rank for the duration. (Greater down to Standard, Standard down to Lesser). If the creature
only possessed Lesser Corporeal Manifestation, then they are unable to use this skill at all for
the duration. Additionally, the Aetheric Creature may not take any direct offensive action
against the invoker of this ritual, though it could command others to do so.
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